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"Real-world' Signals.
No matter whose world
theycomefrom.

Getting a satellite system off the
ground isn't easy. You spend
thousands ofhours testing and
retesting the hardware. At
integration, on the launch pad
and in-orbit. There has to be a
better way!
Now there is. The HP 8791
signal simulator can generate
the signals you need to quickly
and thoroughly test payloads,
earth stations or system moni-
toring equipment. From group
delay and gain to noise loading
and bit error rate, testing to
spec has never been this fast or
accurate. The HP 8791's digi-
tally generated signals deliver
unsurpassed test consistency
time after time, anywhere, in or
out of this world.
Testing with simple signals and
modulations only tells part of
the story. Ever wonder what will
happen when real signals enter
your receivers and transpon-
ders? With the HP 8791 you can
simulate up and down link
traffrc, add transponder and
earth station impairments, test
with multiple carriers or evalu-
ate the effects ofpropagation
and multipath. Quickly, easily
and repeatably.
For more information on the
HP 8791, call your local HP
sales offrce or call The Nether-
lands +31 20 547 9999 and ask
for Eric Jennings. We'lI send a
data sheet and a satellite test
technical paper that shows how
to get your birds offthe ground
faster.

There is a better wav.
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AtCAfEt ESPACIO: Quqlity in tine.
ALCATEL ESPACIO is engoged in the

design, development ond monufocturing of spoce
communicotion equipments ond systems, providing
froni - line technology used in sotellite poyloodi
ond olso in ground control stotions.

ALCATEL ESPACIO'S moin technologies
ond products ore:

- On Boord Oigitol Electronics. (On Boord
Processing, Doto Acquisition, Video Processing,

ESPACIO
Alcotel Espocio, S A Einstein S/N Tres Contos 28260 Modrid

Tel (3r'1 ) BO3 47 1 0 Fox (341 ) 804 00 I 6

Fiber Opticol Buses, etc).
- On Boord Rodiofrequency equipments

(TTC tronsponders, filters, multiplexers, etc).
- Communicotion systems (Design, User

Stotions, Control stotions, etc).
ALCATEL ESPACIO'S orgonizotion guo-

rontees the quolity, devoted to deliver the pro-
duct on time ond fulfilling the ogreed requi-
rements.
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the hipparcos mission

The Hipparcos Mission
Four Years After Launch

M.A.C. Perryman
Hipparcos Project Scientist, Astrophysics Division,
ESA Space Science Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

D. Heger
Hipparcos Spacecraft Operations Manager, Spacecraft Operations Division,
European Space Operations Centre (ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany

lntroduction
Much of what we know about our
Galaxy, and the Universe of which it is an
all but insignificant part, is based upon the
electromagnetic radiation (light, radio waves,
X-rays, etc.) that reaches us from space,
The last few decades have seen enormous
advances in the quality, quantity and range
of astronomical data that have been
acquired. There has been, correspondingly,
tremendous progress in theories that attempt
to olace these observations into some kind
of natural order and which, at the same time,
allow predictions about the nature of the
Universe to be made

For Hipparcos, launched in August 1989, one setback - the
failure of the apogee boost motor - threatened to obliterate the
years of thorough scientific and technical preparations leading
up to the launch. Now, following the redesign of the mission
operations in 1989, and a continuous determination to maintain
the flow of high-quality scientific observations, ESA's astrometry
satellite has completely fulfilled its original mission objectives,
and is close to reaching its fourth year in orbit. The vast on-ground
data analysis effort, a collaboration of European scientists from
some 30 institutes, is proceeding well and is providing information
that is set to give a remarkable new perspective to our under-
standing of the structure, composition, and evolution of our Galaxy.

throughout the development programme,
despite the unintended elliptical orbit in

which the satellite was destined to carry out
its measurements. In addition, the Tycho

experiment, making use of the onboard star
mappers, will yield a positional catalogue of
more than a million stars.

Extending the mission operations
An intermediate report on the progress of
the Hipparcos programme was made in
ESA Bulletin No. 69, where some preliminary
results of the first year of data processing
were also included, By extrapolating these
results, obtained by the NDAC and FAST

data-analysis teams*, it was predicted that
the original target mission accuracies would
have been achieved with a data collection
extending until mid to end 1992.

With satellite resources (electrical oower
and attitude-control gas) likely to support
mission operations until around mid-1994, the
Hipparcos Science Team therefore submitted
a proposal to the scientific advisory groups
of ESA to extend the operations beyond the
end-l992 date for which funding had already
been approved, until the end of the satellite's
useful scientific lifetime This detailed
proposal, setting out the scientific merit of an
18-month extension to the original three-year
mission, was endorsed by ESA's Astronomy
Working Group and Space Science Advisory
Committee, and was thereafter approved by
the ESA Science Programme Committee at
its meeting in June 1992.

The Hipparcos Science Team had already
made a careful evaluation of all the options
available to it, including changing the
observing programme, or attempting to
place the satellite in 'hibernation' for a certain
period of time, specifically in order to
enhance the proper-motion estimates of

NDAC = Northern Data-
Analysis Consortium
FAST : Fundamental
Astronomy by Space
Techniques Consortium

It can now be guaranteed that the Hipparcos
results will play an important role in the
continuing development of scientific under-
standing of our Galaxy over the next few
decades This first space mission dedicated
to the measurement of highly accurate stellar
oositions will orovide distance estimates of
120 000 stars in the solar neighbourhood,
and measurements of the velocity with
which these stars are moving in their orbits
through the Galaxy. The final results from
Hipparcos (1-2 milli-arcsec in the positions,
parallaxes and annual proper motions) will
be at least as good as those targetted
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the programme stars. Given the delicacy of
the satellite's operations in its elliptical orbit,
the hibernation option was not recommended,
and neither was a change in the observing
programme; it was considered more
appropriate to continue improving the
astrometric oarameters of the 120 000
carefully selected programme stars by
means of the mission extension.

By extending the measurement period,
the positions and parallaxes (i e distance
measurements) continue to improve,
essentially by the square root of the overall
observing time, while the proper motions
improve by a further factor of the overall
measurement duration Photometric monitor-
ing of each programme star, estimates of the
double-star parameters, and observations of
the minor planets, also benefit significantly
from the extended measurement period, as
does the general reliability of the global
solution as a whole.

Satellite observations throughout 1992
Satellite operations continued smoothly until
early August 1992 Figure 1 illustrates the
continuity and efficiency of the data
collection between the start of the scientific
observations in November 1989 and August
1992, when a series of gyroscope anomalies
affected the attitude control significantly and
the satellite was triggered into its 'safe' Sun-
pointing mode The satellite was spun up
to a rather stable configuration at about
0.4 rpm, while a series of investigations into
the gyro anomalies, and full preparations for
continuing the scientific operations under
two-gyro control, were made Scientific
observations were resumed, at the nominal
scanning inclination of 43' to the Sun, but
using only two gyros, on 29 October 1992

The 18-month sphere solution
Meanwhile, data analysis proceeded
intensively throughout 1992, with both of
the main data-analysis teams, NDAC and

Figure 1. The star-mapper
background derived from
the first 2.5 years of the
mission as part of the
analysis by the Northern
Data-Analysis Consortium
(NDAC). A single 10.6-hour
orbit is represented by a
vertical line stretching
from bottom to top of the
figure, with orbits
extending from November
1989 (left) to May 1992
(right). The perigee of
each orbit lies at the
top/bottom of the figure,
with the apogee at the
centre. The intensity of the
background increases from
blue (minimum), through
green and red, to yellow
(maximum). Black
represents missing data.

The figure illustrates many
features of the mission.
including: (a) the outer Van
Allen radiation belts (the '
red/yellow regions near the
top and bottom of the
figure); (b) Earth
occultations (the black
elliptical regions, during
which the viewing
directions are obscured by
the Earth); (c) zodiacal
light and background
originating from the
galactic plane (the green
stripes extending from top
left to bottom right
throughout the figure).
Other black areas,
indicating lost data, arise
lrom the satellite's
passages through perigee
(top and bottom) or from
ground-station outages or
other satellite anomalies
(vertical black lines)
(Courtesy F. van Leeuwen,
RGO Cambridge, NDAC
Consortium)

8



the hipparcos mission

FAST, reporting their global sphere solutions
based on slightly more than the first 1B

months of the mission data The solutions
are of a remarkable quality, with positions
and parallaxes considerably improved with
respect to the previous l2-month sphere
solutions For the first time, the full solution
including the estimation of the two proper
motion components gave a clear improve-
ment compared to the solution involving
position and parallax only, i.e. the solution
made by keeping the proper motions at
their Input Catalogue (ground-based) values

The data sets resulting from the 18-month
'sphere solution' contain over two million
abscissa observations of the 118 000
programme stars observed on more than
1200 great circles. More than 80 000 stars
were accepted as 'primary' stars (generally
single stars that are well-behaved in the
global solution), with an additional 20 000
'passive' stars, i.e. adiusted but not

contributing to the definitron of the positional
system. ln the end, data for more than
100 000 stars were retained in the 18-month
sphere solution. Half of the resulting
parallaxes have a formal error of better than
2 milli-arcsec, while 900/o are better than
3 milli-arcsec. Examination of the distributions
indicates that the formal errors agree quite
well wjth the external (or 'true') errors, at
least when they are less than 3 milli-arcsec.

The rms proper-motion update for the
18-month solution is about 11 milli-arcsec per
year, both in right ascension and declination.
500/o of the orooer motions have formal
standard errors in each comoonent of better
than 4 milli-arcsec per year, while 900/o are
better than 6 milli-arcsec per year Again,
these accuracies will continue to imorove as
more data are progressively combined into
the global solution,

In parallel with the analysis of the main
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mission data, the complex data processing
that will eventually lead to the Tycho

Catalogue, using data derived from the
star mappers. also proceeded well. The
production of the Revised Tycho Input
Catalogue within the Tycho Data Analysrs
Consortium (TDAC) was completed -
this contains just over 1 million stars with
positions already better than 01 arcsec.

Some illustrations of the scientific results
are shown in Figures 2-7

Publication of the Hipparcos Input
Catalogue
The 7-volume Hipparcos Input Catalogue,
published as ESA SP-1136 in March 1992,

represented one of the first major products of

the mission, albeit comprising data compiled
from existing sources, or from recent ground-
based observations specially undertaken for
the Hipparcos mission preparations The
main catalogue, a compilation of the best-
available ground-based data used for the
satellite attitude control and for the scientific
observing programme, extends to five
volumes, with an annex volume devoted to
data on double and multiple star systems,
and a further volume devoted to 'finding'
charts of the fainter stars in the observing
programme. The Input Catalogue rs also
being prepared for publication on CD-RON/

For each of the main Hipparcos programme
stars, this catalogue contains the most
accurate and complete compilation of
positions, motions, duplicity and variability
data, spectral types, and cross-identifications

to other astronomical catalogues, Independ-
ent analyses of the quality of the Hipparcos
Input Catalogue have been undertaken using
ground-based photometric data, or data
from the preliminary satellite data analysis,
and have confirmed the positional and
photometric accuracies targetted, so

important for the execution of the satellite
observations

Observations without gyroscopes
While the Hrooarcos detectors continued
to function flawlessly after nearly four years

in orbit, problems with the gyroscope
packages have challenged the creativity
of the Hipparcos Project in devising and
implementing new operational procedures to
allow the scientific measurements to continue.
The satellite was originally equipped with five
gyros, two sensing rotation around the
satellite's spin axis, and three sensing rotation
around the axes perpendicular to the spin
axis (with a total of two redundant units)

The Hiooarcos 'reallime' attitude determin-
ation and control actually involves a rather
precarious loop: star-mapper transits update
the attitude knowledge, which is immediately
used to point the main detector to the
programme stars (with an accuracy of about
1 arcsec), and also to predict the time of the
next star-maooer transit, lt is the noise and
time-dependent calibration terms (drift and
scale factor) of the gyroscopes that make
star-mapper updates necessary, and these
have to be made typically every 10-20 s lf
gyros were 'perfect', one initialisation would
thereafter allow the instantaneous attitude

Figure 2. Star-mapper
background for part of a

single orbit, showing the
main contributions from
zodiacal light and galactic
plane from both viewing
directions. ln this data
interval, enhanced
background originating
from the Small Magellanic
Cloud (SMC), and trom
the globular cluster 47
Tucanae, is also evident
(Courtesy A. Wicenec, AIT
Tiibingen, TDAC
Consortium)
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the hipparcos mission

knowledge to be maintained. irrespective of
the external or internal perturbing torques
acting on the satellite or the gas-jet firings
made to control the satellite's orientation and
spin rates

ln n'^^+i^^ +h^ ^+^. +.^^^il^ ,,^^^+^ilrPrduLruu, uru Jrdr-ilrdPPUr udr r)rt; upudLU

the knowledge of both the satellite attitude
and the gyro calibrations. In between the
updates, the satellites viewing directions, at
e cnin raie nf 1 AR a rncon/c hqrra mnrrod hri

some 2000-3000 arcsec, and the gyros

are used to interpolate the attitude to the
accuracy level required to pilot the main
detector.

After the first gyro failure, rather early in the
missron (in June 1990). preparations were
made for a two-gyro operational solution
The solution, not at all obvious at the
beginning of the studies, and which had to
be implemented onboard in order to allow
the real-time pointing requirements lo be met
(but with considerable ground-segment
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Figure 3. Geometrical
terms in the great-
circle reduction derived
from the great-circle
processing, for data from
the first two years of
satellite observations. The
top figure illustrates the
evolution of the 'basic
angle' (the angle between
the two viewing
directions), while the lower
figure illustrates the
evolution of the grid scale.
Each cross represents a
value derived from the
reduction of data from one
satellite orbit, and the
vertical dashed lines in the
lower figure indicate when
refocusing of the payload
occurred. The payload
evolution can be followed
very precisely by means of
the data analysis, and has
allowed a physical model
of these geometrical
changes to be established
(Courtesy C. Petersen,
Copenhagen Observatory,
NDAC Consortium)
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support necessary!), differs fundamentally
from the two-gyro operational procedures
for the IUE spacecraft, where orientation
information from the Sun aspect sensor is
used In the case of Hipparcos, in between
the star-mapper updates, an onboard model
of the predicted perturbing torques allows the
along-scan attitude to be estimated in real

time lmplementation has involved a careful
calibration of the solar radiation pressure
(the dominant external perturbation acting at
apogee), as well as calibration of the internal
gyro torques and thruster impulse torques,
these being supplied and updated by the
scientific consortia as an extension of their
data-processing activities The situation

Figure 4. The principle of the sphere solution. After many observations on many
reference great circles obtained throughout the mission, a star's proper motion
and parallax is derived from the residuals of the one-dimensional great-circle
measurements. The proper motion is revealed as a linear displacement of the
star position with time, while the parallax is seen as a sinusoidal variation of the
displacement with a period of one year (i.e. the orbital period of the Earth
around the Sun). The parallax is larger the nearer the star is to our Sun. This
star was observed in 24 reference great circles during the 19.5 months covered
by the pfot. The solution gave a proper motion of -41.rt2.7 milli-arcsec per year
in right ascension (top), and -71.2+2.5 milli-arcsec per year in declination
(bottom), with a parallax of 36.311.4 milli-arcsec. The resulting proper motion is
in good agreement with the proper motion that had been derived lrom ground-
based observations, although there had been no direct estimate of this star's
distance made from the ground
(Courtesy L. Lindegren, Lund, NDAC Consortium)

12

becomes more complex towards perigee.
as gravity gradient, magnetic moment and
eventually aerodynamic drag effects become
significant

The two-gyro control solution was eventually
implemented in November 1992 following
the third gyro failure (which left only two
transverse gyros, and no spin-axis gyro,
functioning). The two-gyro mode ran

successfully, with no significant degradation
in the resulting payload data quality, until
mid-March 1993, when the fourth gyro
ceased to function.

The satellite remained in 'hibernation' in

Sun-pointing mode until 12 June, when a
complete zero-gyro operational solution was
finalised (a single gyro adding little to the
possibility of attitude control). The problems
to be surmounted were considerable, not
only in the apogee operations (where the
approach may be viewed as an extension
to the two-gyro control), but more critically
during perigee passages. and especially
when eclipses occur at perigee The
complications were compounded by the
solar-array degradation, making full payload
ooeration imoossible while the satellite is

Sun-pointing, and exacerbated by long
eclipses extending until mid-May.

Unfortunately, on payload re-activation
after this hibernation phase, two of the four
star-maooer detectors were found to be
inoperable Whilst this would not affect
the main mission science, further ground
software modifications had to be
implemented in order to allow observations
to continue, At the present time (mid-June),
the possibility of continuing operations for
several more months, without gyros, appears
to be feasible but by no means guaranteed,

It is appropriate to stress that the gyro
packages employed in the Hipparcos satellite
have had an excellent flight record Ongoing
investigations suggest that the factor-of-five
enhancement in the radiation fluence in the
non-intended elliptical transfer orbit may be
responsible for their failure In other words,
if Hipoarcos had been in its intended
geostationary orbit, the failures may well
not have occurredl

The future schedule
Attitude-control gas is in principle available
for operations, and hence scientific
observations, to continue for another few
months. With the completion of Hipparcos
satellite ooerations therefore foreseen for
the end of 1993 or earlv 1994 at the latest.
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Figure 5. The Hertzsprung-
Russell diagram from the
first 12 months of the
mission. The clustering of
the stars in this figure,
derived from the parallax
and magnitude of each
star, illustrates one of the
most fundamental stellar
relationships known. The
dominant strip extending
from top left (luminous
blue stars) to bottom right
(cool red stars) is the
stellar main sequence, the
region of this diagram
where stars spend most of
their evolutionary lifetime.
Giants occupy the branch
extending up to the top
right of the figure, while
the three obiects at the
bottom left of the diagram
are white-dwarf stars.

The figure is a dramatic
indication of the high
quality of the Hipparcos
parallaxes. The final
Hipparcos Hertzsprung-
Russell diagram will
constitute a most powerful
observational constraint
on stellar evolutionary
theories
(Courtesy M.J. Penston,
RGO Cambridge,
NDAC Consortium)

Figure 6. Two examples of
orbital double systems, for
which the Hipparcos
determination of positional
separation at a given
epoch (the square box) is
in excellent agreement
with determinations of the
orbital elements made
over many years from the
ground by speckle
interferometry (crosses).
(Courtesy F. Mignard,
CERGA Grasse, FAST
Consortium)
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GROUND-BASED
28 astrometric standards

GROUND-BASED
1 5 ohotometric standards

HIPPARCOS:71 STARS
Astronomy: + 0.002 arcsec
Photometry: + 0.003 mag

TYCHO: 389 STARS
Astrometry: +0 03 arcsec

Photometry: + 0.03 mag (B and V)
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Figure 7. The expected
products of the Hipparcos
mission. The four ligures
cover the same 5"x5'area
of the sky in Ursa Major.
The figures illustrate the
availability of astro-
metric and photometric
reference stars from
ground-based observations
(top left and top right,
respectively), on the basis
of the expected Hipparcos
data (bottom left), and
including the stars
catalogued as part of the
Tycho programme (bottom
right). The numbers of
stars with the expected
astrometric and
photometric accuracy
are given in each case
(Courtesy E. Hgg,
Copenhagen Observatory,
TDAC Consortium)

. INCA : Input Catalogue
Consortium
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the data-reduction teams are targetting the
completion of their massive global data
analysis effort for two years after the end of

operations, and the data-processing aspects
of the Hipparcos proiect will there{ore draw
to a close in about three years from now
The Hipparcos Science Team, which advises
ESA on all scientific aspects of the mission,
is presently devoting some consideration to
the ouestion of the format and contents of
the final mission oroducts,

The global nature of the reductions means

that. in principle. a re-analysis of the raw

satellite data should never again be
necessary. Given the size and complexity
of the analysis, and the fact that the main
mission data analysis is being carried out
independently and in parallel by two
separate scientific teams, any re-analysis
is also considered highly unlikely

More relevant, then, will be the final
astrometric and photometric parameters of
the two experiments: the data products
derived from the main astrometric mission
(the Hipparcos Output Catalogue), and the

data products derived from the star mapper
(the Tycho Catalogue). For the former, the
data analysis will yield five astrometric
parameters (the two position components,
the two proper-motion components, and the
parallax) for each of the 120 000 programme
stars, an accurate broad-band magnitude at
each of the 300 or so epochs of observation,
information on the binary or multiple nature
of the stars, and errors on these quantities.

The summary of the astrometric. photometric
and multiplicity data will yield some 50 data
items per object. Astrometric errors will
comprise 15 elements per object, and multi-
plicity data will run to some 100-200 para

meters per system (including solutions derived
on the basis of different assumptions, along
with the corresponding error quantities)

The photometric database will comprise
calibrated magnitudes at each observational
epoch, associated formal errors, and values
of the background at each epoch

The Tycho products will be more extensive,
with the Tycho Catalogue now expected to
contain more than a million stars Each will
yield five astrometric parameters, the
corresponding error estimates, and two-
colour photometry, again at each of the
300 or more eoochs of observation,
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Footnote added, in press, 1 5 August:

At the end of June, the satellite experienced some
f urther difficulties in communications between the
ground and the onboard computer, again
attributable to radiation damage to certain
components. Attempis to restart operations proved
unsuccessf ul, and mission operations were
terminated on 15 August, four years and one week
after launch.
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PRESS RELEASE 17 August 1993

Hipparcos: Mission Accomplished

After more than three years of efficient and successful operations, communications with ESA's scientific
satellite Hipparcos were terminated on 15 August 1993. The Hipparcos satellite, a purely European
undertaking, and the first space experiment dedicated to the highly accurate measurement of star
positions, distances and space motions, was launched in August 1989. Targetted for an operational lifetime
of two and a half years, more than three years of high-quality star measurements have eventually been
accumulated, and all of the original scientific goals of the mission have been fully accomplished.

During the last few months of its life, as the high radiation environment to which the satellite was exposed
took its toll on the on-board systems, Hipparcos was operated with only two of the three gyroscopes
normally required for such a satellite, following an ambitious redesign of the on-board and on-ground
systems. Plans were in hand to operate the satellite without gyroscopes at all, and the first such 'gyro-less'
data had been acquired, when communication failure with the on-board computers on 24 June 1993 our
an end to the relentless flow of 24 0OO bits of data that have been sent down f rom the satellite every secono,
since launch. Further attempts to continue operations proved unsuccessful and, after a short series of
subsystem tests, operations were terminated four years and one week after launch.

An enormous wealth of scientific data has been gathered by Hipparcos. Even though data analysis by the
scientific teams tnvolved in the programme is not yet completed, it is clear that the mission has been an
overwhelming success.'The ESA advisory bodies took a calculated risk in selecting this comptex but
fundamental programme' said Dr. Roger Bonnet, ESA's Director of Scientific Programmes,'and we are
delighted to have been able to bring it to a highly success/u/ conclusion, and to have contributed unique
information that will occupy a prominent place in the history and development of astrophysics'.

Extremely accurate positions of more than one hundred thousand stars, precise distance measurements
(in most cases for the first time), and accurate determinations of the stars' velocity through space have
been derived. The resulting Hipparcos Star Catalogue, expected to be completed in 1996, will be of
unprecedented accuracy, achieving results some 10 to 100 times more accurate than those routinely
determined from ground-based astronomical observatories. A further star catalogue, the Tycho Star
Catalogue of more than a million stars, is being compiled from additional data accumulated by the satellite.
These catalogues will be of enormous value in astronomers' attempts to understand and describe the
properties and evolution of stars, and the dynamical motion of these stars within our Galaxy. In the process,
Hipparcos has discovered many thousands of new binary star systems, measured the precise light
variations of many hundreds of thousands of stars over its operational lifetime, and has provided an
accurate and independent validation of the predictions of General Relativity.

Scientists working with ESA on the Hipparcos Programme, were at ESA's European Space Operations
Centre (ESOC) on 13114 July to review the progress of the data processing, and to examine whether any
further efforts might allow the satellite to continue operating. 'All of us are sorry to see fhe end of this
remarkable satellite' said Dr. Michael Perryman, the ESA Project Scientist responsible for Hipparcos. 'On
the other hand, we are delighted that it has delivered substantially more than it had been oilginily
designed for. When our finalresulfs are published, some very interesting new rnsights into the nature of
our Galaxy, its structure and its evolution will emerge' he added.

A large team of scientists from the various ESA Member States is responsible for the analysis and
interpretation of the vast amount of data that has been generated by the Hipparcos satellite, in what is
considered to be the largest single data-processing challenge ever undertaken in astronomy. Working with
ESA since the time of the mission acceptance in 1980, their immediate task will only end with the
publication of the Hipparcos and Tycho Star Catalogues later this decade. Only then will an astrophysical
exploitation of the results commence.

The Hipparcos results will represent a milestone in mankind's understanding of the structure and evolution
of our Galaxy, and an invaluable legacy to future generations of astronomers.
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Figure 1. The booster facilitiies area (high-
lighted), located to the south of the Ariane-s
launch complex (ELA-3)

BOOSTER FACILITIES
AREA
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the ariane-5 booster facilities

The Ariane-S Booster Facilities

P. Sartini & J. de Dalmau
Space Transportatron Svstems Directorate, ESA, Paris and Kourou, French Guiana

Dedicated facilities for the manufacture, integration and testing
of the Ariane-S solid-propellant boosters have been installed at
the Guiana Space Centre (CSG), in Kourou, French Guiana, near
the ELA-3 launch complex (Fig.1). During their design phase,
major choices had to be made taking into account safety, reliability
and economic factors. The successful test firings of the first two
Ariane-S solid-propellant boosters - known as '81 ' and 'M1 ' -
took place on 16 February and 25 June 1993 at CSG, and the first
two qualification flights of Ariane-S are scheduled to take place in
1995 and 1996.

Figure 2. The positions
of Ariane-S's two solid-
propellant boosters, one
on each side of the
launcher

lntroduction
The development of the Ariane-S solid-
propellant booster itself, in terms of its

design, subassembly testing and the
industrial infrastructure in Europe, was

described in ESA Bulletin No 69
(February 1992) by J Gigou

The Ariane-S Development Programme
is currently the largest ESA Programme
Overall responsibility for its execution,
including the ground facilities, was entrusted
to ESA in 1987 by a decision of the ESA

Council, meeting at Ministerial Level, after
a two-year preparatory programme phase.

ESA subsequently delegated the technical
and financial management of the programme

- for the preparatory phase 1986-1987 and
the current development phase 1988-96 to

CNES. the French national space agency

The major design choices
The two large solid boosters flank the Ariane
launcher's central body (Fig. 2) and are the

main providers of propulsion for the first two
minutes of flight. The booster is about 30 m
long and 3 m in diameter, lt is made up of

three segments: the forward segment weighs
aboul 27 tons. the central segment about
116tons, and the aft segment about 125tons
for the flight configuration Each booster
delivers 540 tons of thrust at the oround.

The manufacture of these boosters, each
loaded with 230 tons of solid propellant, is
one of the major challenges of the Ariane-S
Programme A basic trade-off that had to
ha mqdo in tho o:rhi docinn nh:qp nf lhc

Ariane-S ground facilities involved the choice
of location for propellant production and
booster casting and testing activities, with
Europe (close to the industrial suppliers) and
French Guiana (close to the launch site) as

the two primary options.

Cost, logistic and safety considerations led

to the solid-propellant production being
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BOOSTER INTEGBATION BUILDING
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FOR EXTENSIONS

Figure 3. General layout of
the Guiana Grain Plant
(uPG)

based in Kourou for the two large motor
segments, and in Europe for the smaller
segment Following this choice, it was also
decided to locate the booster integration
and test facilities in Kourou and to design
them for handling and testing in the vertical
position.

The advantages of this solution are
numerous:

- Local loading of the booster segments
eliminates the risks of handling and
transporting large pyrotechnic elements
across Europe and through Atlantic sea
ports, This also allows the manufacture of
larger segments, thereby reducing the
number of segments making up a stage
to just three, with only two joints between
them This simplifies the design and
increases the reliability of the booster.

- The test stand being close to the launch
site offers climatic conditions that are
identical to launch conditions. The choice
of a vertical test stand, with the booster
nozzle pointing downwards, offers test
conditions most closely approximating

to those of flight Moreove( ambient
temperatures in Kourou are stable and
thus eliminate thermal shocks,

- The low population density of the region
and the isolated location of the test
stand mean that it is easier to arrange
protection of populated areas during tests

- The forward booster segment is smaller
and lighter than the other two segments,
being about 5 m long and 3 m in diam-
eter, The fact that it is easily transportable
by ship and road suggested that it should
be manufactured completely in ltaly by
the process leader BPD (Fiat Group)
A new plant was built and is now in
operation at BPD in Colleferro, near
Rome, where the metal structure of the
segment arrives from MAN, in Germany,
and is fitted with internal thermal
protection prior to propellant casting

- For the two larger segments, the metal
structures are also sent from MAN to
the BPD plant for fitting with their internal
thermal protection, but they are then
transported empty to French Guiana,
where their propellant is manufactured
and loaded,

- With the stage-integration, test and
launch facilities at a single site, the same
integration building can be used for
both the development and the industrial
production phases.

- An important choice for increasing safety
was the vertical handling of segments
throughout the production, inter-srte
transfer and testing phases. using air-
cushion pallets wherever possible rather
than cranes.

The Guiana Grain Plant (UPG)
The UPG is dedicated to the manufacture,
non-destructive testing and storage of solid
propellant for the central and aft segments
of the Ariane-5 boosters Each segment is
about 11 m long and 3 m in diameter The
UPG facilities are also used for the develoo-
ment work necessary for qualification of the
manufacturing processes.

Based on experience gained from the
existing solid-propellant plants in France and
Italy, the UPG was designed for single-
product manufacturing, but for larger product
volumes The quantity of raw materials mixed
in each batch has been increased from three
to twelve tons.

The plant is divided into three main areas
(Fig. 3): an administrative area in the north,
an 'inert' area in the centre, and a pyro-
technic area further south (down wind. The
following functions are carried out, as shown
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in the simplified flow chart in Figure 4:

- storage and conditioning of raw materials

- preparation of casings on arrival from
Europe with an intermediate liner on the
internal thermal protection, to ensure
proper joining of the propellant

- pre-mixing of the binding maierial (HTPB
polymer and 180/o aluminium powder) and
batch-mixing of propellant ingredients:
binder plus solids (68 o/o ammonium
oerchlorate)

- checking of raw materials and products
(mechanical and ballistic properties)

- loading of segments, which includes
propellant casting in underground pits,

and cunng

- non-destructive testing of the loaded
segments, using X-ray, ultrasound and
th ree-dimensional video endoscoov

The greatest importance has been attached
to the safety, automation and quality control
of the manufacturing process:

- buildings have been spread over a wide
area (Fig 5)

- automated control and command systems
allow remote monitoring of hazardous
operations like mixing, casting and non-
destructive testing

- overall monitoring of the process and
intermediate sampling and quality control
of the propellant are also automated.

The project was started in late 1987 and
construction work began in mid-1988 Since
then, approximately 40 buildings spread
over a surface area of 300 hectares, with
the necessary supporting infrastructure and
equipment, have been completed and

Figure 4. Simplified
flowchart for the Guiana
Grain Plant (UPG)

Figure 5. View of part ot
the UPG, with the Booster
Integration Building and
the top of the Test Stand
in the background
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qualified About 80 contractors and sub-
cont'actors from Belgium. Frarce..Germany.
Italy the Netherlands and Spain have
nartininatod in iho cnn,,struclron process

The first bu dings were handed over to the
onerator in lale 1990 The facrlities are owned
by ESA which has entrusted their operation
ln Ronr lrrc : ininr crrhcidrarri nf RPD Difoc:

e Spazio (l) and SNPE (F) Manufacture of
lhe first segment model. wrth 105 tons of inert
load ng was completed in July 1991 Fina
2..ont2n.o nf tho n enr hrr FQA tnnL nlrnp rn

December 1992 with the handover of the
non-destructive-test buildi ng

The success of the first booster test in
February 1993 proved that the UPG is fully
^. '^1,{.^i {^r +h^ 

--^, 
{^^r, ,.^ ^+ +h^ n " ^^^ trLludilr'uu tur tr tu t rdt rutdLruru ur il ru nr dru-J

propellant

The Renrrlrrs nersonnel are drawn from the
two mother corrrpanies. plJS an Increasrfg
number o' locally recru ted e'np oyees
The total staffing will ,ise progressively from
aboul 50 rn 1993 to nore than 100 during
the industral production phase,

The UPG has been designed for a
nrnrlr rnirnn rata af t tn la 2/. aodmonta nor
rio:r rriiih nrnrrrth nnipnti:l tn ?2 conmonlc, v,""".
pe' year correspondrng to tte prograrnme
nhioctirio n{ R le. rnnhoc a+ a lrlarvuluuu vu vr u rqur rur ruJ pUl yud dL d ldtul

stage

The Booster lntegration Building (BlP)
The BIP is located at a safe distance from
thc nrein n 2nr lhtr lpql Sland arrd tle
launche" assembly bu lding lts constructior
rni:c hoar.n in lQRR :nd tha hr rilrlinn ui:c

commissioned by ESA in January 1992

The first test boosters (B1 and N/1) have
already been assembled and checked ln

this building

Tho hr ril|inn h:c 2 q1 lliaan araa aI 1AA m F',rurlOUg Olgq Vl IVV lll Uy

63 m and a maximum height of 55 m The
air-conditioned volume is 130 OOO m3 lfig O;

Tho {:eilirioc docinno.l fnr a nrndr rnlinn r:lo
of 16 boosters per year (8 launches) inc ude

- one airlock for unloading and decontarn-
erisation of non-pyrotechnic equipment

- one airlock [or reception and tilting of
segments (Fig 7)

- two bays for fitting segments witb f ight
equipment
^^^ ^,,11^" 

A^,, ^hr^ to slore a maximLrn- urrE uu|Er uoy ourg
of six segments (two boosters)

- trnin harrc fnr ctqno i,nregrar on

- ter transport pal eIS (40 ton and 200 ton

capacities)

- two air-cushioned transporters (40ton and
2OO inn na naniiioc\vqvuv, L,vv/

- lhree overhead cranes, each of 200 ton
capacity,

S.r'ce the irtegration and 'unclional testing
of one booster takes more than one month,
the building was designed, from the pyro-

Figure 6. The Booster
lntegration Building (BlP)
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technic-safety standpoint, for simultaneous
preparation of the boosters needed for two
launcnes.

The safe handling of the segments, which
are loaded with more than '100tons of
propellant, requires a high degree of
reliability in both handling equipment and
operating procedures to minimise the risk
of an accident:

- automated tilting machine and crane
controls to avoid shocks caused by
manual handling

- using qualified operators. and minimising
their number in the presence of a loaded
qonmont nr hnnctar

- permanent monitoring of operatiors by
the safety personnel, and control of
access to the building

The three segments that make up one
booster are taken by road lrom the grain-
plant storage area to the BIP on a specially
designed platform trolley, The aft segment
is mated with the nozzle, which arrives fully
integrated from Europe, and then tilted into
flight position. The segments are then fitted
with the necessary auxiliary equipment:
igniter, nozzle actuation unrt, electrical and
telemetry subsystems, stage recovery system,
forward and aft skirts, forward and aft
attachment and separation devices The
various segments then come together in

the buffer bay before being assembled into
the vertical position.

Functional tests include verification of the
nozzle acluation system, leak testing, and
verification of electrical and pyrotechnic
qr rhqrrctpmq F:nh hnnetor ic intonralod nn aro il rLUvtqLUu vt I q

pallet in one of the two assembly bays, the
doors of which open out onto a railway track
These tracks link the BIP to the test stand
(1 km to the south) and to the launcher
assembly building (3 km to the north)

A pallet carrying a fully assembled booster
is moved along this track on a 'transporter',

which is an BmxBmx5m mobile platform
weighing 80tons, Once in the launcher
assembly building, the same pallet is used
to roll the boosters onto the mobile launch
platform, one on each side of the main
cryogenic stage of Ariane-S

When ESA commissioned the booster
integration building in January 1992 it

entrusted its operation for the inltial develop-
ment phase to Europropulsion, a joint
venture between BPD Difesa e Spazio (l)

and SEP (F) The integration of the first
reinforced booster (called '81'), with bolted

loints, was performed during the last quarter
of 1992 Heavy-wall empty segments had
been used previously in a preliminary
validation campaign for all the major
operations, Similar validations have also
been performed with lighter flight type
mockups (loaded with inert propellant)
before integration of the first flight-type
booster (Ml') in March and April 1993

The stage contractor Aerospatiale will take
over the operation of the booster integration
building from the stage qualitication test
(Q2) onwards and through the industrial
nrnrlr ra+ian ^h^^^PrvuuuLrvr I |Jt ta-E

The Vertical Test Stand (BEAP)
A special test stand has been built for
the development and qualification of the
complete booster, and it could also be
used for other tests during the subsequent
production phase, if necessary (Fig B) The
design criteria were to build a test stand,
located close to the production and launch
site, for test firing boosters mounted vertically,
nozzle downwards, thus reproducing actual
flight conditions as closely as possible

Driven by safety concerns, the new test
facilities were located at the extreme
southwest of the Ariane-S complex, which
is down wind relative to the prevailing trade
winds in French Guiana The nearest
populated areas in the down-wind direction
are several tens of kilometres away The main
elements of the test stand are the servicing
tower (62 m high), the flame trench cut out of
the natural granite (60 m deep 200 m long
and 35 m wide), and the test control building
located 600 m away in the up-wind direction

Figure 7. Airlock lor the
reception and tilting of the
booster segments (in the
BrP)
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Figure 8. The Vertical Test
Stand
1 Thrust measuring device
2 Safety rings
3 Safety attachment cable
4 Platform trolley (pad of

launch table) for moving
booster on pallet between
test stand and integration
bullding

5 Pallet for moving booster
between platform trolley
and test stand

6 Nitrogen cooling arm
7 Pumping system for

emptying water from flame
trench before firing

B One of many TV cameras
BOOSTEB
INTEGRATION
BUILDING

The reinforced-concrete tower is designed to
resist more than twice the maximum thrust
of one booster (600 tons) lts main function is

to hold the booster and to measure its thrust
during the test firing by means of a thrust
measuring device located above the booster
(Fig. 9). The same device is used to weigh
the booster after firing,

The tower hosts a variety of equipment:

- mechanical: booster pallet roll in railway

and support; forward and aft booster
attachments (with the same interfacing
elements as with the main stage during
{ri^L+\. ^ -^+^r ^+.,,^ture with mobileil19|t,/, cr il rYLdr JLr uu
^r^+{^"-^ +^ ^^^^^^ various levels of theptdLtu| |J tu duuuJJ

L\
[:

booster; an overhead crane installed on
the upper part for dis-assembling the
booster after test;

electrical: measurement conditioning
rooms; transmission through optical fibres
to the control building; instrumentation
and control systems; firing lines; high-

speed photograph and film cameras;
fluid: hydraulic nozzle actuating unit;
nitrogen system for cooling the boosters
interior on burn-out; water system for
cooling the outside of the booster after
testi ng;
safety: two rings and one attachment
cable, located at different levels of the
tower, to prevent and limit the impact of

d
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booster misbehaviour or take-off during
combuslion: emergency evacuation system
for the operators,

The test control building also houses,
besides an office area, the checkoul
cnrrinmenl :nd the .nttfol fOOm fOf

monitoring test campaigns and countdowns,
Over 600 parameters (such as temperatures
:nd nroqqr rroq :l difforont lnc:tinnc\ nn lho

booster itself and in its close environment
are transmitted to and recorded in the test
control building.

Snmo nf the n:r:motorc cr rnh re nroaar rro

inside the booster or nozzle activation
movements, can be monitored on-line during
the 2 min of the firing All of the others are
available in elapsed time both in Kourou and
in Fr rrnna Arrfnmatin .enr tancinn norfnrmcll I LUIVPg nULVI llqLlU -vyuur rvil rV lJur rvr tt to

final check ng and sends the commands to
the variols svstems lrom 2 min before until
3 min after ignition, Permanent monitoring of
hazardous operations is performed by the
safetv nffir:er frnm thc Control room.

At tho locl ctend : .".npaign Stafts
approximately seven working days before the
test is due to take place. wilh the arrival of
the booster and its pallet on the transporter,
and ends approximately eight working days
after the test with the departure of the
booster. Configuration and validation of some
systems, especially the palching through of
the measurement links. has to be performed
before the start of the campaign

Construction of the BEAP began in 1988 and
final commissioning took place in November
1QQ2 Tho 2..Fnt2n.o nrnnodr rro innlrrdorl
+h^ ^^+i^{^^+^-., .,^li!^+ian nf lhO Cr rhcrrctomctl iV JdtlJldULUly VdllUdLlUr I vr u rv ouuoyoLUtr to.

as well as the safety and environmental-
impact studies approved by the French
Public Authorities

Ficrht stetir: teqt firinr^rs will be carried out
before the first Ariane-5 flight planned for the
end of 1995 An additional ninth test could
be performed it needed The first test (Bl)
was performed with a full-size heavy-structure
engine The second test (N/1) was conducted
with a flight-type booster Four other 'M'
tests (M2 through M5) are scheduled over
the period to the end of 1994. and two
'qualificatior tests (Q1 and Q2) in 1995

Booster recovery and inspection
The Ariane-S boosters are not designed to
be reflown. but they will be recovered at sea
and inspected on the ground. The specific
booster recovery and inspection facilities will
include:

- a trackrng system

- a recovery shrp

- handling facilities at Kourou's harbour

- equipment for disassembly and inspection
of the booster.

Some elements. like the igniter or the nozzle.
.2n thon ha chinnorl in Frrrnno lnr {r rrihor

examination

Organisation, cost and schedule
FSA r,vhir:h is rcsnnnsible for the overall
management of the Ariane development
programme, has delegated to CNES the
technical and financial management of
Ariane-5 ground facilities in French Guiana
ESA monitors the progress of work, costs

Figure 9. The thrust-
measuring device
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Figure 10. Vertical Test Stand during the successful first booster liring
(on 16 February 1993)
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Lf e ar a-tr 5 booc e laci es

aro p af f lrg aro Lecf n ca ano opcralrona
develop rent

After construction and techn ca acceptance
ESA handed over expotaton to indrstra
rnntr:einrq Rpn q fe.) .eQtot rplal
Europropu srof for tie booster integrat on
o. otrg. o o C lfS'o oper619' 9t l1 o rrr'l
stand A Ar arc 5 groL, rd facilit es n Kourou
rema I ESA property and the ndustr a

contraclors are coftractuaLly committed lo
ma nta l'r the e ements entrusted to thern at
the reqr ste eve of re abrlity, safety and
eff c ency

nvestment (at 1993 pr ce eve s) amounts lo
approx malely 180 f/AU (m on account ng

un ts) for the gra n p ant and 50 l/lAU for lhe
tesl sland The booster Integratof bu d rg
cost approx rnate y 40 l/lAU The overa
t rnetable for the booster deve opment
act v t cs s sho\r,'l'r in F grre 11

The Bl test f r ng n Fcbruary 1993 (Fig lO)

marked the end of the frrst phase of lhe
booster area fac it es h story: four and haif
years of \'!,ork and 270 llAU of rnvestment
n Frerch Gu ana Wth the Vl I test fir ng n

I no lho p, nrd nh- o sl:rlorl .n,/pr n. lhovPLU

per od i993 1996 and involving production
of the test-f r f g spec mens and the flight
boosters for the 501 and 502 development
flights of Ariare 5

At the end of the deve opment programme,
ESA ',,; entrust Ariane 5 product on to
Ar anespace, wh ch rn,,ill be n charge of
narketing, manufactur ng and launcbes.
d r'^.r 'le nn-or.t iol- li'eLtre o[ lL , fe..
Erropean launcher.

Conclusion
The booster area has been the f rst of

thc Ar ane-5 ground fac it es at Europe's
spaceport n French Gr ana to be accepted
for operat on The successfu test firings of
'' c [ .. I n cnlir]-n r' o l3r1 Doo5le.) la/e
shor'",'n that the fac tes and, firost mport
anlly tne teams and procedures that are rn

p o-a o'e capable o' por'o r- ^g L^e uorple.
task of br drng and operat ng a 230 ton
booster someth ng r'^,'h ch Europe had never
prev ous y attempted This g ves us every
reason to trust n the success of the further
ul a olQ f g phd5e- iol lre aread. ttre
uor | -ed deve opr e-L of Lie so d propellart
booster until the second qua f cat on f ght
of Arane 5 n ]996 and the industra
production thereafter r'vh ch has to meet the
highest re ability standards at compettive
t,tt-L
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Introduction
Concern over the potential impact of
mankind's activities on our environment is

now widespread, but in many areas there
is no proper understanding of the actual
processes involved or the way man can
influence them. This is very unsatisfactory
as it makes it impossible to predict future
changes in the Earth's climate with any
degree of confidence or to assess the impact

A quantitative understanding of the Earth's global energy and
water cycle is still lacking despite the major advances that have
been made in recent years in our knowledge of climatic processes.
Reliable climate predictions will remain impossible whilst this gap
in our knowledge persists. This realisation has prompted the launch
of the 'Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment' (GEWEX) within
the framework of the World Climate Research Programme.

An ESA study has been conducted to consider the need for
GEWEX of data from spaceborne instrumentation, the results and
implications of which are discussed here.

of these activities on the Earth/atmosphere
system. Examples of possible changes
include changes in sea level. systematic
shifts in weather patterns and increases in

the risk of cancer or mutation (associated
with the thinning of the ozone layer)

Responding to the general acceptance of the
need to redress this balance and increase
understanding of the Earth/atmosphere
system, there have been several scientific
initiatives, notable among which is the World
Climate Research Programme (WCRP).

This seeks to further our knowledge of the
processes that effect climate in order to
increase our ability to make predictions and
hence to provide well-founded advice to
policy makers

Several very important programmes have

already been launched within the context of
the WCRP and together these are already
making major contributions to advances in
knowledge of climate and climate processes
(Fig. 1) However, even if all of these
programmes were to be one hundred
percent successful in achieving their
objectives. there would remain one major
impediment to progress, namely the lack of
a quantitative understanding of the Earth's
global energy and water cycle (Fig 2)

Without this, reliable climate predictions will
remain an impossibility

Recognising this, a new initiative has been
proposed. also within the auspices of the
WCRP to specifically address this deficiency,
This is the so-called Global Energy and
Water Cycle Experiment' (GEWEX) GEWEX
is a major research initiative that poses major
challenges, many of which are technical
rather than scientific, as its data requirements
are very exacting (Table 1) In addition to
looking for the continuation of observations
from established ground-based and space-
borne observing systems, the satisfaction
of the GEWEX data requirements will
necessitate the provision of large new space-
borne components. The development of
many of these will be technically very
demanding as well as expensive.

However, GEWEX is a programme of such
fundamental importance that the satisfaction
of its requirements must be a major
consideration in formulating the Agency's
longterm programme for Earth observation.
It was therefore decided to initiate a study to
clarify the specific requirements of GEWEX
for space-borne data and, in particular, the
role of the Agency This article outlines the
findings that have emerged from this study,
amended in the light of recent evolutions.
The aim is not, it must be stressed, to
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present a set of definitve proposals but
'alhe' Io er. co' rr?oe , I de' oebale on lre
role of the Agency in th s very mportant
programme

The GEWEX experiment
n consrder ng the mot vation underlying
GEWEX t is mportant to recognise that
the key to all c mate prob, ems is the
redistribut on of the Sun's rad ated energy
w thin the Earth s atmosphere and over its

surface and rad ation transfers from the
Fall- s s.rtace ard ,l: arnosp.lere lo space
The presence of water. espec ally n the form
of c o.d r all -r'ee ol ls pl-ysical phases. is

of fundamental importance to these transfers
of energv (atert ieat o ;s 'adial ve ilu,res;
and hence to c mate n fact, it s a unique
factor of the env ronment

Water s essentia to the operation of the
alro\p^e'e f eat erg,re to tte che.r cal
nolld rg o[ [l-e f a'rtr > sLr'ace aro. noeed.
to fe itself C ouds contro the planetary
a bedo and the amount of so ar rad ation
reach ng the surface The rnflow of fresh
wate'ar I gi a'irrdes s a najor sou'ce ol
b.oyarcy rr iicl^ nod,lales ie deep-ocear
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Figure 1. The Global Climate Monitoring and Prediction Programme
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Figure 2. Schematic of the global energy and water cycles
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circulation The scavenging of chemicals by
precipitation is a major cleansing process
of the environment.

For these and many other reasons, a good
understanding and a clear appreciation of
precipitation and the availability of fresh water
are of fundamental importance to the global
environment. In fact, in terms of their impact
on mankind, these are two of the most
important elements of weather and climate.

At present, however, despite their importance,
quantitative knowledge of global and regional
water and energy budgets is limited This is
a matter of some concern as significant
advances in these areas are basic to further
progress in global weather and climate
prediction. lt is also an essential step in the
study of global environmental changes.

Table 1. The GEWEX data requirements*

1. Radiation and Clouds

- Solar irradiance

- Reflected solar flux at top of the atmosphere

- Emitted infrared flux at top of the atmosphere

- lncident solar flux at the surface

- Downward long-wave radiation flux at the surface

- Net flux at the surface

- Trace gases and aerosols (notably CO2, N20,

CHr, CFCs, 03, stratospheric water, aerosols)

- Cloud amount, type, heights of bases and tops

2. Standard Atmospheric Variables

- Surface meteorological observations (land, sea)

- Tomnorair rra nrnfiloc

- Tropospheric water vapour

- Upper air winds

3. Precipitation

4. Ocean Surface Variables

- Sea surface temperature and wind

- Ocean mixed layer thickness and heat storage

- Sea-ice extent, type and motion

5. Land Surface
(a) Land-surface properties

o Surface albedo and roughness
o Surface skin temperature
o Surface emissivity
o Vegetation index

(b) Boundary layer vailables
o Wind, temperature, water vapour content
0 Temperature and humidity profiles

(c) Water storage
n ana,r, ^^\,dr .16^ih and Water Content

o Soil moisture

(d) Sur/ace hydrological parameters

o Precipitation and evaporation
o Water run-off

Findings emerging from current programmes,
such as TOGA (the Tropical Ocean Global
Atmosphere), WOCE (the World Ocean
Circulation Exoeriment) and the series of
programmes concerned with the Earth's
radiation balance, precipitation, land surface
processes, etc., will not obviate this problem.

Thus, recognising the need to address this
basic deficiency, the WCRP decided to
launch a new initiative, namely GEWEX,
to complement both existing and future
programmes, exploiting the introduction of
new and even more powerful computers and
technological advances. lt will combine the
data from new observing systems (also those
from existing ones) with global atmosphere/
ocean/land/ice models. GEWEX embodies in

a single programme all aspects relevant to
the global energy and water cycles, rangtng
from model development and data
assimilation to the deployment and operation
of appropriate observing systems.

The aims of GEWEX have been summarised
as follows:

- to determine the hydrological cycle and
energy fluxes by means of global
measurements of observable atmospheric
and surface properties

- to model the global hydrological cycle
and its impacts on the atmosphere and
the ocean

- to develop an ability to predict the
variations of global and regional
hydrological processes and water
resources and their responses to
environmental change

- to foster the development of observing
techniques and data management/
assimilation systems suitable for
operational application to long-range
weather forecasting, hydrology and
climate oredictions.

These are enlarged upon in the report
produced by the GEWEX study group-,

but even from details given in this article it
should be clear that the realisation of the
GEWEX objectives poses major challenges,
not least in the provision of the requisite
data. The satisfaction of the data require-
ments outlined in Table 1 will be verv difficult.

The ESA GEWEX Study
Given the imoortance of GEWEX and the
potentially crucial importance of data from
space-borne instrumentation to the realisation
of its objectives, it was decided to fund a

study to clarify aspects that could impinge
on the long-term plans of the Agency for
Earth observation. Specifically, this focused
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on part of the first of the GEWEX require-
ments, namely the provision of the data from
space-borne instruments,

The specific aims of the study were:

to review the data requirements for
GEWEX and to identify the potential role
of space-borne instrumentation
to highlight deficiencies for GEWEX in the
current olans for soace-borne
instrumenation
to formulate a set of realistic strategies for
satisfying the GEWEX requirements
to assess the alternative strategies and
identify critical areas where further work
is reouired.

The study was wide ranging as, in addition
to considering the role of space-borne
instrumentation, the provision of platforms
to suooort these instruments was also
considered.

A fundamental part of the study was the
review of data requirements, which was
carried out by the Laboratoire de
Meteorologie Dynamique (LMD), Palaiseau,
France. This set the scene for the rest of the
study by identifying, within the context of
GEWEX, a set of specific scientific objectives
to be met by the space-borne component.

The overall study was awarded to
Aerospatiale (F), and in addition to LMD
it involved ltalspazio (l), Alcatel (F) and
Macdonald Dettwiler (Can).

The objectives of the space-borne
mission
The first step in formulating the data
requirements for GEWEX is to consider
the basic scientific objectives. Here, the
LMD scientists highlighted three points:

(a) the fundamental importance of the tropical
regions to the Earth's energy and water
cycles because of the energy sources that
aro nrAqont in that nari nf tho nlnha

(b)the need for continuity of observations in
time as well as space to observe and
monitor some of the processes basic to
GEWEX

(c) the need to focus on the study of some
soecific processes that are central to
GEWEX.

In its review LMD identified three specific
processes that are of fundamental import
ance to GEWEX, but which are not yet
properly understood, namely:

(a) Interactions between precipitation and
circulation in the trooics

On the global scale, energy deficits at high
latitudes (notably in the winter) are corrected
by energy transport from tropical to sub-
tropical latitudes A major component of this
is via convective activity, which is driven by
water convergence near the ground. Both
latent heat, sensible heat and potential
energy are transferred,

This is a complex process involving a wide
spectrum of spatial and temporal scales,
including both the Hadley and Walker cells,
planetary waves and diurnal cycles There
are interactions with both the El Niflo and
monsoons The picture is further complicated
by significant inter-annual variability.

Of fundamental importance is precipitation
and the links between orecioitation and
circulation Many complex processes are
involved which are not properly understood,
and it is clear that specific studies will be
required if knowledge is to advance to the
point where significant progress can be
made In addition, it will be necessary to
monitor the inter-annual variations.

(b) Cloud/radiation interactions

A major source of uncertainty in attempts to
model the Earth's water and energy cycles
(and hence climate) is cloudiradiation
interactions. Many very complex processes
are involved, which push our understanding
of radiative transfer processes and cloud
structure to its limits

Global observations are needed to test our
ability to model these interactions correctly
and consolidate levels of understanding. A
fundamental problem is the proper detection
of the actual clouds, as some are notably
difficult to observe (ie cirrus). ln addition to
internal characteristics, it will be necessary
to measure the heights of both cloud tops
and cloud base.

Again, both process studies and monitoring
will be required on global scales

(c) Water and energy exchanges through
the surface

The planetary boundary layer couples
energy and water fluxes from the surface to
the bulk of the atmosphere. Many complex
processes are involved which, particularly
over irregular terrain, are not fully understood
and so are difficult to model. Over the sea, a
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Table 2. List of proposed GEWEX mlssions

Scientific Objective Mission Descriotion

further comolication arises where the fluxes

of energy are locally determined by sea
surface temperature, wind speed and air

surface temperature/humidity. As a result, the

determination of ocean surface fluxes lacks

the self-correcting safety feature imposed on

the land surface fluxes by the quasi-perfect
mean energy balance over the ground (the

net radiation largely determines the local

energy balance).

The processes involved are sub-grid scale
in all atmospheric models and, although
parameterisations have been proposed,
these have not been properly validated
In particular, it is necessary to validate the
procedures for scaling point processes to
regional and continental scales, especially
over non-uniform surfaces Most land-surface
grid areas are inhomogeneous The situation
becomes particularly complex when cloud is

present

In this case, the principal requirement is

continuous monitoring of some key

boundary-layer parameters.

All three areas [(a)-(c)] are of fundamental
importance to the Earth's global water and
energy cycles and in all three cases there

are fundamental gaps in our understanding.
All are of fundamental importance to GEWEX

In reviewing these requirements, three
general time scales were identified, each
linked with different types of scientific
objective corresponding to:

(i) longterm processes monitoring
(ii) short-term process studies
(iii)longterm surveys

Given the difficulty of implementing the first

of these (high data rates over long periods.

etc.), for the purposes of this study it was

decided to concentrate on missions falling
into the remaining two classes. The typical
time scale assumed for a process study was

two years, though it could be as short as

three months.

Coupling these recommendations with
an appreciation of the current state of
knowledge and the potential contributions
of ground-based and space-borne
instrumentation, led LMD to propose eight
specific GEWEX space missions These are

summarised in Table 2. grouped under the
three general areas of interest. They should
be viewed in the context of subsequent
tables which indicate variables (and hence
the instruments to be provided) that will
have to be observed to meet these mission

objectives Many of these parameters cannot
be measured directly, but will have to be
derived indirectly from other variables

Instrument requirements
These proposals serve to highlight require-
ments for specific instruments since, to
realise the objectives of the eight missions,
it will be essential to observe certain key
parameters. These data requirements were
anaiysed in terms of precision, resolution and
sampling (space and time) and candidate
space-borne instruments identified

The findings are summarised in Table 3
which, for each of the eight missions, links

key parameters to key instrument types,
where the word 'key' presumes the

availability of data from the 'standard'

operational meteorological and other
observing networks The provision of
several of the instruments referred to in
this table poses major technical challenges.

In considering this list it is important to note

that:

- To observe the vertical distribution of
precipitation, a rain radar will be required
(Fig 3), coupled with a measurement
package that includes a passive micro-
wave radiometer (and an ultraviolet/visible
imager such as AVHRR) In addition to
providing complementary observations of
total precipitation, the passive microwave
radiometer (Fig 4) could be used to put
the radar data in context by indicating the
overall distribution of rain areas,

Mlssion Type

I Tropical Circulation
Forcing

Mission A: Maintenance of

tropical circulation by latent heat

release

Mrssion B: Tropical circulation
monitoring

Mission C; Control of convection

by humidity convergence

Mlssion D: Convection monitoring

Short-Term Process

Study

Long-Term Survey

Short-Term Process

Study

Long-Term Survey

ll Clouds Radiation
lnteraction

Mission E: Cloud life cycle and Short-Term Process

influence of cloud morphology Study

Mlssion F: Albedo effect versus Long-Term Survey
nroonhnr rca affant

lll Boundary Layer and Mrssron G: Dynamics and

Surface Fluxes atmospheric boundary layer

structure

Mission H: Surface fluxes over

land and sea

Long-Term Survey

Long-Term Survey
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Table 3. Key parameters and spaceborne instruments for GEWEX

Missions Key Parameters Key Instrument Types

Mission A - Vertical distribution of precipitation
Wind profiles

o Rain Radar and Microwave Radiometer
o Wind Lidar and Scatterometer

Mission B Average precipitation rates
Wind profiles

0

0

Microwave Radiometer
Wind Lidar and Scatterometer

Mission C Vertical distribution of precipitatjon
Wind profiles

Humidity and temperature profiles

Rain Radar and Microwave Radiometer
Wind Lidar and Scatterometer
High Resolution Infrared Sounder

0

0

0

Mission D Average precipitation rates

Wind profiles

Humidity and temperature profiles

Microwave Radiometer
Wind Lidar and Scatterometer
High Resolution Infrared Sounder

0

0

0

Mission E Cloud coveri optical depth, top height and
top temperature
Solar and long-wave radiation at the top of
the atmosphere (and cloud properties)

Surface temperatures (over sea)
Humidity and temperature profiles

Medium Resolution Spectrometeri Cloud
Radar and Backscatter Lidar
Earth Radiation Budget Instrument,
lmaging Polarimeter, Cloud Radar and
Backscatter Lidar
Infrared and Microwave Radiometers
High Resolution Infrared Sounder

0

0

Mission F Solar and long-wave radiation at the top 01

the atmosphere
Surface fluxes
Cloud optical depth, emissivity and top
remperature

Earth Radiation Budget Instrument

See Mission H

Medium Resolution Spectrometer, Cloud
Radar and Backscatter Lidar

0

0

Mission G ABL heights
Cloud cover
Low-level winds

0

0

0

Backscatter Lidar
None
Wind Scatterometer

Mission H Surface albedos

Sea surface winds
Sea surface temperatures
Surface spectral emissivity over the sea
Snow cover and sea ice

Earth Radiation Budget lnstrument and
lmaging Polarimeter
Wind Scatterometer
Infrared and Microwave Radiometers
Medium Resolution Spectrometer
Microwave Radiometer

0

0

0

0

tVofe: The availability of data from the current/planned operational meteorological and other observational
networks is assumed

For wind profrles, a Doppler wind lidar
(Fig 5) will be essential as this is the only
space-borne instrumenl that appears
capable of observing wind profiles in
clear air Such a lidar will, however, not be
able to penetrate thick cloud, so in many
regions these data will not extend to the
surface, but will be restricted to regions
above clouds. lt is also important to
realise that coverage will be limited by
swath, pulse rate, orbit, etc lt will
therefore be essential to combine these
data with other data (e.g that from upper-
air soundings and microwave scatterom-
eters) to obtain the requisite wind fields.

Realism points to the use of data from
infrared and microwave sounders for
the temperature- and humidity-profile

Figure 3. Operating
schematic of a spaceborne
Rain Radar
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Figure 4. Operating
schematic of the Multi-
frequency lmaging
Microwave Radiometer
(MrMR)

Figure 5. Operating
schematic of a DoPPler
Wind Lidar

measurements, as DIAL lidars are unlikely

to be available until well into the next

century, To meet the GEWEX require-

ments, however, high-resolution infrared

sounders (Fig 6) are essential if the

requisite vertical resolution is to be

attarned

- Although the 'top of the atmosphere'
radiative fluxes should be measured more

or less satisfactorily by Earth radiation-

budget instruments such as CERES

and SCARAB, these data need to be

allied with those from other instruments
to obtain the requisite insights into

cloud/radiation processes Potential

instruments include cloud radars, high-

resolution imagers, imaging polarimeters,

imaging spectrometers and backscatter
lidars.

- A major challenge is the estimation of

transfers in the atmospheric boundary
layer. These cannot be measured directly
and will have to be inferred from models,

A vital parameter is the height of the

boundary layer, and here a backscatter
lidar would be invaluable Another is

surface wind, for which a wind
scatterometer is essential

JZ
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Figure 6. Instrument layout
ol a High-Resolution
Infrared Sounder (lASl)
(Courtesy of ASI and
cNES)

Bearing these (and other) points in mind,
Aerospatiale performed a very detailed
review of existing and planned space
instruments to assess their suitability for the
proposed missions. Selection of specific
instrument types took account not only of
their likely performances, but also their likely
availabilities within the GEWEX time frame.

Table 4 summarises the key new instruments
reouired for the GEWEX missions that
emerge from this exercise, lt includes an
indication of the likely time scales for the
orovision of individual instruments, Note
that, although technically the bulk of the
instruments listed could be made available
for GEWEX (assuming adequate funding),
there are oarticular oroblems with the wind
lidar, Given its fundametal importance to the
realisation of the aims of GEWEX, this is a
matter of some concern.

Possible scenarios
Having identified the potential instruments,
the data requirements corresponding to the
proposed missions were analysed taking
account of the capabilities of the various
instruments in many cases these proved
to be very exacting, both in terms of the
variables that have to be measured and in

terms of the sampling requirements (space
and time)

Quite apart from the problem of actually
measuring many of the variables (as discus-
sed in the previous section), it is clear that
to satisfy the coverage requirements, with
the appropriate time and space sampling,

Table 4. The availability of the key GEWEX instrument types

Instrument Type Candidatelnstruments Availabilitv

Hatn Haoa| TRMM Rain Radar 1996

Advanced Rain Radar Not before 2000

Microwave Radiometer IVIMR

SSIV/I

2000
Available

Hiqh Resolution Infrared Sounder AIRS

IASI

2000
2000

Earth Radiation Budget Instrument SCARAB
CERES

Available
1998

,1utouo Haoa| None Not before 2000?

lmaging Polarimeter2 POLDER 1996

Backscatter Lidar3 ATLID

Infrared Radiometer ATSR

AATSR

Available
.1994

Medium Resolution Spectrometer IMODIS-N

IV]ERIS

1998

1998

Doppler Wind Lidar LAWS

ALADIN
Not before 2000
Not before 2000

Wind Scatterometer AMI
NSCAT

ASCAT

Available
1996

2000

There are no firm flight opportunities for the BEST (or any other more advanced)
Rain Radar, a Cloud Radar or a Doppler Wind Lidar. However, a follow-on TRMM
mission is being proposed

To cover the GEWEX time scale, a further flight opportunity would be required for
POLDER
Currently the flight opportunity for ATLID is 2003 (on a European Polar Platform,

le ENVISAT-2),

JJ
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observations will have to be made from
various orbits - namely geostationary, polar
and low-inclination (tropical LEO) orbits.

Furthermore, the choice of a scenario to
realise the GEWEX mission requirements
cannot be carried out in isolation, lt must
take full account of the likely availability of
data from other planned missions. GEWEX
must make maximum use of existing or
planned missions within the GEWEX time
frame

Another point of note is the need to take full
account of commonalities that exist between
the data requirements of the eight proposed
GEWEX missions In this context it is clear
that the requirements for Missions A and B

are covered by Missions C and D, respecf
ively, making it possible to define two
grouped missions:

- A + C: 'Tropical Circulation Forcing
Process Study'

- B + D: 'Tropical Circulation Long-Term

Survey'

In both cases, the key difference betweeen
Mission A and Mission C and Mission B

and Mission D is the requirement for high-
resolution humidity and temperature profiles.
However, the instrument meeting this
requirement (i e AIRS or lASl) is unlikely
to be on the critical path for either mission
Other missions have overlapping require-
ments, but none actually totally subsumes
another.

Assuming the availability of data from the
operational meteorological satellites, the
schedule constraints on the two composite
missions and the four other missions follow
directly from the data on instrument
availabilities given in Table 4:

Mission A + C (short term)
The earliest opportunity for the proper
realisation of this mission depends critically
on the development of a Doppler wind lidal
which is unlikely to be available before the
turn of the century

The development of a rain radar is already
technically feasible (viz TRMM) and the
proposed TRN/M follow-on is of great
relevance to this mission However, a more
advanced rain radar is really required to
meet its requirements properly.

Data from a wind scatterometer and a
microwave radiometer are already available
and, assuming existing plans materialise

(notably the European and other polar
platform missions), these data should cont-
inue to be available for GEWEX. The first of
the missions that include a high-resolution
infrared sounder should be launched around
the year 2000

However, as it is not clear when the first
of the Doooler wind instruments will be
available to fly, a serious question mark
hangs over the realisation of this mission
within the GEWEX time scale, although even
without a Doppler wind lidar significant
progress should be possible. This must be
further investigated

MissionB+D(longterm)
The situation is simiiar to that for the com-
posite Mission A + C, though there is no
requirement for rain radar data, lt could be
viewed as a continuation of Mission A + D,

Mission E (short term)
Two key instruments must be considered
here, namely the backscatter lidar and the
cloud radar. Neither is currently expected to
be available before the year 2000, although
technically it might be possible to produce
a backscatter lidar by then. The problem is

one of time scale as the ESA backscatter
lidat Atlid, is not scheduled to fly before the
year 2003 (on Envisat-2) The cloud radar is
another matter, as technically it is not clear
when one could become available. This is
the subject of current studres.

However, even without these two instruments,
it might be worth proceeding in 2000 (at

least as a first stage of the mission) as data
from the remaining instruments could make
significant progress possible For this, a
further flight opportunity may also be
required for an imaging polarimeter, ie
Polder,

Mission F (long term)
The situation is similar to that for Mission E,

though there is no requirement for an
imaging polarimeter. However, the logic of
proceeding with this experiment without the
full complement of instruments would have
to be reviewed. Without these instruments,
the study could in principle be initiated in

the year 2000

Mission G (long term)
The critical requirement is a backscatter lidar
and so unless plans change this mission will
not be feasible before the year 2003. Wind-
scatterometer data should alreadv be
available



Table 5. GEWEX space-mrrssio n scenario*

New Missions / Flight Opportunities

Instruments Orbit

Planned Missions / Flight Opportunities

Relevant Instruments Mission

Mission A+C Rain Radar+MIMR+AVHRR

Doppler Wind Lidar

MIMR+lASl+ASCATT

MIMR+AIRS

Rain Radar+SSM/l+AVHRR

Tropical

Tropical

It/ETOP (polar)

EOS-PM (polar)

TRIVIV/2

(tropical)

Mission B+D Doppler Wind Lidar Polar MIMR+ lASl+ASCATT

MIMR+AIRS

METOP (polar)

EOS-PM (polar)

Mission E ATLID+POLDER+Cloud
Radar

Po ar MIM R+lASl+SCARAB+
AATSR

MERIS+AATSR

CERES+AIRS+MIMR

CERES+MODIS

METOP (polar)

ENVISAT (polar)

EOS-PlV (polar)

EOS-AM (polar)

Mission F ATLID+Cloud Radar Polar As for Mission H

Mission G ATLID Polar ASCATT ENVISAT (polar)

Mission H POLDER Po ar MERIS+ASCATT+AATSR+
SCARAB

MIMR+AATSR

CERES+MIMR+AIRS

CERES+MODIS

ENVISAT (polar)

METOP (polar)

EOS-PM (polar)

EOS-AM (polar)

* Notes: (a)

(b)

(c)

Assuming that data from the operational meteorological instruments is available;
The listed 'planned missions/flight opportunities' are illustrative; others may also be planned;
The TRMM/2 (i e TRMIV Follow-on) is only a partial substitute for a GEWEX precipitation mission

Mission H (long term)
This could be fully initiated in the GEWEX
time frame, provrded a further flight
opportunity were to be provided for Polder.

The overall scenario that emerges is

summarised in Table 5, which not only
identifies the importance of data from
currently planned missions, but also lists
three specific GEWEX mrssions, plus a
further flight(s) opportunity for Polder, namely:

(a) A Doppler Wind Lidar Mission - for
Mission A+C and Mission B + D

(b) A Precipitation Mission (rain radar plus
microwave radiometer plus ultraviolet/
visible image| - for Mission A +C and
Mission B + D, though for the latter the
rain radar is not required A possibility is

a TRMM follow-on, although this will not
fully meet the requirements unless a
Doppler wind lidar is also available

(c) A Cloud Characteristics Mrssion (cloud
radar and backscatter lidar plus imaging

polarimeter) - would be relevant to all
remaining missions, though only N/ission
E needs all three instruments. lt may
prove possible to include this package
on Envisat-2

This must be viewed as a minimum require-
ment as the conclusions are dependent on
a detailed assessment of sampling require-
ments (in time and space)., Several of the
key instruments can only provide limited
coverage and the impact of this on the
mission objectives needs to be carefully
assessed. This might reveal a need for
further missions. Questions of data
assimilation and synergism would also have
to be addressed in deoth

Concluding remarks
This study has been very useful as it has
served to highlight some specific GEWEX
requrrements for data from space-borne
instruments. Six specific GEWEX studies are
proposed, which are intended to serve as
the basis for discussion and would provide
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data additional to those provided routinely
from established observing systems

At the same time, it is clear that instrument
technology development is on the critical
path for obtaining the proper implementation
of these experiments in the year 2000 to
2005 time frame, Here special mention must

be made of the Doppler wind lidar and a

cloud radar; the former poses the major
challenge,

Furthermore, even assuming that the

technical problems are overcome, additional
complications arise when flight opportunities
for the instruments are considered Several

of these can be solved by ensuring the

continuity of data from instruments such the

wind scatterometer and the passive micro-

wave radiometet including a backscatter
lidar and cloud radar on Envisat-2 and by

the TRMM follow-on mission. However, an

additional flight opportunity will be required
for the Doppler wind lidar (when available)

In addition. it will be necessary to study
the space/time requirements of the six

experiments to ensure that their minimum
data requirements can be met without the
provision of missions over and above those

planned. lt will also be necessary to

investigate the implications of not having
Doooler wind-lidar data available on the

GEWEX time scale,

Furthermore, pending clarification of the

sampling requirements for the six GEWEX
missions, the exact nature of these flight
opportunities must remain open However,

the starting point must be agreement on the

GEWEX space missions. Until these are

agreed, it will be difftcult to proceed further,

though the need for a dedicated precipitation

mission, a successor to TRMM over the

GEWEX trme frame seems clear. lt is also

clear that the provision of a Doppler wind
lidar is on the critical path for GEWEX
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Introduction
ESRIN is responsible for providing user
communities, mainly external to the Agency,
with data handling and distribution services,
such as information retrieval from databases,
access to remote-sensing catalogues, and
delivering earth-observation images and
scientific-payload data. All users of the above
services have, as a common requirement,
the need to exchange documents, files and
images among themselves and with their
service providers at ESRIN (i.e. the persons
responsible for interfacing with the user
communities for each specific service).

Value-Added Services (VAS) include those communication functions
that go beyond the pure transport services normally provided by
networks. A new communication infrastructure providing VAS
based on Open System Interconnection (OSl) standards has been
developed at ESRIN to serve the user communities accessing its
data handling and distribution systems.

The Data Dissemination Network (DDN)
VAS infrastructure provides an answer to
their communications needs. lt orovides them
with all the facilities reouired to interooerate
directly as well as to interact, through
appropriate mail and file{ransfer gateways 

,

with services made available bv external
NEIWOTKS.

User requirements
The users' communications needs include:

- exchange of messages and documents

- exchange of files images, programs

- participation in electronic conferences and
debates, and access to bulletin boards

In terms of computer services, these needs
rmply:

- electronic-mail and filetransfer services,
to allow the exchange of information
(messages, documents, files, programs),
according to one{o-one (from one

originator to one reciprent) or oneto-many
(from one originator to many recipients)
communication schemes ('interpersonal
communication')

- electronic bulletin boards/newsletters/
conferences, to provide groups of users
with the possibility to collect and share
information of common interest; this kind
of communication can be considered
'group communication' and follows a
many-to-many (from many originators to
many recipients) communication scheme.

Additional services are required to support
the above, although their need is not always
explicitly recognised by users:

- gateways for mail, to allow the use of a
unique mailbox for exchanging mail with
all corresoondents (also those connected
to heterogeneous mail services), and to
send messages to correspondents
accessible only via conventional facilities,
such as telex and fax

- gateways for file transfer, to allow users to
send/receive files to/from correspondents
provided with heterogeneous file-transfer
servrces

- directory service, allowing users to easily
identify people they want to communicate
with (e.9. their electronic-mail address,
postal coordrnates, etc.).

Technical approach
The DDN-VAS implementation was approach-
ed with two prime goals as a basis:

- orovision of Value-Added Services based
on OSI standards

- provision and interconnection of gateways
for mail and file transfer in order to inter-
operate with non-OSl services,

The OSI approach guarantees worldwide
connectivity via public carriers (PTTs) and
pan-European research networks, such as
'Cosine' and 'Y-Net'
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The provision of gateways and the inter-
connection to existing gateways guarantee
the possibility of exchanging information
between OSI and non-OSl environments
Consequently, users will no longer need to
consult many different mailboxes searching
for mail received from different mailing
systems Tney can adopt a unique mail
service and a unique file{ransfer service for
exchanging information with correspondents
provided with heterogeneous services

Accessing the DDN-VAS infrastructure
An important consideration was the type of
access offered to users The need to afford
access to users with a minimum of equip-
ment was fulfilled by implementing a
character-oriented interface lt is rn fact

services is driven through a series of menus
with online help available for every function
(Fig 2). Tne possibility of using powerful

Graphical User Interfaces (GUls) has also
been taken into account Application
Programming Interfaces (APls) are available
to allow the easy development of GUls in the
integ rated application' envi ronment

Services offered
The services provided by the VAS infra
structure are as follows

- electronic mail, based on X.400

- riircctnrrr hase.l on X 500J' vuuvv v' 
'

- file transfer, based on FTAM and extended
to industry and public-domain protocols.

such as FTP (lnternet) Copy (DECnet)

Kermit and transparent up/downloading

-

Figure 1. User access to
the DDN Value-Added
Services (VAS).

Figure 2. User DDN VAS
screen

nossihle to access the VAS infrastructure
using a simple terminal (TTY/VT1OO), or an
emulation package, connected via X.25
networks Access via Internet (Telnet) and
SPAN is also poss ble (Fig 1)

VAS services are also accessible to users of
such information systems as the Earthnet
ERS-l Central Facility (EECF) or the ESA

Information Retrieval Service (lRS) with the
holn nf rn rn.aaa fr rnctinn inionr:tari inln

their application environment. ERS-1 users,
{nr in^tannn aan nr rnnanrl thoir nqlalnnr rolul lllJtdlluu, udl I JuJfiurru Lr rvil uqrqrvvuu

consultation, access the VAS infrastructure
throrroh the FFCF svstem in order to send
mail, and then come back to the previous
sesston,

Special attention has been paid to the user-
friendliness ot the interface. Access to all

ESA DDN Value Added Services

Type QUIT at any prompt to interrupt the
current operation or ? for help.
Please select a sevice and press < CR >

M Mail
D Directory
T File Transfer
F File Management
P Change Password
U User Set-up
X Exit (leave the ESA DDN VAS)

Ootion?
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- bulletin boards, newsletters and
conferencing, integrated with all of the

above.

Mail
The mail service offered is based on the

CCITT X 400 standard, which guarantees
worldwide interconnection via multiple
r:onnpctinnq lo lhe nr rblic X 400 services,v \v L,,v YUL

o{fered by PTTs, through the ltalian Admin-
istration Management Domain (ADN/D)

Master4O0 managed by Saritel, as well as
tn nan-Frrrnnc2n roqearch networks Cosine

and Y-Net (Fig 3)

It is both a very powerful and a flexible mail
corrrino n{{orainn z laraa nrrmhor nf nnlinnqrsrvree. vrrururrrv q rqrvv vr vv(rvr rJ

It is possible to deliver lexts, binary content

ry

^^.'^ ^r ^^,, ^^-Ai^^*ion of the two userspdlLJ, ur dr ry uuI rulllqL

can access the mail service interactively. or
prepare mail 'offline' on their workstation

and then send it in batch mode

The management of aliases and distribution
licic ic:lcn nrnvidod in nrdor tn allor,v c:qtrv,vv,vvv.

definition oI new addresses. mailing lists. and
the possibrlrty to aodress recipienLs through
friendly names and lists of names This key

feature rs made possiole by the careful
integration of the mail and directory services

Due to the interconnection with the various

mail gateways, users of the ESRIN VAS

infrastructure can exchange mail with

correspondents on Internet SPAN,
EARN/Bitnet and ESA-PROFS, as well as

send messages to telex, fax and postal-

service subscribers, if duly authorised,

througn the appropriate gateway tacilities

-^!^ ^.,^ir^kr^ h,, rh^ PTTS| | Iduu ov4ilqurv uy Lr ts

Directory
The directory service, necessary to support
the mail service, follows the standards for

user directories. In preparing a message.

users need to be able to:

consult the directory easily to identify
the correct information to be inserted
in the mail recipient's address field
address lhe messaoe to a list of

'eciprents. simply by indicating the .tame

of the list

address the message using friendly
names instead of machine-oriented X,400
addresses

:i:

-
Users may also need to access more
general information about people, such as

surname and first name
nhnno nrrmher

fax/telex number
^^^+^l ^i^"^^^ ^+^puJtdr duuru)). ELU,

The ESRIN directory service answers such
needs by both supporting the mail service
and providing access to more general user
information via the same man/machine
interlace as the marl se'vice.

Based on the CCITT X 500 family standards,
it is designed to be integrated with the

worldwide directory through interconnection
with other emerging X 500 directories,
managed by PTTs and research network
operators

Figure 3. Mail inter-
operation via DDN VAS
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File transfer
The file{ransfer service offers the possibility
to exchange text and binary files between
user workstations and the VAS infrastructure,
as well as between the latter and remote
systems File-transfer protocols supported
include:

- FrAM (OSr)

- FTP (lnternet)

- Copy (DECnet)

- Kermit

- transparent up/downloading (without error
correction).

A number of fileiransfer gateways are also
provided to allow interoperation between the
following networks:

- Internet (FTP)

- SPAN (Copy DECnet)

- EARN/Bitnet (NJE)

- OSI networks (FTAM).

As an example, a user on SPAN can
exchange files with lnternet, EARN/Bitnet or
FTAM correspondents by using the Copy
function available within SPAN and activating
the appropriate gateway to the required
recipient network.

Bulletin board, newsletters and conferences
In general terms, bulletin boards, newsletters
and conferences are variations of a single
concept: the electronic forum, in which
defined groups of users can read and
provide information related to specific topics.
Each forum requires a manager responsible
for defining the list of authorised users,
allocating user access rights (read and/or
write), and structuring the information.

These services are integrated with the mail
and directory services to allow users to reply
to the author of a bulletin-board advertise-
ment or to forward a conference contribution
to another user from within the same
man/machine interface, The integration with
the directory service allows the manager to
authorise access or allocate access rights to
lists of users compiled with the help of the
rliroctnrrr corrrino

The bulletin board is a collection of
'advertisements' of interest to a user group
and is the electronic equivalent of the office
notice board Each advertisement contains:
an author name (the person who inserted it),

date of submission, subject and text,

A 'warning' service is provided for those
users who wish to be automatically informed
that a new advertisement has been inserted
in a specific bulletin board.

In a similar way, the newsletter service
allows electronic distribution of newsletters
to specific groups of users, Only the news-
letter manager is allowed to write new
contributions. all other users having read
access only.

A newsletter is composed of a number of
sections, each of which contains: date of
submission, subject and text In addition to
the warning service. a delivery service' is
provided that automatically sends any new
sections of a newsletter to authorised
subscribers.

Finally, a conference is a collection of
information about a specific subject lt is
composed of two kinds of contributions:
topics and replies (contributions associated
with a specific topic) Each contribution
contains: author name (the person who
inserted it), date of submission. subject.
type (i e topic or reply) and text.

The warning service rs provided to
authorised users

Automatic registration and filtering methods
Automatic registration functions and filtering
mechanisms are provided by the VAS

infrastructure in order to perform:

- automatic registration of users. taking
advantage of their previous registration in
the different systems currently providing
ESRIN services; for this purpose, the VAS

infrastructure is able to process specific
files originated by the above systems
containing all the required user
information

- automatic registration of users as
subscribers of gateway functions the first
time they send or receive messages
through the gateway

- filtering of messages on the basis of the
origlnator/destrnation combination; as an
example, an originator can be prevented
from sending messages to telex or fax
correspondents.

Architecture
As mentioned above, a fundamental design
guideline was conformity to international
standards: OSI standards were therefore
taken as the basis of the hardware/software
architecture Nevertheless, the need for
interconnecting important existing scientific
networks was also a fundamental
consideration. The resulting architecture
includes standard functions wherever
applicable, and gateway functions designed
to allow interoperability with the relevant
scientific networks
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To avoid unnecessary duplication, care has
been taken to exploit the capabilities of the
existing mail gateways made available by
research networks, such as Cosine and
Y-net, and by the PTTs The impact on the
architecture is that functionalities rely not only
on ESRIN-provided systems, but also on a
number of external gateways

Hardware platform
The VAS infrastructure is currently based on
two hardware olatforms:

- the Central Serve( which implements
standard OSI services, and

- the Gateway, which provides users with
conversion facilities between OSI and
non-OSl environments,

From a hardware point of view, the two
platforms are quite similar: both are based
on a dual-host VAX configuration (Fig 4),
chosen to provide a reasonable compromise
between cost and performance. In practice,
the dual-host solution gives the posslbility of
load sharing between two processing units,
which share a common mass storage. This
configuration also achieves a degree of
robustness in the case of hardware faults.

The Central Server is based on a dual-host
VAX 4300, with 2 Gbyte of storage The
Gateway machine is based on a dual-host
VAX 3400, with 1 2 Gbyte of storage. The
two platforms share a single ethernet Local
Area Network (LAN), which is connected
to a couple of DEC routers. acting as the
interface between the VAX machines and the
wide-area X.25 network, for both user access
and communication with other svstems

Software architecture
From a software point of view, the Central
Server and the Gateway use the same DEC
operating system (VMS Version 5.4), which
has proved to be both reliable and robust
in the past and is very suitable for the
development of communications applications.

The two systems differ substantially, however,
in terms of their software implementation. The
architecture of the Central Server is based on
standard OSI portable products from Marben
Produit. These products perform the services
foreseen by the international standards for
the intermediate and top layers of OSI
architecture (transport, session, presentation
and application layers), while access to
level-3 (X.25) is via the standard DEC PSI
package. Mail, directory and filetransfer
applications are built on top of the Marben
products (Fig 5).

The bulletin-board, newsletter and
conference features are based on the DEC
VAX Notes package, which maintains the
necessary common data structures; a
cnonifin annlin-

ation handles man/machine interface aspects
and is also responsible for interfacing mail
and directory entities for integrated services,
such as reply via mail to the author of a
bulletin board, allocation of access rights to
lists of users, etc.

The software architecture of the Gateway has
been designed to allow the implementation
of two main functions:

- mail gateway between X 400 and
VMSmail, the mail service available on
SPAN

Figure 4. Central Server
architecture based on dual-
host VAX configuration
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- filetransfer gateways between Internet,

SPAN, EARN/Bitnet and OSI networks.

For the mail gateway functionality, the

software architecture is based on the DEC
Mailbus concept, whereby different mail
packages can be interconnected by means

o[ a software bus that is actually a common
message format known to all packages.

For file-transler gateway functionalities. the
implementation is based on a number of file-

transfer packages (such as FTR FTAM, etc)
installed on the Gateway machine, allowing
the exchange of files with each of the
networks concerned (lnternet, SPAN,
EARN/Bitnet OSI)

lnterconnections
Within the VAS infrastructure, the Central
Server and the Gateway are interconnected
for the exchange of mail and files; moreover,

the Central Server acts as an X 400 router
for the whole VAS infrastructure towards the

external world

In particular, through the Central Server,

users of the VAS infrastructure are able to
exchange mail with correspondents on:

the public X.400 service managed by
Saritel in ltaly and the worldwide X.400

services managed by the PTTs

the Cosine and Y-net research networks
Internet, through the X 400-lnternet
gateways made available by Cosine and
Y-net
EARNiBitnet, through the
X.400-EARN/Bitnet gateways made
available by Cosine and Y-net

ESA PROFS, through the X.400 PROFS
gateways, available in all ESA

establishments,

Ongoing activities are aimed at inter-

connecting the ESRIN-provided directory to

the worldwide directory through the services
offered by PTTs and research-network
operators,

Conclusion
An integrated set of facilities has been
put into operation within the ESRIN VAS

infrastructure aimed at satisfying today's
communications needs of the space-
interested user communities Worldwide
mail connectivity is provided via public PTT

services, as well as through pan-European
research networks.

Additional significant steps planned for the
near future include:

- development of GUls in order to provide
rrsers !^rith more nowerful interfaces for
ar:r:essino all of the above-described
fu nctionalities

- integration of the ESRIN directory
within the worldwide directory, through
interconnection with directory services
provided by PTTs and research network
operators

- use of the VAS infrastructure for Electronic
F\nlr In+nrnhonnn ttrl-)l\ qnnlinaiinnc inudLo lllLglur rol rvv \LUr,/ qvyilvqLrvr ro. [ |

sr rnnnrt nf thc FSA Science DirectoratevuYYvl

requirements

The approach undertaken in the implemen-
tation of the project, in terms of software
architectural design and standards adopted,
makes the VAS infrastructure a solid basis,
well-suited for supporting all planned future
evolutions, G

Figure 5. Software
architecture of the VAS
infrastructure
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The CD-ROM Guide
to ERS-l

This is o multimedio disc contoining informotion oboul the first ESA Remote Sensing
Sofellite ERS-1. Divided into fhree levels of detoil, the CD Guide provides fhe user
wilh o brief onimoted outline of the ERS-l system, on overview of its most impodonf
feotures, ond detoiled infolmolion from user monuols. The Guide is eosy to use ond
lets the user novigote oround lhe subject they ore inleresled in, skipping between
different levels of deloil ot will. The Guide is well illustroted wilh diogroms,
photogrophs, solellile imoges, ond onimoled sequences.

A CD drive connecled lo o Mocintosh, DOS PC (incl. MS Windows) or Sun Sporc
stotion is required to occess lhe disc.

The CD Guide to ERS-I is qvoiloble from:
ESA Publicotions Division
PO Box 299
22OO AG Noordwijk, The Netherlonds

Orders musl be occomponied by o Cheque/lnternotionol Bonkers Drott
lot 25 Dutch Guilders mode poyoble to ESA Publicotions Division
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Satellite Data Broadcasting
A European Solution

A. Mauroschat
ESA Directorate for Telecommunications Proorammes.
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

H.L. Moeller
Project and Engineering Department, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

Introduction
D2 MAC data broadcasting is now entering
the commercialisation phase. A first value-
added service provider is already offering
the service on a commercial basis and
the system, with its unique possibilities, is

expected to become very popular in the near
future At the same time, it constitutes a first
step towards a data broadcasting system
based on a future fully digital television
standard.

A satellite data broadcasting system has been developed based on
the digital element of the D2-MAC television standard. Trials have
been made with applications ranging from news dissemination to
the broadcasting of weather-forecast information. One particularly
promising application is the dissemination of Earth-observation
images and related data. Extended trials are presently in progress
at ESRIN with the goal of applying D2-MAC (Multiplexed Analogue
Component) data broadcasting for the ESRIN Data Dissemination
Network (DDN).

Figure '1. A D2-MAC television signal, with the digital sound and data
components time-multiplexed with the analogue video component

The D2-MAC television standard was
established as a European approach to

high-definition television lt was designed
for Direct Satellite Broadcasting (DBS) and
was introduced in 1989 on several satellites,
including ESA's own Olympus.

In addition to its wide-screen capability
and enhanced picture quality, the D2-MAC
TV system offers a high-speed digital
component. The digital sound and data
component is multiplexed with the analogue
video component as shown in Figure 1,

Four digital channels each with a capacity
of 384 kbit/s are available in a D2-MAC
television signal Channels may be used as

mono sound channels, as compact-disc-like
quality stereo sound channels, or for general-
purpose data transmission. Capacity for data
transmission is thus available in multiples of
384 kbit/s, depending on how many of the
four digital channels are used for sound. The
option to use the full digital channel capacity
of the D2-MAC system exists, providing a
maximum data capacity of about 10 Mbit/s

Unlike other television standards, D2-MAC
has a conditional access system incorporated
(such as the 'Eurocrypt' system), which can
be used to restrict the availability of certain
television or data services to particular
viewers or user groups The General-Purpose
Data (GPD) standard, as defined by the
European Broadcasting Union (EBU),
provides the protocol for supporting data
services on the digital channel. A wide range
of data services can therebv be defined.

The high speed digital data component in

the D2-MAC signal, together with the features
offered by the GPD protocol, allows a new
and versatile method of data broadcasting,
surpassing by far the possibilities of existing
data broadcasting systems.
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Figure 2. Structure of a
D2-MAC signal packet
(. indicates optional)

Figure 3. Principle of
conditional access applied
to data broadcasting

4b

The GPD protocol
Within the D2 N/AC standard, a special
protocol for GPD services is defined which
allows the simultaneous broadcasting of
different data services characterised by a
multitude of associated parameters, such as

conditional access through data encryption,
data protection and correction. addressing
schemes, and data rate The information
'packet' structure, as defined in the GPD
protocol, is shown in Figure 2 The packets
have a constant length of 751 bits and are
divided into a header a useful dala part.
and a protection segment

The address field within the header is used
for the distinction of various data services,
each of which is allocated a unique address
code lt is used in the receiver to identify and
colont tho nr^kala 

^f 
+h^ ^^^r^nria+a ala+aJUruvr il ru Vqvr\vro vr u lY dVPlUpl ldtu Udtd

services The extended address field may
be used to address individual users or user
groups. or alternatively to define sub-classes
within a certain data service

Another important feature is conditional
access, the principles of which are shown
in Figu.e 3 Prior to transmission. the signal
is rendered unreadable by combining it with
a time-varianl nserrdo-random code word
This code word is encrypted and sent
together with the scrambled data through the
D2 N/AC data channel lt can be decrypted
by authorised users equipped with a
corresponding decoder card, The Data
Broadcast Service p.oviders give access
rights for certain data services in the form
of digrtised enlitlement messages These are
also encrypted, transmitted through the
D2 MAC data channel. and decrypted by
tha renoirrore anahlinn lhom ln donrrini lho

code words and to descramble the data

Development of data receive terminals
Following standardisation work in cooperation
with the European Broadcasting Union and
initial feasibility studies, ESA began the
rlovolnnmont in lQRQ nf : nrntntrino tlaIa

receive terminal based on the D2 MAC
standard and exploiting the GPD protocol.
Three parallel contracts were awarded: to
Tandberg Telecom AS (N), Nokra Research
Center (SF), and SAIT Systems (B)

The D2 MAC data receive terminal that has
been developed consists. as shown in
Figures 4a.b. of the following elements:

n omall 
^i.h ^^r^^^2 fnr rocantinn n{ tho- O Jl lldll UlJl I dl ltul ll lq rvr ruuu|.Juvr I vr Lr ru

satellite signal followed by a low-noise
down-converter for f requency conversion

- a tuner/demodulator for tuning-in to the
sate'lite channel and demodulating
a rlrnAari nnr-a^-l cnmnr rior onr rinnarl- O JLOI IUOIU VUI)Ul ldl uvr rr|.JuLUr uVurppuu

with a dedicated nterface board for
nrnnoceinn iho D2-NlAt/a oinnal FaonA nnrvlnv )l9llol UOJEU Ul I

commercially available decoder chip sets

The first three elements are low-cost standard
eouioment items as used for satellite TV
ronantinn Tho lect olomoni tho daia rocoirro

interface board, was specially developed by
each of the three contractor companies lts

basic functions are to:
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command the tun ng-n to a satellite
charrel ard receive rie baseband
D2 MAC signal
nr^.o(a lho l-.)2_N/AC Q ^^.t in^t ,/..];n^|\fruuurJ r/,nv r vr rqr. rr ruruurr 19

se ecl on of rhe des red data services
rloccremhlo rho cinn: ir.^^^-^ "'^l-t^ -.^uurvrGr uru .' ru orvr o I duuuJ. ll9llLJ dlu
n rr nior-l

perlorm decoding and corriruily check ng
if rpor irer-1

buffer the data and interface it to the
npr<nn:l anmn rlAr thprohii m:l^inn rho

^^l- -,,^il-|- ^ +^ +l-,^ ,^^r'^ ^^^l;^-ri^^\)ata avardu r ru il u uJUr > diJpiludltut I

software

Definition of a data broadcast facility
Tho npvt qton rnir,:rnlc nn nnnrtianrl AnlrI ru rru^L orulJ -u\/u ur qrr uPglollu lol udtd

broadcasting syslen was rie detiririor of the
ir["asl'r rr:lr,re 'perr, 'pd 'Or data Lransnission
Based on nital market studies. the basic
ronr riromontc lar a dal: l-.arzla-^- {^^ilit.,ruVUil ur r rv rLo vr q uqrU U UdUUd)t ldUlrlty

were dellified ard ar arciitectrre was
defined

The resu ting transm t infrastructure is shown
in Figure 5 The data prov der's intertace to
the transmit facility s the transmit front-end.
wh ch s nstal ed at his own prem ses From
here. data files a'e rrans'e"ed to ll'e dala-
broadcast facility v a terreslriar I res. such as

dia up nes. lne Publ'c Switcneo Teleprore
Network (PSTN) the Public Switched Packet
Data Network (PSPDN) or the Integrated
Serv ce D gita Network (ISDN) where
avai able

The data f les a'e receved from tne differenL

data providers by tie data services ['onr end
in the data broadcast facility They are
subsequently processed dependirg or lie
.onlr^l n2r,in'tr trrq ni he diffe.enl data
services chosen and are formatted into
pscrels according to the D2 VIAC GPD
proroco

Dcncnrl nn olhe charaCLeriSLiCS Of the

service reqLested. The dara is serl lo tie
D2 IVAC encoder either:

Figure 4a. Components of
a D2-MAC data receive
terminal

Figure 4b. A D2-MAC
data receive terminal
implementation.
(ln some implementations,
the tuner/demodulator is
integrated into the
interface board).
(Courtesy of Nokia
Research Center, Finland)

in real t me
i^ ^ ^+^,^ ^^^ +^",^,^- r'r d s.ure-iil ru-rurvviJfO mOOe, I e aS SOO|

^^ ^^^^^i+,, i^ ^,,^il-as capacrly rs availaore. o'
ir a schedu ed node. i e at pre-de'ined
times

The con'igu'ation and cont'ol Lr t conra ns
l^^,^,1^^^^ ^f -ll ,l^+- -^i ^^+;^^^nruvvruuLlu ur dil udld JUrv LUJ d ru uuil|u5
-hc 1'ansmiqsior nararleterS Or lhe D2 \lAC
pnco.itr. 2.corrlrnn l^ ll-e data Se.vices
ranr octod

Tl^e D2 MAC encode' rru liplexes all data
necketq 'noc-ler rn, ll- the telev sion and
^^, ^! ^i^^^ ^ TA^ -, Inr rt ic tho n:coh:nn)UUl U )l9lldJ lllU UULl.Ju.

D2 \4AC TV signa which is modulated and
rrn-linl"od rn rhp c:tollito

Field trials and pre-operational phase
\A/ith tho r-lprip nnmonr nl lho nrnrnlr/^a .'ala

"^^^i.,^ +^"- ^^l^ ^^: .'uuurvu Lcr| |i1rs iiru a p'e p pSry n ple-

menralion of a rransnil facilrty in 1991. the
technical viability of a D2 MAC-based data
hrn:ne:ctinn a\/atpm rli:c alomnnqlr:lorl hrr

'"^^^-i^-i^^ ^^^ '-^-rtion of D2 N/AC datau dr rJr I lrJ)rur r dr ru ruLUl-

^i^^^ ^ ,,i^ ^^+^lli+^)r9 rdrJ v rd JdLUilrtu
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Figure 5. Structure of the
D2-MAC data broadcast
facility

The next sten has hecn to validate the end-
to-end system performance in a field trials
.^+ | l^ ^. a F.aaio +^t ^ | rir rro nnoratinnalJgt-UP dJ d Ud-lJ lul d ruLuru vlJurquvr rql

scenario. Therefore ESA has supported the
field trials and will continue to do so up to
the point where it becomes feasible for
interested operators and service providers
to engage in operational activities,

Various field trials were set up by Nokia
Research Center and SAIT Systems and
demonstrations of the overall data broad-
casting systems started in March 1993.

Data broadcast facilities were built for the
field trials and batches of 20 data receive
terminals were produced Typical applications
were identified with communication
requrrements such as:

{^^+ :^11,,^.,, +i-^
- rdJt uuilvuty L[ |u

- broadcast topology

- high data volume

The applications being supported in the field
trials are:

- dissemination of Earth-observation images
and related data from ESRIN

- news dissemination for ESMERK, a world-
wide news and information-services
company

- dissemination of tender information for the
EEC

- updating of a medical images database
for the University of Essen (D)

- dissemination of weather-forecast
information for the Norwegian
Meteorological I nstitute.

The field trials for the last application were
initiated outside the ESA activities by
Tandberg Telecom AS

The ESRIN field trial configuration can be
considered to be the most complete and
most intensively tested

Dissemination of Earth-observation data:
the ESRIN trials
In view of the growing demand for user
network resources for data broadcasting,
ESRIN has been evaluating the possibility of
integrating VSAT technology into the general
concept of its Data Dissemination Network
(DDN) The new networking component was
expected to serve broadcasting applications
primarily originating from ESRIN, and had
to cope with the dissemination of files of
different types - text, images binary - and
originating from different missions, to a large
European user community An important
reouirement was to serve Earth-observation
missions, with their demanding dissemination
requirements in terms of high data volumes
and short delivery times

As part of its evaluation, ESRIN participates
in the D2-MAC trials and defined an extend-
ed trial configuration The ESRIN-specifrc
development focused on the integration of
data broadcast facilities and the PC based
data receive terminals into the DDN infra-
structure At the data-provider end at ESRIN,

transmit front-end facilities were developed,
antinn ac 2 eor\/or fnr iniorfaninn tha lnnal

data sources with the data transmit facilities
via Wide Area Networks (WANs) At the
receiving end, enhanced interface functions
at the data receive terminal were imple-
mented, together with an integration into the
local computing infrastructure allowing the
data to be received directlv on a user work
station (Fig 6).

During the trials, ESRIN operates the local
transmit front-end server for correct
scheduling and forwarding of transmission
requests originating from local data sources
to two different data broadcast facilities,
located in Belgium and the Netherlands
(Figs 7,8) From both transmit facilities, the
D2-MAC signals have been up linked to the
same satellite, Eutelsat ll at 16"E, but using
different 11 GHz transponders

Four stations located at ESRIN (l) and two in

Brussels (B), with antenna diameters ranging
from 90 to '120 cm, serve as receiving
terminals.

Soecial attention was oaid in the tests to
dissemination requirements for emerging
Earth-observation applications, particularly
batch and on-demand dissemination of
images of reduced resolution and related
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Figure 6. Schematic of
the ESRIN field-trial
conf iguration

data Such applications typically require the
broadcasting of between a few Mbytes and
several hundred Mbytes of data per day to
multiple user groups throughout Europe
Deliverytime requirements range from a few
hours (fast delivery) to one or more days
after acquisition by the satellite User groups
can also have overlapping data-broadcast
applications, i.e, groups can be involved
with more than one application at a time

Examples of possible applications are:

- Browse Orrierinn for the batched
broadcasting (i.e. scheduled; typically
daily) of Earth-observation satellite images
at reduced resolution to assist in the pre-
selection of full-resolution data for further
analysis lmage data sets covering, for
example. a particular user-defined
geographical region can be made
available in this way on a routine basis
af tho nr rctnmor'c ^.emiSeS fOf lOCal

browsing and the identification
of imanes of sner:ific interest The
appropriate full-resolution data product
can then be ordered for delivery by
separate means. such as a dedicated
network

- Quick-Look Applications: reduced-
resolution images can be transferred to
customers and used immediately for less-
demanding analysis Such data can be
used. for example. by ships to monitor ice
movements in the polar regions. Other
applications include the monitoring of
^^.+^i^ ^^.i^,,t+,,.^t -cerrarn agflcurrurar patterns

During the field trials, the following features

have been sucessfully tested:

- Data transmission rates
A receiving rate of 150 kbit/s was
achieved when the data was streamed
tn a Innal ranoivinn tefminal s hafd disk
The maximum net data rate achieved by
streaming to a terminal internal chip
memory was around 250 kbit/s This limit
is presently set by the encoding speed of
the data broadcast facility, which could
potentially be upgraded to support
750 kbit/s

Cyclic redundancy checking rn

com bin ation w ith retransm^ssions
Trial broadcasts showed the potential
for improving the reliability of the uni-
directional transmission by identifying lost
packets and by filling them in during a
pre-configured number of retransmissions
of the files

Group addressing
Iwo different receiving terminals
configured for different communities
requiring different services proved the
system's capacity to distribute data to
croseo user groups

Simultaneous receptron of different
serv/ces
Trials have also been performed with
simultaneous reception of two different
services A 64 kbit/s scheduled service, i e
a service executed at the data broad-
cast transmit facility during pre-defined
time slots, and a 9.6 kbit/s real-time
service, i.e a service offering immediate
broadcasting, have been received
simultaneously at the same terminal.
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Figure 7. Example of a

D2-MAC encoder as used
during the field trials
(Courtesy of SAIT Systems,
Belgium)

Figure 8. One of the
Control Centres used
during the field trials to
up-link the D2-MAC signal
to Eutelsat-ll
(Courtesy of PTT Telecom,
Hilversum, Netherlands)
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- Volume of data broadcast
A daily satellite time slot of I h has been
used lo disseninate oalches of approx-
imately ten files of Earth-ob,servation
r[r]?QeS Individual [ile sizes have varied
from a few bytes to 1 N4byte

- Peilodic broadcastrng
Periodic transmissions of a data-broadcast
facility news channel and an ESRIN news

channel nave been perforrneo at 1 ninute
intervals Such a service can be used for
providing online information to the user
community, information regarding for
instance maintenance intervention, or
any kind of message that relates to the
nnerelinnal nrnr:edrrres al the transmit
front-end, the data broadcast facility or
the receiving terminals.
T^l^ ^ain+ananaa- lYtG-l ttail tLCt tat twa

Soltware updates for the system iave
been disseminated from the data
A"^^^^^^+ {^^iLi+,, +^uroaucasr riictrtLy LO Ine recelvlng
terminals. This could offer the future
nnssihilitv or Iele-mainlefance [or the
receiving-term nal software

The 'esults of the field trials have exceeded
expectations and it has been demonstrated
conclusively that network requirements for
'hp :nnlir:alinns tested at ESRIN Can be
matched wrlh the D2 N/AC daLa broadcasting
system

Commercialisation phase
After the successful demonstration of the
technological feasibiity and the positive

results of the field trials, marketing efforts are

being intensified and the focus is now on the
commercialisation of the system Currently, the
systems developed are being refined taking
into account the first results from the trials

Another factor in the start-up of the
nnmmoreial nh:ca ic 1l^^ ^^-^^ ^^^"-^6revrril r ervrqr Lr lU JpdUU-JUgl llEl ll

^..-ir^h ri+.. ^^! ^^^^^'-ted cost ThregdvdildufrLy dru oJJUUro

options are conceivable:

- A Data Broadcast Service (DBS) provider
piggybacks with a D2 MAC TV

broadcaster and uses his spare capacily
based on a commercial agreement

EtrrE[!R
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A DBS provider rents his own satellite
transponder and uses the television
channel for business television, such as
training videos or advertisement clips for
very specific user groups The spare data
capacity could then be used for data
broadcasting This combination of
services is attractive due both to their
complementary nature and the sharing of
space-segment and operations costs

A DBS provider could also use the whole
transponder in the full digital mode for
data broadcastino onlv

The availability of the D2 MAC TV channels
that can form the basis for such a piggyback
arrangement is assured for the next three
years. The final condition for the commercial-
isation of the service is the commitment of a
service provider to engage in the business,
A number of service providers are emerging
in the marketplace and the company SAIT-

Videohouse (B) is already offering a value-
added D2-N/AC data broadcast service.

Thnsc nfferinn sr rr:h a service muSt COnsider:

- guaranteed availability of the space
segment

- guaranteed service-level agreements

- operation of the data broadcast transmit
facility

- operation of the satellite up-link

- set-up and maintenance of receiver
stations

- nnoratinn 6f tla fallan+'ial ^^^^^^ li^^^vvuroLrur I vr u rv LUr ruJtl ldl duutiJ> lil lu>

to the data broadcast facility.

The chances of D2-MAC DBS providers
establishing themselves in the market are
good, as there are currently no other high-
bandwidth broadcasting systems that could
offer a comparable multitude of features.
Moreover, the D2-MAC service has all the
potential needed to be able to offer
competrtive pricing,

Hence, the D2-MAC Data Broadcast Service
is expected to thrive, becoming more and
more popular once the first commercial
services are introduced, lt has many
potential applications, particularly for:

- news and information agencies

- environmental data networks

- the automobile sector

- the computer industry

- multi-national companies and
organisations

- banking

One of the first applications using a
commercial D2-MAC DBS could be the

Advantages of D2-MAC data
broadcasting

High data capacities are available in
the D2-MAC signals.

Data broadcasting can piggyback
within the available space capacity of
a D2-MAC TV transmission and thus
share the same transponder and
associated costs.

Conditional access is supported.

Individual users or user groups can
be addressed.

Inside the data broadcasting channel,
various data services can be
supported si m ultaneously.

High service quality due to coding
and re-transmission schemes.

Upgrading to a future digital TV
standard is oossible.

dissemination of Earth-observation data as
an extension of ESRIN's Data Dissemination
Network (DDN)

Beyond D2-MAC
The work at ESTEC and ESRIN to date has
shown that the D2-MAC system offers a
technically valid and commercially attractive
solution for high-speed data broadcasting
for the coming years, At the same time, it
constitutes a step towards the future, as it
provides a foretaste of the data broadcasting
possibilities that a future, fully digital TV
system might offer

When a fully digital TV standard becomes
available, data broadcasting will be possible
in a manner very similar way to that with the
D2 MAC system. provided the necessary
developments in terms of data receiver and
data broadcast transmit facilities are oursued,

Efforts will be undertaken by ESA to develop
a successor to D2 MAC data broadcasting
compatible with a future fully digital television
standard, so that the D2 MAC Data
Broadcast Services launched today can be
migrated to the new standard when
necessary. G
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Fufther information on
ERS-1 data access and
availability can be
obtained from:

EBS-1 Help Desk
ESRIN

CP 64
l-00044 Frascati, ltaly

Tel. (39) 6 94180 600
Fax. (39) 6 94180 510

Eurimage ERS-1

Order Desk
ESRIN

CP 64
l-00044 Frascati, ltaly

Tel. (39) 6 94180 478
Fax. (39) 6 9426 285

Nimes and The Camargue

This ERS 1 image shows The Camargue, a
large plain in Southern France, as well as
the Cevennes foothills, which are part of the
Massif Central. Towns and villages appear
white. The city of Nimes is located in the top
centre of the image and Arles is situated
beside the River Rhone on the right-hand
side The Camargue, lying between the
branches of the Rhone Delta, is a flat area
with marshes and ponds. The fields, in
which wheat and corn are cultivated, are
generally small and delineated by ditches or
dirt roads.

The dates of the three ERS-1 acquisitions
were selected to coincide with the rice-
growing season. The rice paddies appear
purple, enabling a rapid estimate to made of
potential rice production. The purple colour
(a combination of red and blue, no green)
shows that the backscattering level of the rice
fields was high in mid-August (red channel)
and at the end of October (blue channel),
but low in mid-June (green channel).The
large increase in backscattering between
June and August is due to differences in

the rice's phenological stage and to the
presence of water in the paddy fields In
mid-June, the rice plants are at an early
stage in their growth cycle (0 to 30 cm high,
water surface partially covered by the rice
canopy) whereas by mid-August they are in

the final stages of growth (more than 60 cm
high, completely covering the water surface),
The fields are harvested before October
and the high backscattering level in the
end-October image is probably due to their
roughness (no more water).

The contrast is high between the large fields
in the plain and the vineyards and forests
covering the valleys and hills in the top left

of the image. The forests and shrubs on the
hills appear grey because they exhibited
similar radar backscatterinq levels on the
three imaging dates

Montoellier airoort is visible in the bottom lefl

and that of Nimes in the centre of the image
Airports are always easily identifiable in



focus earth

ERS 1 SAR images because the runways are
smooth surfaces that appear as short black
lrnes

The sea appears blue because it was
rougher on 31 October (date of blue-channel
imaging) than on the two previous imaging
dates

lmage characteristics
- Produced with Fast-Delivery Products

acquired at the Fucino Ground Station (l)

- Processed by ESA/ESRIN

- Area covered 60 km x 60 km

- Dates ol imaging: 13 June 1992, green
channel; 22 August red channel,
31 October blue channel
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Straits of Messina and
Mount Etna

Thrs JERS 1 mage of the Strats of lVess na

ard the |\/ount Etna vo car'ro (Southern ltaly)
' - -r .rrri'ori l tl-c f 1r, o Gro ,' d St"l or
() on 22 June 1992 and processed by
ESAiESR N Frascati (l)

,l-^--. r.'tf- Rp<.n .rre: SotelliLe I alnChed
by NASDA on ll February 1992 carres a

Synthetc Aperture Radar (SAR) and Optca
Sensor (OPS) instrumeftaton The atter s

a h gh reso ution rad oneter tl-rat measures
solar radiat on ref ected by the Earth s
surface in the v s ble, near nfrared and
short-rr,rave ength intrared

ESA has access to JERS 1 data via the
Ground Slat ons at Fuc no n ta y (OPS and
SAR acqu stron) K Tlna n Sr'veden (OPS

only), Tromso in Norrvay and DLR's
O H gg ns Stat on n Antarct ca (SAR on y)

Further nformat on about the JERS 1

pay oad ava lab e products and data
acqu s tion requests and plannrng is ava able
from

Th rd-Party \/ ssions Serv ce
Eartn Observatcn Exploitation Division
ESR N 00044 Frascat taly

Te 39 6 94180371
Far 39 6 94180361 G

'-..:;.'
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vlt cryogenics

Very-Low-Temperatu re Cryogenics and
Related Space Applications

C. Jewell & G. Rouill6
Thermal Control and Heat Rejection Section, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

N. Rando, A. Peacock & A. van Dordrecht
Astrophysics Division, ESA Space Science Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands

lntroduction
Cryogenics is defined as 'the production
and maintenance of very low temperatures,
and the study of phenomena at these
temperatures'. In the late 19th century, this
would have been interpreted as the quest to
liquefy oxygen at 90 K (90' above absolute
zerc or -183"C) Nowadays, in research
laboratories on Earth temperatures of 10 3 K
(one thousandth of a degree above absolute
zero) can be maintained for significant

Future scientific instruments for space applications will require
improved performances. This can sometimes be achieved by
making such instruments last longer or physically bigger. The
highest gains in performance, however, are often achieved when
a new detection technique is introduced. In-house work at ESTEC
is concentrating on developing such a new detection technique
using superconducting technology, which requires cooling to
temperatures a few -tenths of a degree above absolute zero.

periods, while nuclear spin temperatures
down to the nanokelvin range (10 " K) have
been briefly rnvestigated. lt is therefore not
surprising that cryogenics has developed to
serve a range of applications that stretches
from the more mundane industrial cooling/
freezing applications to rather more exotic
applications which only manifest themselves
at temperatures close to absolute zero.

As well as the cooling techniques necessary
to achieve such temperatures, it is these
more exotic aoolications that are of interest
for this article and in particular their use
in powerful new-generation spaceborne
detectors Before describing these applic-
ations and their potential cryogenic cooling
methods in space, it is perhaps informative to
briefly outline 'what goes on' at temperatures
close to absolute zero.

'Quantum phenomena' near absolute
zero
Most people would not expect physics to
be any different aI -27AC (3.0 K) by

comparison with our everyday experience
at temoeratures of +27C1"C. In fact 30 K is
two orders of magnrtude lower than room
temperature and should be compared with
a temperature two orders of magnitude
higher than room temperature, i e 27 000 Kl

Here, intuitively one would wonder whether
everyday classical physics is adequate to
describe what is 'going on'. While not
attempting to answer this question for
27 000 K, it is indeed the case that classical
physics with its description of vibrating atoms
is inadequate at 3.0 K, where phenomena
associated with quantum-mechanical
behaviour can be seen on a macroscopic
JUAIE.

So what is meant by quantum mechanical
behaviour and why is it so strange? lt is in
effect only strange in that such behaviour is

outside our realm of everyday experience.
For instance, quantum mechanics predicts
that an electron with an energy E, has a
certain probability (sometimes quite high)
of tunnelling through an energy barrier E,
where E, is less than E,' Or, in other words.
on a macroscopic scale, this leads to the
prediction that if somebody ran at a wall he

would have a certain probability (fortunately
infinitely small) of passing through that wall
(ie not feeling any resistance) and coming
out on the other side! Such effects are not
circus tricks and are entirely consistent with
modern physics. In fact, they stem from a
description of matter as a probability wave
where. due to Heisenberg s Uncertainty
Principle, the position and momentum of a
particle can never be simultaneously known
to a level of less than 6.63 x 10-34 Joules
(Planck's constant).

Normally, such effects need only be
considered at atomic or sub-atomic level in
particle accelerators, for instance By a
quirk of nature, however, the pursuit of low
temperatures has led to the discovery of
superfluidity and superconductivity, which
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are both spectacular manifestations of
quantum effects existing on a macroscopic
scale Superfluidity can loosely be described
as a viscousless flow of liquid, and super-
conductivity as the flow of electrons (or
electric current) without any resistance
whatsoever.

Both phenomena relate to the fact that
bound particles can only exist in certain
well-defined energy levels, and at low
temperatures most of the particles are in

the lowest energy level (or ground state)
where, to interact with the rest of the of the
'universe, they need to receive a precise
amount of energy.

Such ouantum ohenomena have commercial
applications (eg high-magnetic-field super-
conducting magnets for medical scanners),
but are also fundamental to a new
generation of powerful scientific detectors,

Detectors requiring very low
temperatures
The most important application of Very Low
Temperature Cryogenics (VLTC) in space is

certainly that associated with the utilisation of
cryogenic detectors, where one of the main
benefits is simply noise reduction lf, for
instance, we are interested in detecting very
weak signals such as electromagnetic waves
in the infrared, generated by the emission of
only a few photons (the smallest indivisible
packet of electromagnetic energy), then we
have to be able to read above the noise
level, which is often of the order of 1 eV

Here it should be noted that the energy of a
1eV photon corresponds to 10 reJoules, or
in other words to only one millionth of the
energy required to lift one millionth of a gram
for one hundredth of a millimetre! So it is
obvious that in order to do this we are
obliged to minimise all possible sources of
noise, including the contributions of the
detector and associated readout electronics.
This can only be done by reducing the
temoerature. which lowers the wideband
noise that is always present due to atomic
vibrations. Iypical astrophysical applications
involve the detection of single photons
randomly emitted by weak and distant
sources This therefore eliminates the
possibility of adopting special noise-reduction
techniques associated with periodic events.

Howeve( the noise problem is not the only
reason to work at very low temperatures,
since many of the detectors exploit the
'quantum phenomena' which are only
available at very low temperatures and which

allow detectors not only to detect photons,
but also to provide precise informatron on
their energy content The cryogenic detectors
that are of interest for space applications
are mainly electromagnetic-wave or nuclear-
oarticle detectors and can be divided into
five main sub-groups:

(i) M icro-calorimeters
Crudely speaking, a micro-calorimeter
or bolometer is an extremely sensitive
thermometer. lt converts the energy
absorbed by photons or nuclear particles
into a temperature rise and then an electrical
signal Such detectors have been success-
fully exploited for the detection of infrared
sources onboard the COBE (Cosmic
Background Explorer 1989) satellite, while
excellent results have recently been obtained
using bolometers as X-ray detectors in the
1-10 keV range where an extremely high
resolution of the order of 0.1 0/o has been
demonstrated. Typical operating temperatures
for these types of devices range from 2 0 K
down to 0.1 K, with the sensitivity improving
as T 5t2.

( i i) P hotocond uctive detectors
Photoconductive detectors have already
been used aboard such satellites as IRAS
(lnfrared Astronomical Satellite, 1983) and
will be used by ESA's Infrared Space
Observatory (lSO), due to be launched in

1995 The most commonly used detectors
are doped germanium crystals (Ge:Ga,
Ge:Sb, Ge:Be), where at low temperatures
and low photon fluxes the electrical
resistance of these crystals is very high.
Infrared photons of sufficiently high energy
can ionise the doping atoms (impurities),
generating charged particles (electrons
or vacancies) and thereby enhancing the
conductivity. The change in electrical
conductivity is a measure of the photon flux,
where the choice of the doping element
controls the cut-off frequency of the detector.
Iypical operating temperatures are in the
range 1 5-35 K

(iii) Transition edge detectors
These are conceptually similar to bolometers,
giving a drastic and very fast change in

resistance on absorption of energy (photons
or nuclear particles) Since the recovery time
can be as fast as 10-e s, these devices are
of interest for high-speed applications and
ooerate at temoeratures of less than 1.5 K

(iv) Superconducting Tunnel Junction
Detectors (STJD)

These detectors consist of two super-
conducting films separated by a very thin
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insulating barrier (typically a few atomic
layers thick), which favours quantum-
mechanical tunnelling. The devices detect
excess electrical charge, or'quasi-particles',
which are generated by the absorption of
energy (e.9. photons, phonons, nuclear
particles) via tunnelling through the thin
insulating barrier. STJDs have enormous
potential for X-ray and even optical/UV
spectroscopy, due to their intrinsically high

energy resolution (of the order of 007 o/o

at 6 keV).

The STJs can also be used as mixers for
sub-millimetre wave detection in heterodyne
receivers following a process similar to that
often used in a radio receiver. They feature
very high sensitivities up to 500-1000 GHz,
and several laboratories have demonstrated
the advantages of these devices in compari-
son with traditional Schottky (semiconductor)
diode instruments ESA is actively working on
developing such detectors for satellites like

FIRST (Far Infrared Space Telescope), which
is one of the 'Cornerstone' missions of the
Agency's Space Science: Horizon 2000
Programme. However, although the mixers
can tolerate the relatively high temperature
oI 4K, aluminium-based STJDs developed
for X-ray or optical applications would need
to operate at temperatures as low as 0.1 K
(Table 1).

(v) Superconducting Quantum lnterference
Device (SOUID)
A DC-SQUID consists of a ring of super-
conducting material with two tunnel junctions

in parallel. By proper biasing, when a

magnetrc field is applied a voltage change
can be detected across the device with

extremely high sensitivity, Fluxes as low

as a few millionths of one quantum flux
(2.07 x10-lsWeber) can be detected To

give an idea of the sensitivity involved, such

devices are used to detect the magnetic-
field changes set up in the human body
when a glass of water is being drunk.

Table 1

Detector Temperature, K

Scientific applications are innumerable
and temperatures significantly below the
superconducting transition temperature
(less than 4K) are required for operation

In-house detector development activites
Within the Astrophysics Division of ESA

Space Science Department at ESTEC, R&D
activities are currently concentrating on the
development of high-energy-resolution
photon detectors based on Nb-Al-AlOx-Nb
superconducting tunnel junctions, This
programme has the goal of developing a
new generation of high-resolution sensors
with both spectroscopic and imaging
capabilities from the X-ray band to the
infrared The choice of niobium as a
superconducting material has been dictated
by the availability of a relatively mature
technology for the fabrication of niobium
STJs, by the high critical temperature
(7":9.25 K), and by the resistance of Nb
devices to thermal cycling.

Each detector is the final result of a complex
fabrication route, which starts with the
deposition (by sputtering in an ultra-high-
vacuum system) of the base Nb film onto a
sapphire substrate. The fabrication procedure
continues with a further deposition of Al,

followed by an oxidation phase (in a
controlled oxygen atmosphere) responsible
for the barrier formation Finally, a top Nb
film is souttered over the AlOx barrrier. Once
this original 'tri layer' structure is formed,
standard photolithographic procedures
(patterning and etching) are applied, with
the final aim being to shape the junctions
properly and create the necessary contact
leads.

Figure 1 shows a scanning-electron-micros-
cope image of one of these detectors, which
are typically 10 microns square and have film
thicknesses of the order of 01 microns. At
present, there are two main areas of activity:
one is concentrating on the improvement of
the spectroscopic performance of these
devices, while the other is studying the
possibility of developing imaging detectors
based on arrays of single STJs.

The extension of the sensitivity window for
STJ devices into the ultraviolet and optical
range is also being studied. Figure 2 shows
the resoonse of a niobium STJ at 03 K
pulsed with light at different wavelengths.
These very recent experiments conducted
at ESTEC have demonstrated that niobium
STJDs are sensitive to the ultraviolet, optical
and even near-infrared parts of the electro-
magnetic spectrum, and open up the way

Nb SQUID
Photoconductor
Nb SIS sub-mm
Transition edge
Nb STJ X-ray

Al SIS sub-mm
Nb STJ optical
Al STJ X-ray

Al STJ optical
X-ray bolometer
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Figure 1. A Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM)
image of an Nb junction
(magnification xl000)

to new applications for superconducting
tunnel lunctions.

Future activities will involve new detector
geometries with a view to achieving the
theoretical spectroscopic capability Further
improvements in sensitivity and performance
(particularly in the optical waveband) will be
tackled through the introduction of new
superconducting materials. The ultimate
arm is to fabricate a camera based on
superconducting devices

Therefore, although not comprehensive, this
list of applications already indicates the
future importance of VLTC in space, and the
extremely high scientific return possible at
very low cryogenic temperatures There are
other potential applications needing VLTC in

space, such as digital superconducting
electronics, microwave components, high-
intensity magnetic fields and super-
conducting motors, but these cannot be
^ii"^^^^! h^"^OUUIUJJUU I IUIU.

Potential very-low-temperatu re
cryogenic cooling methods
While some of the aoplications mentioned
above can function at temperatures close to
2 K and hence would benefit from oresent-

day space cryogenic technology (see ESA
Bulletin No 57, February 1989), it is the new
technology associated with the need for
sub-1 K cooling that will stretch the ingenuity
of future technology development engineers.
We will briefly outline some of the terrestrial
methods for obtaining such temperatures,
before concentrating on ESA's present
activities in this field

Table 2 summarises the different methods
normally used for obtaining sub-1 K temp-
eratures on Earth Unfortunately, it is
impossible in such a short article to explain
every method in detail and an extremely
short summary of each could lead to
confusion or, worse still, inaccuracies
Therefore we will concentrate on what we
consider to be the two most promising
methods for space applications.

The 3He refrigerator
The most frequently used method for
obtaining low temperatures is the evaporation
of low-boiling-point liquids. oHe cryostats
can reach temperatures down to 1 K, while
temperatures of 03 K are achievable on
pumping a bath of liquid 3He Why is this?

The helium atom is spherically symmetrical
and smaller than that of any other element
The only binding forces in the liquid are the
Van der Waals forces, which stem from
fluctuating polarisation charges induced in
the electronic shells of adjacent atoms.
These forces are weaker than in all other
substances and so the critical and boiling
points of helium are the lowest of all known
elements, A pure quantum effect, so-called
'zero-point energy', leads to helium being
the only element that remains liquid in a
stable phase down to absolute zero. The 3He

atom, having an odd number of elementary
particles, is a so-called 'fermion', in contrast
to aHe, which has an even number of
elementary particles and is called a 'boson'

The two different quantum statistics applic-
able to these atoms cause fundamental
differences in their behaviours at low

Table 2

Mechanical coolers

Stirling Joule-Thomson

Helium refrigerators

?Aa rolriaaralar
3He-4He dilution
refrigerator Vortex refrigerator

Paramagnetic sall

Adiabatic
demagnetisation
refrigerator

Temperature range
f-nnlinn ni,nla

BO K_20 K

Continuous
4 K-25 K

Continuous
2 K-03 K

Intermittent
0B K-2 mK
Contin uous

1B K_07 K

Continuous
20 K-2 mK

Intermittent
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temperatures (see below), although their
chemical structures and individual atomic
sizes are exactly the same, In fact, the 3He

isotope has a higher zero-point energy than
the aHe isotope, which means that a 3He

atom in the liquid phase occupies a larger
volume than a aHe atom. One conseouence
of this is that at all temperatures the density
of 3He liquid is significantly less than of aHe

liquid Hence, because the distance between
neighbouring atoms is higher, the 3He atom
is less tightly bonded in its liquid phase than
a 4He atom, leading to a much higher
saturated vaoour pressure than for aHe at
the same temperature, This higher saturated
vapour pressure means that, for a fixed
pumprng speed, lower temperatures can
be reached with 3He than with aHe.

Unfortunately, the idea of flying a cryostat
full of 3He is out of the question, as all

commercially available 3He is obtained
through the radio-active decay of tritium
and costs approximately $100 per stp gas
litre; in other words, 150 million US$ for a
2200 | ISO like charge of helium, which also
happens to be about half of the world's
current stock! Therefore. all develooments of
rHe technology for space (and even Earth)
applications concentrate on closed-cycle
methods, ie methods that re-cycle the 3He

The 3He-aHe dilution refrigerator
In 1962 a new proposal for continous
refrigeratron with liquid helium to temper
atures lower than 03 K was published by
H. London et al. In contrast to the helium
refrigerators discussed above, where the
latent heat of evaporation is used for cooling,
it was proposed to use the heat of mixing
of the two helium isotopes to obtain low
temperatures Das, De Bruyn-Ouboter and
Taconis from the University of Leiden (the
same University that discovered supe.-
fluidity and superconductivity) built the first
refrigerator based on this principle in 1965
and achieved a temperature of 022 K Such
refrigerators are called 3He-aHe dilution
refrigerators, and the minimum temperature
achieved by this method is about 2 mK, in

1977, by Frossati et al., formerly at Grenoble
and now at the University of Leiden

The fundamental principles are as follows lt
is possible to dilute 3He atoms into an almost
pure aHe liquid phase down to I:0 K,

because the binding energy of a 3He atom
in a dilute rHe-aHe liquid phase is higher
than in a pure 3He liquid phase Also, the
difference in enthalpy between a concentra-
ted 3He-aHe mixture and a dilute 3He-aHe

mixture provides a cooling mechanism

almost down to I: 0 K This result stems
from quantum-mechanical effects, namely
the different zero-ooint motions of the two
isotopes and the different statistics that have
to be applied to understand their properties.

As already noted above. the isotope aHe is

a boson with a nuclear spin / : 0 and
therefore it obeys Bose statisitics, Such a
Bose liquid undergoes a so-called 'Bose
condensation' in momentum space when its

temperature is reduced, and for liquid aHe

this corresponds to its transition to the
superfluid state At I< 0 5 K, liquid aHe is
almost totally condensed into its quantum-
mechanical ground state, where there are

essentially no excitations (phonons, rotons)
left lts viscosity, entropy and specific heat go
to zero The rare and lighter isotope 3He with
its nuclear spin / : 112 is a Fermi particle and
obeys Fermi statistics In a helium mixture,
the aHe component acts as an inert super-
fluid background, which contributes to the
volume of the liquid and to the effective
mass of the dissolved isotope 3He. In this
description of the helium mixture, 3He is
treated as an interacting quasi-paticle Fermi
gas with a pressure equal to the osmotic
pressure of sHe in aHe. The calculated
enthalpy of 3He in the dilute phase is larger
than in the concentrated phase. Thus,
when 3He atoms are transferred from the
concentrated phase into the dilute phase of
a phase-separated mixture, cooling will result
according to the enthalpy difference of the
two phases,

Although commonly used in lowtemperature
laboratories on the ground, a version

Figure 2. Response of an
Nb Superconducting
Tunnel Junction (STJ) to
light pulses of 1 ps
duration ranging from the
ultraviolet to the infrared
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compatible with use in space has suffered
from the malor problem associated with the
seoaration of the 3He-rich and 4He-rich

phases in microgravity. A promising idea for
overcoming this problem (from Benoit et al.,

Grenoble) is under consideration. Therefore
the possibility of fulfilling even the most
demanding cooling requirements of the new
generation of scientific detectors could soon
be realised.

Very-low-temperatu re cool i ng
developments at ESA
Since the background temperature of space
is only 3o above absolute zero, it is strange
that cryogenic cooling in space should cause
any problems at all In fact, as outlined in

more detail in a previous Bulletin article (see

ESA Bulletin No 62, May 1990), the satellite
is normally kept at around room temperature,
and this leads to the same requirements with
respect to thermal isolation. Howeve( survival
of the launch environment normally entails
the design of a mechanical support that is

far from thermally optimal, and constraints on
mass and power make the task even more
complex

Since the early 1970s. liquid cryogen cooling
has been the favoured choice for low-temper-
ature cooling in space, but by its very nature
it is an extremely 'heavy' solution. Therefore,
since 1986 the ESTEC Thermal Control and
Heat Rejection Section has concentrated on
developing alternative cooling options, known
as 'cryocoolers'. Cryocoolers are somewhat
like the household refrigerator, converting
electrical power into cooling, A development
programme with Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (RAL, UK) and British Aerospace
has recently seen space-prototype cryo-
coolers operating at 2 6 K, and work aimed
at achieving temperatures as low as 04 K
with a cryocooler has been initiated within
ESTEC. While it should be mentioned that
3He refrigerators for balloon, sounding-rocket
and space applications have been built
elsewhere, the work at ESTEC is based on
the more difficult problem of developing
such a cooling mechanism attached to a
cryocooler. This leads to the potential of
cooling to 04 K for an 'affordable' system-
level cost in terms of both mass and oower
over several years of operation

The 3He refrigerator is built up from an

adsorption pump and an evaporator,
connected via a heat exchanger by two
thin walled pumping tubes and two bellows,
which accommodate thermal contraction
on cool-down (Fig 3) The refrigerator is

charged with 2 | of 3He gas at room

temperature, at a pressure of 67 bar, and
permanently sealed. lt is operated from two
cold heat-sinks using two gas heat switches
and one heater.

Operation begins by cooling the pump and
the evaporator to 4 K and 1 5 K, respectively.
At this moment all the 3He is adsorbed by
the pump adsorbent. Then the refrigeration
cycle starts by heating the pump to about
35 K. The 3He gas is driven out of the pump
chamber and pre-cooled in the 4 K heat
exchanger before it condenses into the 1.5 K

evaporator. After condensation is complete,
the oumo is cooled to 4 K and therefore
starts to pump the 3He gas. The evaporator
temperature drops to around 04 K and
refrigeration is produced until all the liquid
is evaporated, at which time the refrigerator
has to be recycled.

In designing this 3He refrigerator for space
applications, one of the principal technical
problems is the containment of the liquid
Containment alone, however, is not the whole
problem. The confinement system must also
allow for condensation of the 3He vapour,
with close thermal contact between the
system to be cooled and the condensed 3He

liquid, which is very important for effective
evaporative cooling. One solution to these
oroblems is the use of surface tension in

adsorbing a liquid into the voids of a porous
medium. Although surface{ension methods
have been used for controlling fluids in
space, the low temperatures and low surface
tension of 3He require special considerations
The main concerns with capillary confine-
ment are whether the vaoour can be
condensed into the porous matrix without
leaving large voids, and whether the liquid
can be evaporated from the sponge without
forming bubbles that would expel liquid. Any
expelled liquid would reduce the quantity of
liquid available for cooling, and hence useful
operating time

Another problem is that of structural require-
ments. There is a trade-off to be made
between minimising the heat input through
the structure and sizing this structure to
survive the static and dynamic launch loads.
Furthermore, the use of copper, one of the.
favourite materials in the design of terrestrial
3l-la rofrinorainrc ic corrorolrr roctrinto.l

because of its high density and very poor
mechanical properties. Aluminium has some
excellent thermal/mechanical properties, but
below a temperature of 1.17 K it becomes
superconducting, with the associated
phenomena of magnetic-flux trapping that
can affect very sensitive detectors Low-
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carbon-content stainless steel offers excellent
mechanical properties at low temperatures,
together with a very low thermal conductivity,
and can therefore be used lor structural
support, As a result of this qualitative
discussion, the refrigerator is designed with
a pump and a heat exchanger in copper.
an evaporator porous matrix in coppeI a
radiation heat shield in aluminium, and all
pumping tubes and structural elements
are in stainless steel Some other design
parameters ol the "He refrigerator are
outlined in Table 3

At present, the new rHe refrigerator design
is being manufactured at ESTEC and testing
is due to start by the end of this year, with
the goal of having a running 04 K cryocooler
by the end of 1994 A prototype version of
this cooler is shown in Figure 4

Conclusion
When considering the cost to the satellite
system. cryogenic cooling is to be avoided
whenever possible However, it seems clear
that many future scientific detectors will need
such cooling with temperature requirements
that push the present-day temperature limit of
1 6 K in space down to approximately 01 K

In fact, it is considered that many excellent
proposals have never been submitted
because of the known lack of cooling
technology at such low temperatures in

space

Both the detector and cooling requirements
are extremely demanding and imply that
the development of the detectors and
cooling mechanism must go somewhat
'hand in hand with a good apprecialion
of each other's problems, eg, cryocooler
microphonics and its effect on detector
system noise At present, this is being
achieved at ESTEC where work is being
done within both the Astrophysics Division
and the Thermal Control and Heat Rejection
Section
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Figure 3. The ESTEC 3He refrigerator
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Membrane Technology for Gas-Water
Separation: Applications and Concepts

J. Witt
Life Support and Habitability Section, European Space Research and Technology
Centre (ESTEC), Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Gas-water separation in space systems
On Earth, the separation of mixtures of gas
and water is usually very easy: gravity and
the large difference in density ensure that,

after sufficient time, all water collects at the

bottom of a vessel while the gas rises to the

top Such assistance from gravity does not

exist in space In spacecraft, there are two
categories of gas-water mixtures, divided

On Earth, the separation of mixtures of gas and water is usually
very easy: gravity and the large difference in density ensure that,
after sufficient time, all water collects at the bottom of a vessel
while the gas rises to the top. Such gravity assistance does not
exist in space and therefore special devices must be applied for
phase separation. One concept, membrane technology, which is
rapidly being developed for terrestrial purposes, offers great
potential in microgravity. A two-membrane filter, which is used in
medicine, was recently tested on a parabolic flight and it is
expected that its development for space purposes will continue.

according to the different appliances used for
thoir cona raf inn'

- Relatively small amounts of water carried
along in an air stream can be found, for
instance, in the condensate outlet of a
nnndancinn hoqt ovnhannor nr in ulaqto

water collection devices Different types of

water separators collect the water in a
^+^/^^^ +onru nnA '^turn the water_free airJLUIOVE LOI lA ql lU I I

to the cabin of the spacecraft.
Condensate and waste water separators
are standard components in life support
systems for crewed spacecraft.

- At the other extreme. undesired gas
bubbles can occur in the water lines of,

for example. cooling systems or at the
outlet of fuel cells Gas traps ensure that
these gas bubbles do not enter narrow
passages which they might block and
lhori nrntont concitiva nnmnnnontc liko

water pumps whose performance
deteriorates when gas bubbles become
caught in them.

Gas traps are needed in the water cooling
loops of space suits and space stations.
When wearing a space suit, the astronaut
is cooled by a liquid cooling garment
which consists of many metres of flexible
plastic tubing, Gas can permeate the

tubing and therefore regular removal of
gas bubbles is required In a space
station, gas bubbles in the water loop are
created by slow chemical processes. They

can also be introduced during servicing
of the water loops, for example, during the

exchange of life-limited components.

Experiments performed in microgravity also
have both types of requirement for gas-water
separation For example, a gas trap must be
included in the water cooling loop of the
Zone Melting Furnace experiment that ESA is

presently developing The experiment is

being designed to operate over long periods
in a space station The exchange of
components required during servicing will
lead to the introduction of undesired gas
bubbles that have to be removed before the
loop can enter into operation again. A gas
trap also proved to be necessary in another
experiment, an electrophoresis experiment
that was to be flown on a sounding rocket
During electropheresis, the production of gas
electrolytically cannot be avoided. The
absence of gravity would leave the generated
gas bubbles dispersed within the liquid
phase where they would cause intolerable
disturbances to the separation processes

Concepts for gas-water separation in
microgravity
There are two basic principles for achieving
a separation of gas and water in space:
artificial gravity and selective processes

Artificial gravity separators
At present, artificial gravity is widely applied
in centrifugal waste and condensate water
separators: the air-water mixture enters a
rotating drum and the centrifugal forces push
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the water toward the drum's circumference
Due to the static and dynamic pressure of
lho 'r,ator e rrrha ovtalljpg intO the fOtating
water layer can collect and remove the water,
placirg it in a sto'age lanK Tr]e pr,nciple
behind a centrifugal water separator is

shown in Figure 1,

Tie advantages oi a certr tugal water
separalor are lhat s ysry high water-removal
pffir-ionr-v a2n na:nniorron qnri lho eo^.r.lArovvq,qrul

delivers the water already under pressure,
without requiring additional pumps,
Centrifugal water separators are usually
integrated with a fan, which is necessary to
provide an air flow The drawbacks of such a
separator are irs power consumption.
limltations on its life time and the induced
vibration levels of the rotating machinery, as
well as the contamination sensitivity,
especially of the small-bore water collection
tube

The vortex separator. anotner type or
separator based on lie a.tif,cial gravrty
principle, does not have any moving parts
but exhibits a lower separation efficiency
This principle is applied in the gas trap of
the Russian Orlan DMA space suit The gas
lrap collects the gas bubbles which must be
vented to the ambient air through a manually
-^+i.,^r^^ . ^1,,^ L^r^-^ lhe Cn:CO Cr rit ic rrcodOULIVOIUU VdLVU UUI('IC

,Se/eelruc nrn.csq .c,c na ratofs
Tie principle of selective processes has
been annlied in the fnrn of various
hyd roph i I ic (wate r-attracti n g) and hyd rop hobic
(warer-repelling) screens. plugs and
membranes, They do not have any movrng
parts but they all require a pressure
differentia or a pumping action for operation.
In addition, chemica and microbial
contamination have to be controlled.

A hydrophilic material is easily wetted by
water, Such materia can therefore be used to
r:nller:t and qcnar:tc \{ialef While it retarnS
gases This method is used in the gas trap in

the U S space suit lt, howeve( has a
drawback: the gas bubbles retained or the
hydrophilic screen have to be removed by a
water-bleed stream, and another gas-water
separarion step is the.r required The gas-
water stream from the gas trap in fact
constitutes a signifrcant load on the water
separator

Hydrophilic materiai is used in another way
in the Russian Orlan DMA space suit A
porous, hydrophilic plug is placed at the
outlet of the condensing heat exchanger. The
air flow is deflected in such a way that water

droplets being car.ied arong in the a r flow
w ll come into contact with the plug The
hydrophilic plug abso'bs tre warer The water
collected is then drawn into a sublimator and
i^ ,^^i +^ .^t^^) L^^+ {-nm lho cnee o crriil) UJEU tU IUJUUI lludl llur rr U u rpuuu ou,r
The space vacuum. to wrich rhe external
surface of the sublimator is exposed,
provides the oressure differentral necessary
To re'nove and transport water through the
plug While the hydrophylic plug is compact
and has no moving parts, it can only operate
when the astronaut is n a vacuum
Condensate removal during operations in a
pressurised environmert, for example, in lre
arrlock during preparations for Extra-Vehicular
Activities (EVA) requires additjonal absorbers

Hydrophobic membranes, such as GoreTex
which s widely used in protective clothing,
are not wetted by water They retain llquid
water wl^ile allowing gases to pass tl'rougl.
Hydropnobic memb.anes have been applied
in the form of hollow fibres to remove gas
bubbles from liquids This technology is

available in Europe and is being used, for
example, in the previously mentioned
electrophoresis experiment that is flying on
sound ng rockets

The principle underlying a gas trap based
on a hydrophobic membrane is shown in
Figrre 2 The water-gas mixture passes over
a bund e of hydrophobic hollow fibres Due
tn : n rocc tro d,iff aranli:.- * ts, ,,,J. Ine gas passes
through the membrane and s rejected to the
ambient air while the degassed water re-

enters lhe water loop An apparent
disadvantage of hollow fibre bundles is their
rather high water-flow resistance

Two-membrane gas water separator
An interesting concept for gas-water
separation by a membrane device is to use a

Figure 1. Principle behind a
centrifugal water separator
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Figure 2. Principle behind a hollow-fibre gas trap

Figure 3. Principle behind a two-membrane gas-water separator
Photo: Pall (D)

combination of a hydrophilic and a
hydrophobic screen The hydrophiltc screen

retains gas and lets water pass while the

hydrophobic membrane allows gas to
escape to the ambient air without water
carryover. With such a device. a secondary
gas-water separation is no longer required,

Such devices are already being used in
heart surgery, where they prevent gas emboli
from entering the blood circulation of a
patient connected to a heart lung machine.
Figure 3 shows the principle behind such a
device, The gas-water separation process
occurs in three stages:

- In the first stage, the gas liquid mixture

enters the entry chamber of the filter

tangentially, where centrifugal forces
separate it into gas and liquid, These
forr:es nr rsh the air bubbles toward the
middle of the entry chamber where the
hydrophobic venting membrane is
located. Gas bubbles that come into
contact with the membrane are released
towards the ambient air. As a driving
force a r-lifferential Dressure over the
membrane of approximately 200 hPa is

requrred

- Some small nas hrrbbles remain in the
water flow The water flows through a
hydrophilic foam ring (Stage two) The
rinn holnc in nnaloqno tha n:c hr rhhloc

and retains them in the upper part of the
filter.

However, the tiniest bubbles, with a
diameter of only a few microns. can also
pass through this ring They are then
trapped by a hydrophilic screen
(Stagethree). The water flows through the

screen and leaves the filter through the
bottom of the trap.

On the ground, gravity will drive the gas
bubbles toward the hydrophobic venting
membrane located at the top of the filter.

In microgravity, the retention capability of
the hydrophilic screen becomes more
important, lt must be able to eventually
rot:in hinnor r^r:q hubbleS and allow them
to grow large enough to come into

contact with the hydrophobic venting
membrane, in order for them to be
released toward the ambient air,

A gas trap based on the two-membrane
principle is presently being developed for the
water cooling system on the Space Station
'Freedom'

STAGE ONE
ENTRY CHAMBER

GAS/WATER
HYDROPHOBIC
VENTING
MEMBRANE

STAGE THREE
POLYESTER
HYDROPHILIC
SCREEN

STAGE TWO
POLYESTER
RING
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membrane technology for gas-water separation

Parabolic flight test of two-membrane
separator
In the existing design of the two-membrane
separator, gravity assists in directing the gas
bubbles toward the hydrophobic membrane
through which they are vented to the
ambient air. Since gravity assistance is not
available in space. it was necessary to test
whether the centrifugal pre-separation and
the retention capability of the hydrophilic
screen would be sufficient to ensure that the
separator also operates successfully in

microgravity The test would clarify if a
fundamental redesign would be necessary or
whether the existing design could be used
with only minor modifications.

It was decided to test the filter that is

currently being used in heart surgery on a
parabolic flight This would allow the filter to
be tested under many different conditions at
a low cost. A typical ESA parabolic flight
campaign consists of three flights with 30
parabolas each and with breaks between the
parabolas to allow experimental parameters
to be adjusted Each parabola provides
about 20 seconds of microgravity. An
external contractor built a small test rig just in

time for an ESA-sponsored parabolic flight
campaign in Bretigny (F) in March/April 1992
The test rig (Fig 4 and 5) allows the filters
(Fig 6) to be tested at different water-flow
rates, pressures and gas/water mixing ratios,
and to detect gas bubbles breaking through
the hydrophilic screen into the water outlet.
During the parabolic flight campaign the
parameters were varied to test the gas trap
scenario as well as the water separator
scenario. although the gas trap was not
optimised for the latter application Two gas
traps with hydrophilic screens of different
pore size and different resistance against gas
breakthrough into the water outlet were
tested.

The test results for the filter with the denser
hydrophilic screen are summarised in
Figure 7, The combinations of air flow
(injected into the circulating water) and
relative pressure (toward the ambient air) at
which tests were conducted are indicated.
The probability of a gas breakthrough
increased with a higher air-flow rate and
lower differential pressure: low relative
pressures will not be sufficient to drive a high
gas flow through the hydrophobic venting
membrane so that gas will be pushed into
the lower part of the filter, toward the
hydrophilic screen Gas bubbles could block
the passage of water through part of the
screen, resulting in an increased differential
pressure over the hydrophilic screen. Once a

Figure 4. The gas trap during testing on a parabolic flight

Figure 5. Fluid schematic
of the gas trap used during
testing on parabolic flights

Figure 6. The two-
membrane filter during
testing. The viewing
window is on the bottom
right. The ring is a simple
zero-gravity indicator: it
floats in the absence of
gravity.
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Figure 7. Results of the
functional test of a two-
membrane filter in
microgravity

optimisation of the membranes and filter

configuration is necessary: a denser
hydrophilic screen with a better resistance

against gas breakthrough and a bigger
hydrophobic membrane to cope with the
high gas flows, should make it possible to

build a two-membrane water separator
Laboratory tests on ground confirmed that
pressure drops and the operational lifetime of

the membranes did not prohibit the use of

this technology in space systems.

Conclusions
Membrane technology is under rapid
development for many terrestrial applications
and its use in biotechnology, medicine,

environmental technology and physico-

chemical process engineering is rapidly
Increasrng.

Due to the promising results obtained with a
filter not originally intended to be used tn

microgravity and because it offers the
advantages of having no moving parts, no

induced vibrations and no power
consumption, it is expected that development
of the two-membrane concept for space
aoolications will continue. This new area of

application may lead eventually to a fruitful
crossjertilisation of both terrestrial and space
technology

critical pressure is exceeded, gas

breakthrough into the water outlet will occur.
The water-flow rate had also been varied
during the test but was found to be of minor
influence

In total, 45 tests were carried out on this filter
and only three significant gas breakthroughs
were observed. The breakthroughs occurred
at relatively high air flows (more than
05l/min) and low differential pressures

These conditions are comparable to those in

the water separator application: a gas trap
would operate under conditions of higher
relative pressure and lower gas{low rates. As

an example, the gas trap used in the
European space suit is supposed to handle
gas flows of less than 01 l/min at a
differential pressure of 650 hPa. Eleven tests
at these conditions did not result in a
significant gas breakthrough. Only a few gas

bubbles were released during the first flight;

they are thought to have been caused by
gas trapped in the filter during filling. For the
filter with the less dense hydrophilic screen,
gas breakthroughs occurred more often and
at a lower air-flow rate and a hiqher
diffe rential pressu re.

From the parabolic flight tests, it can be

concluded that the filter configuration that
was tested is suitable for the gas trap
application in microgravity without any major
modifications. The test results for the water
separator application (high airflow, low
differential pressure) are promising but an
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validating satellite simulators

EGSE: A Validation Tool for Satellite
Simulators?

M. Bandecchi & B. Melton
Simulation and Electrical Facilities Division, ESTEC, Noordwiik,
The Netherlands

J.J. Gujer
Flight Control Systems Department, ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

Introduction
Simulators represent an essential tool for
testing and validating ground-segment
facilities for satellite operations At ESOC

they are used extensively before and after
launch in support of the following activities:

- verification and validation of satellite
control facilities and interface to oround
stations

- verification and validation of flioht-control
orocedures

Satellite simulators are used at the European Space Operations
Centre (ESOC) to test and validate the Operations Control Centre
(OCC) facilities and flight-operations procedures, as well as to
train the flight-control personnel. Their validation (the verification
of the degree of realism with which they represent the behaviour
of the actual satellites) requires the involvement of operations
staff and is usually performed in a manual fashion. The Electrical
Ground Support Equipment (EGSE) used as main test tool in all
satellite Assembly Integration and Verification (AlV) programmes
could, in principle, be used to overcome the shortcomings of the
current validation process, by providing an operations-independent
and largely automated test environment for satellite simulators.

Figure 1. The EGSE as a potential simulator-validation tool in the overall
mission-validation process

training of flight-operations personnel

- mission-readiness rehearsals.

In order to satisfy the requirements
originating from these various activities,
simulators need to model accurately and
in real-time the in-orbit status of the satellite
and to react realistically to any type of
telecommand

The increase in on-board autonomy and
'intelligence' over recent years has resulted
in a dramatic growth in the complexity of
simulators This is noticeable in particular
in the modelling of the Atiitude and Orbit
Control Subsystem (AOCS) and of the On
Board Data Handling Subsystem (OBDHS).
A few hundred telemetry parameters used
to be sufficient to represent the status of
a satellite ten years ago, but now several
thousands are required The same holds
for the number of telecommands.

As the complexity of simulators grew, their
validation became more and more a time-
consuming and critical process, A simulator
developer used to be able, from his terminal,
to exercise the effects of the various tele-
commands and to verify that the modelling
accuracy satisfied the requirements, Complex
scenarios are now necessary. which require
all the oower of the satellite control facilities
to be run and the expertise of the flight-
control personnel to be interpreted.

The involvement of operations personnel in

the final stages of simulator validation has
obvious drawbacks Furthermore, the Control
Centre facilities that are suooosed to be
validated using the simulator, are themselves
used in the process of simulator validation
(eg for command generation. telemetry
display, etc.), thus possibly leading to
unreliable results

One way of overcoming some of these
limitations and at the same time imorovino
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Satellite Simulator

The satellite simulators in use at ESOC
are closed-loop simulators capable of
receiving and executing all telecommands
that can be sent to the real satellite and
of generating realistic telemetry. They run
in real-time, which implies that events
occur at the same time as they would
on-board the real satellite under the
same conditions. Finally, they are
dynamic in the sense that effects of
interactions between the satellite and its
environment or between the various
satellite subsystems are fully modelled.

A typical simulator has four major
components (Fig. 2):

- a satellite model, which closely
reflects the standard breakdown of a
satellite into subsystems (each
subsystem is modelled)

- an orbit and environment model. which
provides the position of the satellite
with respect to the Earth and the other
main celestial bodies (e.9. Sun, Moon)

- a simulator monitoring and control
interface, which enables the ooerator
to enter simulator commands and to
display the status of any of the
simulator variables

- a ground-station model, which simulates
the telemetry and telecommand
equipment of a standard ground station.

Among the various simulator commands
available, the 'special effect' command is
particularly relevant for the EGSE/simulator
test as it allows the operator to trigger a
special event or sequence of events within
the simulator (e.9. special sensor illumin-
ation condition, sensor failure, etc.).

Satellite EGSE

The Electrical Ground Support Equipment
(EGSE, also known as the Check-out
System) encompasses a wide range of
computer-based facilities required to
perform satellite electrical testing at unit,
subsystem and system level. lt
represents the main verification and
testing tool used in support of the
satellite Assembly, Integration and
Verification (AlV) programme.

During the AIV programme, test
procedures written by test engineers in a
dedicated test language, are implemented
and executed using the standard facilities
provided by the EGSE. The purpose of
these test procedures is to achieve a high
level of automation and repeatability, as
certain tests will be repeated at different
sites in several tests configurations
throughout the AIV programme. Their
execution is monitored, together with the
status of the satellite, and any anomalies
detected during a test run (e.9. unexpec-
ted interference between different satellite
subsystems, incorrect satellite status, etc.)
are recorded for subsequent analysis.

The tests run during a satellite AIV
programme can be divided into two main
categories:

- Integrated Subsystem Tests (lSSTs)
aimed at performing a complete and

detailed functional test of each satellite
subsystem, while the other subsystems
are in a quiescent or switched-off mode.

- Integrated System Tests (lSTs) aimed at
taking the complete satellite through a
sequence of all possible operational
modes, including the pre-launch, launch,
initial and early-orbit, commissioning
and on-station modes.

A typical EGSE configuration (Fig.3)
involves the following equipment:
- telemetry and telecommand front-end

processors providing the interface to
the satellite

- test processor workstation in charge of
all activities related to the test execution
and monitoring and to the recording of
test results

- workstations providing the man/machine
interface for the test engineers to
operate the tests

- Special Check-out Equipment (SCOE)
used for satellite stimulation (in order to
recreate its operational environment)
and acquisition of measurement
information. The SCOE is controlled by
the test processor workstation (e.9.
specific commands inserted in the test
procedures)

- a local area network for transport and
distribution of information between the
various EGSE comoonents.
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Figure 2. The simulator
models the satellite, its
environment and the
ground stations

Figure 3. A typical EGSE
configuration showing its
major elements

the effectiveness of the simulator validation
process, would be to use the EGSE as test
tool, applying the actual satellite test
procedures to the simulator (Fig 1).

In order to assess the technical feasibility of
this approach, a series of tests have been
performed involving a satellite simulator
running on a computer located at ESOC.
and the corresponding satellite check-out
software (part of the EGSE) running on
a computer located at ESTEC (systems
interconnected via ESAPAC X.25 wide-area
network).

The major characteristics of satellite
simulators and EGSEs are summarised in

the accompanying panels

EGSE/Simulator testing

Conf iguration
It was decided to use Hiooarcos as a
representative example to assess the
feasibility and the effectiveness of the
proposed validation. Actually, the Hipparcos
mission can be considered as fairly
representative of the scientific missions
currently supported by ESA and the
Hipparcos simulator is very similar in

structure and functionality to most of the
simulators in use at ESOC. In addition, an
operational simulator of Hipparcos was
available at ESOC and the check-out
database and test procedures of Hipparcos
were made available and could be executed
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Figure 4. The EGSE
and Simulator test
configuration

on the EGSE reference facilities at ESTEC.

This geographical separation of simulator
and EGSE added further realism as the
EGSE usually follows the satellite from one
integration and test facility to another, and
would therefore not normally be available
for use in the same location as the simulator

The test configuration was defined with

the prime objective of minimising the
modifications to existing systems (EGSE

and/or simulator) and maximising the
reuse of existing and validated Integrated
Subsystem and System Test (ISST and IST)

nrocedrrres (Fio 4) lt consisted of:\''Y '/ '.^

- Hipparcos check-out software running
on a VAX 8350 at ESTEC

- Hipparcos simulator running on an
Encore 3219780 at ESOC

- ESAPAC, the ESA X.25 wide-area network
for communication between ESTEC and
ESOC

- DPSS, ESOC's operational X.25 wide-area
network for access to the simulator

- Network Services Processor (NSP), a VAX

780 located at ESOC and operating as a
gateway between ESAPAC (running the
Decnet protocol) and DPSS (running the
X.25 standard protocol)

The decision to use the NSP was a direct
consequence of the requirement to minimise
the modifications to the existing systems All

the additions to the original facilities were
concentrated into a stngle third node, without
the need to affect either the simulator or the
EGSE (e.9. the simulator could maintain its

X 25 OCC interface, and the EGSE could
continue to operate with the Decnet
protocol). The interlinking VAX system thus
provided the necessary protocol conversions.

as well as some minor changes to the

telemetry and telecommand data formats.

A further interface between the EGSE and
the simulator (not represented on the diagram
in Fig. 4) is a connection (RS 232) which
was set-up to enable the test operator to

interact with the simulator remotely (i.e. from

the EGSE location) via a dedicated console,

As the SCOE could not be part of the test

configuration, it was necessary to modify
the test procedures by replacing the

SCOE commands for setting up the test

environment and generating satellite stimuli

with eouivalent 'soecial effects' commands
already supported by (or easily implemenf
able within) the Hipparcos simulator.

Tests
A subset of Integrated Subsystem Tests and
Integrated System Tests from the Hipparcos
Protoflight model AIV programme were

selected for evaluation and possible exec-

ution on the test configuration. Due to the

limited amount of time available to prepare

and execute the demonstration, the selection
had to be restricted to tests involving low-rate

telemetry only. The tests involving high-rate

telemetry would have necessitated the
implementation of a faster link between the
EGSE and the simulator. This, however,

would not have significantly increased the

meaning of the experiment.

I nteg rated Subsyslem Iests
The selected subsystem tests related to
the Electrical Power Subsystem (EPSS),

the Attitude and Orbit Control Subsystem
(AOCS), the Data Handling Subsystem
(DHSS) and the Telecommunications
Subsystem (TCMS).

The complete Hipparcos EPSS ISST

procedure was evaluated Of its 21 tests,

12 were found relevant and were fully
executed on the simulator. Four further tests

were relevant but would have required
modifications to the test orocedures or to
the simulator (or both). Five tests were
found not relevant as they were dealing
with manual operations to be performed

on either the satellite or the SCOE.

A subset of the tests related to DHSS
mechanisms control was selected for partial

execution Some steps of the procedure
were selected with the aim of verifying
telemetry, telecommands and telecommand
authorisation within the simulator.

Some steps of the TCMS test procedure
were also selected for execution on the
Hipparcos simulato( again with the objective
of telemetry and telecommand verification.
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I nteg rated Syslem Iests
A series of tests of the thermal-control
activation sequence (heater switch-on)
and of the solar-array and fill-in-antenna
deployment were evaluated and selected,
For each of them, the related telemetry
and telecommands were to be verified.

Test results
All of the selected tests were executed on
the test configuration Thanks in part to
careful setting up of the overall test
environment, no technical problems were
encountered and all procedures ran
automatically from start to finish A few
'anomalies', which were traced back to
inconsistencies between the status of the
spacecraft on-ground expected by the test
procedures and the status in-orbit as
modelled by the simulator were flagged
immediately: this applied in partrcular to
thermal oarameters.

It is interesting to note that, although the
simulator had undergone final validation and
had been used in suooort of an intensive
pre-launch simulation programme, a few
modelling errors were revealed by the EGSE
procedures, in particular in the area of AOCS
reconfigurations,

Despite the short time (one month) and
reduced manpower (about one man-month)
dedicated to carrying out the exercise, the
technical feasibility of the proposed concept
has been verified and the following aspects
have been highlighted:

- lt is possible to reuse existing EGSE
facilities, and in particular the ISST and
IST procedures, to validate an ESOCtype
satellite simulator in an automated fashion.

- The procedures can be used as originally
designed to test the real satellite, or would
require only minor modifications to the
code.

- A systematic execution of all applicable
AIV procedures (validated on the electrical
model of the satellite) represents an
independent method of validating the
simulator implicitly against the real satellite.

- The additions and interface adaotation
between the two systems can be easily
implemented (software-wise) on a third
node or anyhow as a separate process
running on one of the two machines.

- The SCOE commands can be handled
by implementing, whenever required,
additional 'soecial effect' modules in the
simulator.

- There is no requirement for the EGSE
and the simulator to be co-located. Wide-
area networks (e.9. X.25) can be used

to communicate simulator-generated
telemetry and EGSE-originated tele-
commands reliably over great distances,
thereby making it possible to execute the
simulator testing and validation even from
remote locations (e.9. different countries).

Although the demonstration of the the
technical feasibility of the EGSE/S|mulator
validation concept represents an important
step in the proposed verification exercise, it is
not sufficient to make a definite statement of
suitability for future projects. Other relevant
aspects need to be taken into account, in
particular those related to the actual avail-
ability of the facilities (i.e, simulator and test-
procedure development time-scales).

Schedule considerations
The tests involving the Hipparcos EGSE

and simulator have been performed several
years after launch, when both systems were
available and a set of validated ISST and IST
procedures already existed. How would the
situation have looked like a few vears before
launch?

A retroactive analysis of the actual
implementation schedules for the Hipparcos
simulator and the Hipparcos EGSE
procedures (Fig 6) shows that:

- lSSf orocedures for the most critical
subsystems, validated on the Engineering
Model (EM), would have been available
between six and three months before the
start of the implementation of the corres-
ponding simulator models.

- IST procedures, also validated on the
EM, would have been available six
months before the start of the simulator
system validation tests

Figure 5. Simulator
Workshop in progress at
ESTEC
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Figure 6. The Hipparcos
example shows compatib-
ility between availability
of the IST and ISST
procedures and the
simulator development/
validation schedule

- IST procedures validated on the Flight
Model (FM) would have been available
four months prior to the final delivery of
the simulator, one year prior to launch.

Assuming that the Hipparcos case is
representative as far as development of the
simulator is concerned, and also satisfies the
tesfprocedure development needs of other
missions, it can be concluded that EM- and
FM-validated test procedures will generally
be available early enough to be used in the
simulator validation process, both at
subsystem and system levels,

The Hiooarcos scenario also shows that
simulator validation tests would have been
performed at the same time as a the FM

integration and testing. This, unfortunately,
is also representative of a typical scientific
mission. Access to the EGSE is therefore a
critical issue that needs to be addressed on
a case-by-case basis. Possible solutions
could be to:

- use the backup/second EGSE, if available
(not always the case)

- share the access to the EGSE used for
FM integration with AIV users (technically
feasible but not very practical)

- use a copy of the check-out software,
database and orocedures on a reduced
EGSE configuration (no SCOE needed),
which could even be co-located with the
simulator develooment facilities

The last solution (which was also used for
the H ipparcos technical-feasibility demon-
stration) is particularly attractive if the check-

out software runs on a standard oftthe-shelf
computer or workstation.

Conclusion
The experiment that has been described
here showed that it is technically feasible to
use the EGSE to run the test procedures
required to validate the simulator, This
approach has the advantage of being an
independent method of validating the
simulator against the real satellite, lt could
be adopted to increase the quality of the
first-level test and as such it would provide
a higher degree of confidence in the
simulator's representativity at an earlier
stage. The effect would be a reduced need
for second-level testing, to be run by the
ooerations staff. and an easier simulator
maintenance ohase

It can also be concluded that there would
be no major problems in following this
procedure, provided the EGSE is available
Moreover, as all of this is achieved by simply
reusing existing and available facilities, a
worthwhile increase in cost-effectiveness is to
be expected,
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ESOC's Support to the Lageos-2 Mission

F.W. Stainer
Network Operations Division, European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),
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Darmstadt, Germany

ESOC's extensive ground facilities for spacecraft control are
frequently called upon to support non-ESA missions. A recent
example is the support given to the ltalian Space Agency's
Lageos-2 spacecraft, launched from Space Shuttle 'Columbia'
on 22 October last year. lt serves as a good illustration of the
way in which international cooperation can contribute to the
efficient use of facilities in supporting space missions.

Figure 1. The Lageos-2 spacecraft (Courtesy of ASI)

The Lageos-2 mission
Scientific objectives
The Laser Geodynamical Satellite Lageos-2
is a joint mission by the ltalian Space Agency
(Agenzia Spaziale ltaliana, ASI) and NASA
The surface of the 405 ko. 60 cm-diameter

satellite, dedicated exclusively to passive
laser ranging, is covered with 426 equally
spaced cube-corner reflectors (CCRs), giving
it the appearance of a large golf ball (Fig. 1).

The CCRs reflect a laser beam back in the
same direction as it is received from a
transmitting ground station

Comparison of the roundtrip delays
measured by researchers in 30 different
countries from both Lageos-2, and its

identical predecessor Lageos-1 . will enable
geologists to monitor the Earth s crustal-plate
movements, measure the wobble in the
Earth's axis of rotation, enhance their
knowledge of ocean tides, and observe
geopotential changes, This information will
be used to monitor regional fault movement
in areas subject to earthquakes. such as

California and the Mediterranean Basin

With Lageos 2 at 5900 km altitude and 52'
inclination, and Lageos-l at the same altitude
but ll0" inclination (Fig 2), the accuracies of
geodetic measurements are expected to be
improved by a factor of two.

Mission operations
For launch. the passive Lageos-2 satellite
was attached to the Lageos Apogee Stage
(LAS) equipped with a solid-propellant motor
(Fig.3) These two were attached in turn
to the ltalian Interim Stage (lRlS), a solid
spinning booster stage for use with the
NASA Space Transportation System (STS)

As shown in Figure 4. after release of the
Lageos-2/LAS/lRlS composite from the Space
Shuttle at a height of approximately 296 km,
the lRlS Perigee Kick Motor (PKM) injected
Lageos-2/LAS into a transfer orbit with an
apogee of 5900 km and an inclination of 41?

Subsequently the LAS motor was fired to
circularise the orbit at 5900 km altitude with
a 52" inclination.
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Lageos-2 was tracked extensively during its

first 30 days of life in order to calculate its

orbit accurately before the satellite's scientific
mission could start Following the satellite's
deployment from the Shuttle, ASI required
lRlS and LAS tracking and the reception of

telemetry data, in particular during the critical
periods of PKM and AKM firing Both ESA

and NASA ground stations were used for this

0uroose.

The ESA stations at Malindi (Kenya), Kourou
(French Guiana) and Perth (Australia) were
potentially able to provide support A pass

of nearly 10 min over the Malindi station,
coinciding with the lRlS PKN/ firing, was of
particular interest The AKM firing was to be

tracked by the NASA Hawaii and Goldstone
stations.

Mission-support requirements
Negotiations between ASI and ESA for the
support of Lageos-2 began in 1985 The use
of the three ESA network stations was initially
considered - Malindi Kourou and Perth -
the intention being to provide good coverage
for the reception of lRlS PKM burn and LAS

AKM burn telemetry Real-time telemetry
readout at the stations and post-pass
transmission of the data to the Payload

Operations Control Center (POCC) at
Johnson Space Centre (JSC) in Houston
(USA) was called for. No commanding
was required, but transmission of antenna
pointing angles to the POCC, as soon as
possible after the pass, was necessary,

Two ESA station ootions were considered.
Option 1 was for lRlS and Lageos telemetry
reception at Malindi, while Option 2 was
for lRlS and Lageos telemetry reception at
Kourou, and Lageos apogee telemetry
reception at Perth.

Early negotiations were based on a Lageos-2
launch in November 1988, before the
accident to Space Shuttle 'Challenger'

Negotiations also started at a time when the
ESA S-band facilities in Australia were
located at Carnarvon (The station was
moved to Perth during 1988 and became
operational in September that year).

Production of the mission-imolementation
olan
Based on the initial support requirements,

a Mission lmplementation Requirements
Document (MIRD) was produced for
discussion with ESA The MIRD and its

response, the Mission lmplementation Plan
(MlP) formed the technical part of a
contract between ASI and ESA During
discussions on these documents, the Option
2 reouirement was deleted as a result of
refinements in the mission profile The dual
(lRlS and Lageos) telemetry support from
Malindi was reduced to lRlS support
following an analysis of the cost of the

Figure 2. The Lageos.l and
Lageos-2 orbits

Figure 3. The
lRlS/Lageos-2 composite
(Courtesy of ASI)

{
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changes that would be necessary to the
station configu ration.

The resulting support requirements and
implementatron plan were incorporated in
a contract between ESA and ASI signed
in November 1991 The contractual launch
date with NASA by this time was September
1992.

Ground-station specif ications
Lageos was designed for telemetry trans-
mission at S-band in accordance with ESA
standards, The Malindi ground station
supports missions using S-band frequencies
in accordance with those standards, and
therefore the Lageos-2 requirement did not
result rn any changes to the radio-frequency
reception facilities there

Data transmission to JSC
The Lageos requirement was for a single
short pass over Malindi. ASI required that
the data recerved be transmitted to the
POCC within t h of loss of signal, In these
circumstances, it was agreed that dedicated
data lines between Malindi and JSC could
not be financially justified but for preparation
and control of the operation it was necessary
to establish links between ESOC and Malindi
in the conventional wav (two dedicated
voice/data lines),

A solution was therefore agreed in which
the data was passed over these links to
ESOC and then, via already established
data{ransmission networks, to the POCC

Support implementation
Examination of the Lageos-2 nominal
orbit with respect to the Malindi station
coordinates yielded the maximum slant
range to be supported and the azimuth and
elevation ranges, With a horizon mask at
Malindi always below 2l this resulted in an
estimated pass duration of 10 min The
maximum slant range was used to compute
the link budgets, which showed margins of
the order of 20 dB

To ensure the earliest possible acquisition of
data at Malindi, it was necessary to provide
ESOC with up-to-date Shuttle state vectors
and a predicted lRlS state vector after
deployment These would be converted at
ESOC to antenna-pointing elements and
transmitted to the station.

Ground-station compatibility
The Lageos-2il RIS/LAS telecommunications
equipment was specified and designed
according to both NASA and ESA standards
so as to be able to communicate with both
Agencies' ground stations,

As for all ESA missions, a Radio-Frequency
Compatibility Test (RFCT) was carried out
to demonstrate compatibility between the
spacecraft telecommunications equipment
and the earth station This test required
that the satellite TTC qualification model
(representative of the flight model) be
shipped to ESOC and installed in an
electromagnetically clean Faraday cage,
There it was connected to the ESOC Test
and Reference Station, which has the
technical characteristics of an Estrack
ground station.

A complete series of tests involving all of the
subsystems required in the space{o-ground
communications, with the exception of the

Figure 4. Milestones in the
Lageos-2 mission scenario

Data reception and recording
The Lageos requirement was to receive the
data during the pass. store it at the station.
and transmit it to the POCC at JSC as soon
as possible after loss of signal. Storage at
the station ensured that loss of external data
links would not result in the loss of Laoeos
data

In addition to the reception and recording
requirements, ASI needed a quick indication
of the perigee motor's firing start and
duratron This was available as a reading
of solid-rocket motor pressure, a telemetry
parameter lt was therefore agreed that this
parameter would be read from the station
computer display in real time and passed
by voice to the POCC

/o
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antennas. was then oerformed with the
twofold aim of demonstrating compatibility
and determining the optimum equipment
setup and end-to-end performance, No
problems were experienced. The measured
end-to-end performance was used to refine
the link budgets, and the relevant equipment
setup was used in implementing the Malindi
configuration (Fig. 5).

Data handling and ground communications
The Malindi station is equipped with two hot-
redundant telemetry chains compatible with
the Lageos-2 specifications. In order to meet
the ASI requirement for having telemetry data
at the POCC within t h after loss of signal,
it was decided to use an OPSNET link
between Malindi and ESOC and send the
telemetry frames to ESOC in real time (prime
mode) The Malindi-ESOC line capacity of
4.8 kbit/s was more than adequate for the
Lageos-2 2 kbiVs telemetry

For the ESA/JSC (POCC) link, many
different solutions were proposed by both
ESOC and NASA, including a dedicated line
which required the use of the NASCOM
protocol (thereby requiring ESA/NASA
orotocol converters) and inter-NASA links to
JSC, and the simple use of a dial-up modem
and telephone lines In the end, taking due
account of the short mission duration (one
10 min pass over Malindi) and the low
telemetry data rate, and of the security
aspects involved, it was agreed to make use
of the ESANET and the NPSS, two non-
operational ESA and NASA networks,
respectively, connected together by various
gateways (Fig 6)

Early testing showed that the concept
worked, that the ESOC-JSC link was
reliable, and that an average throughput of
about 4 kbit/s could be obtained. lt was
therefore decided that the link could also be
used to receive Shuttle state vectors from the
JSC Customer Support Room (CSR), should
the fax connection between JSC and ESOC
nrn\/a rrnroliahlo

Operations preparation
ESOC's support team
In the usual manner, a support team was
assembled at ESOC, consisting of the
necessary experts from the engineering,
flight-dynamics and operations areas

Ground-station configuration
Although the Malindi station is equipped
for S-band communications, it is not used
for continuous mission support. Therefore,
for each mission it is necessary to conduct
performance testing and to configure the
station for the characteristrcs of the space-
craft to be supported and to satisfy the
data-handling requirements This work 

-
was completed for Lageos-2 prior to the
connection of the communications link
between the station and ESOC

Figure 5. Functionality ol
the Malindi ground station

Figure 6. The Malindi-
ESOC-JSC links
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Mission-readiness testing
When the station had been declared
operational in terms of configuration and
performance, and the communications lines
had been connected and tested, a series of
mission-readiness tests commenced. These
tests, which covered all operational activities
in both prime and back-up configurations,
continued until shortly before launch,

The results showed that the mission could
be reliably supported and that the t h

requirement for the Lageos-2 data to be at
JSC would be met with amole maroins

Training and simulations
To ensure the readiness of all team
members, training and simulation sessrons
were held, A Portable Satellite Simulator
(PSS) was used as a data source, realistic
configurations were set up, and all
procedures practised. In particular, due to
the non-standard approach adopted for the
ESOC/JSC file transfer, a number of data
flow tests were carried out None failed,
demonstrating the reliability of the link The
throughput was found to be traffic-dependent
and varied between 2 and 4.9 kbit/s, with
both ESOC and NASA 9.6 kbit/s modems.
It was always sufficient to meet the t h

maximum delay requirement

The procedures for the transmission of state
vectors to ESOC, the calculation of antenna-
pointing data for Malindi, and the reporting
of pointing data to the POCC were also
practised ESOC successfully participated in
Joint Integrated Simulations requested by
NASA, with Lageos-2 passes over Malindi
simulated by the PSS

Real-time operations
In the event, the Space Shuttle launch
(STS 52) took place as planned, with a delay
of just some 2 h due to wind conditions at
Kennedy Space Center, at 17:09:39 GMT on
22 Oclofser. An ESOC-JSC file-transfer test
was carried out at 20:40:00 GMT, which
confirmed the good status of the link in both
directions. The Shuttle state vectors were
sent to ESOC, where the antenna-pointing
elements for the Malindi antenna were
computed and sent to the station

Given the good status of both the Shuttle
and Lageos-2, contingency deployment
opportunities were deemed unnecessary,
and NASA/ASI confirmed that the nominal
deployment would take place the day after
the launch.

A final JSC-ESOC data flow test was
successfully carried out on 23 October at
11:50:00 GMT. Data flow tests between
Malindi and ESOC were also performed on
a regular basis.

Lageos-2's deployment from the Shuttle was
confirmed at 13:57:04 GMT, with a nominal
pass over ESA's Malindi station predicted for
14:38 GMT ESOC was linked to the Malindi
telemetry chain awaiting real-time telemetry
frames As long feared, the Malindi lines that
had stayed in good shape from the day
before, went down 10 min before acquisition-
of-signal but came back 5 min later, only to
go down again shortly thereafter. Fortunately,
the link was restored 3 min before siqnal
acouisition.

Acquisition-of-signal occurred as predicted,
and the lines remained operational through-
out the 10 min pass. The Malindi acquisition
took olace at 14;38:00 GMT and the PKM
fired between 14:42 and 14.43 GMT. At loss
of-signal (14:48:00 GMT), examination of the
telemetry file recorded at ESOC revealed
that no frames had been lost The back-up
procedure was therefore not necessary.
The file was transferred (on diskette) to a PC

connected into Esanet for transmission to
JSC Simultaneously, the antenna-pointing
data were retrieved at ESOC and faxed to
JSC

By 16 min after loss-of-signal, all of ESOC's
tasks had been successfully completed,
and the ESOC Suooort Team had therefore
fulfilled its brief very successfully and well
within the scheduled time window NASA
subsequently reported that the satellite had
been placed into the correct orbit and that
its stations were able to oredict the satellite's
passes to within 200 ms, which was well
within the Lageos-2 accuracy requirements, 6
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Why do we need a new infrastructure?
Before embarking on a major development
such as SCOS ll it is important to have a
good overview of the reasons and aims for
the rnvestment of such large amounts of
money and manpower. These can be
broadly categorised as follows:

- Financial
The development and maintenance of
mission-control systems based on the current
generation of infrastructure software (SCOS l)

New mission-control infrastructure software is currently being
developed by ESOC which will constitute the second generation of
the Spacecraft Control Operations System (SCOS ll). The reasons
behind the production of the new system and how it will address a
number of important future mission-control issues are discussed in
this article.

has become costly This is due, at least in
part, to the inflexibility of the SCOS I system
structure and the resulting difficulty of
customising SCOS I software to a mission
and of adding mission-specific software to
the basic system

- Functional
The increasing complexity of missions
requires a corresponding increase in the
capabilities of the control systems. For the
same reason, the effort involved in preparing
for mission operations is increasing. The
SCOS ll infrastructure will improve the
support provided to the operations staff
in both mission operations and mission
preparation lmproved support is also
expected to help reduce operations costs.

- Strategic
The cost of computer hardware for previous

systems has been an item for concern, This
is partly due to the centralised architecture
of current systems which, together with the
mounting performance requirements and
complexity of processing required, has led
to the need for large and powerful host
computers to support the systems. This has
resulted in dependence on the operating
system and basic software provided by
vendors of the particular host computers
chosen, thus effectively tying the Agency to
these vendors. To avoid this in the future,
the SCOS ll infrastructure is reouired to
ooerate in a hardware and basic software
environment that is vendor-independent.

What is mission control?
In general terms, 'mission control' embraces
the tasks of preparing, planning, executing
and subsequently reporting on the opera-
tions of a spacecraft mrssion.

- Mission preparation
A vast amount of information (mainly in

the form of documents) is produced during
the manufacture of a spacecraft. A portion of
this information is essential to the ooerations
of the spacecraft. The corresponding
documents must be isolated, collected and
then used as a basis for defining operations
in terms of procedures, each procedure
having a specific operational goal.

SCOS ll-based control systems will provide
facilities for electronic storage and review of
documents in many common formats and for
the creation of links between documents to
allow easier correlation of information

- Mission planning
For reasons of both safety and efficiency, it

is normal practice to pre-plan and automate
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operations as far as possible. This pre-
planning can be done in the form of manual
procedures prepared before launch. In

general, however, not all operations can be
defined and scheduled before launch. For
payloads in particula; operations schedules
may be prepared lust several days, or even
one day, in advance, These schedules must
attempt to achieve a set of goals (e.9. satisfy
requests for payload utilisation from end
users) subject to any applicable constraints
(e.9. onboard power, available ground-station
contacts, payload instrument conflicts, etc.),

To date, mission planning has been
conducted on a 'special-to-project basis.

ESOC is currently studying the possibilities
of providing generic support for the planning
process, Once identified, such generic
support can be included in a future release
of the SCOS ll infrastructure.

The result of mission planning is a detailed
schedule of activities or high-level operations
Whatever the nature of the planning
process, SCOS ll will be able to translate
the operations timeline or schedule into a
soecific set of soacecraft commands

- Mission execution
The schedules resulting from the planning
will result in operations that will, in general,
affect both the ground facilities ('ground
segment') and the spacecraft ('space
segment'). The resulting behaviour must
be monitored. Discrepancies between the
expected behaviour (as contained in the
schedule) and the actual behaviour must
be identified and corrective action taken

Systems based on the SCOS ll infra-
structure will provide major improvements in

the support for mission execution We hope
to reduce the time spent by operations staff
on mechanical or repetitive activities by
providing a system that automates many of
these functions, We also hope to achieve a
better match between the user's view of the
mission and the one embedded in the
control system,

Space-segment monrtoring and control
activities are often complicated by the
limitations on the access to the soacecraft,
e.g due to limited data rates on telemetry
and telecommand links. oeriods in which
the ground station is out of contact with the
spacecraft, etc. lt follows that an area of
particular interest is to try to compensate
for limitations in access to the spacecraft,
thereby allowing the operations engineers
to concentrate more on the end obiect (the

spacecraft) and less on the methods used
to access it (telemetry parameters, network
links, telecommands, etc.),

- Mission reporting
ln order to determine whether the mission
goals are being achieved, the long-term
behaviour of the spacecraft and the ground
segment must be evaluated and reports
provided to mission management. This
is also commonly referred to as 'Spacecraft
Performance Evaluation'

Future SCOS ll-based systems will contain
integrated support for analysis and summary
work, as opposed to the loosely coupled
and independently implemented service
provided to date We plan to take advantage
of commercial analysis and visualisation
packages (eg PV-WAVETM) rather than rely
exclusively on purpose-built software,

Despite the apparently sequential nature of
the activities described above, each usually
continues in some form for the duration of
the mission. For example, feedback from
the reporting often affects the planning of
subsequent operations, procedures may be
updated as a result of execution anomalies,
and replanning takes place at fairly short
intervals to optimise resource usage or to
correct deviations from the overall mission
goals. Mission preparation may need to be
done during a mission if a major anomaly
occurs, necessitating adjustment to new
mission assumptions or goals

Each of these activities has its own soecial
challenges for both the users and the
providers of Mission Control Systems; the
SCOS ll infrastructure system will become
the foundation of a coordinated set of tools
which will meet these challenges, providing
a Mission Control Infrastructure that, for the
first time, covers all of these activities.

How can we approach these issues?
We will now examine some of the more
interesting facets of SCOS ll and show their
aoolication to some of the mission-control
activities summarised earlier. Most of the
materral covered here arises from orooosed
improvements to the execution-phase
software, the area in which most of the
original thought has been invested. The
improvements to the support for the other
phases will depend on integration of a
carefully chosen set of commercial tools
(for example, in the area of mission prepara-
tion, publishing software with hypertext-link
capabilities and, in the area of reporting.
statistical or visual data-analysis packages).
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Modelling as an aid to monitoring
Previous control systems have approached
the monitoring and control task rn a manner
that is closely linked to the way in which
they have been forced to access the space-
craft - as a collection of telemetry para-

meters and telecommands The functions
of the systems have been centred around
monitoring the values of the telemetry
parameters and issuing telecommands,
Considerable effort has been invested over
the years in ad-hoc attempts to derive actual
and desired spacecraft status from this
collection of isolated measurement and
control items and a certain level of
sophistication has been reached, but at a
considerable cost

The SCOS ll design team has recognised
that it is necessary to make a concerted
effort to improve the situation, To this end,
the aooroach to the fundamental database of
information used to drive the control-system
software has been completely changed in

order to allow the user to concentrate more
on the characteristics of the subsystems or
devices being controlled (eg attitude and
orbit control subsystem, thrusters, batteries,
etc ) and less on the transport mechanisms
used to view these devices (packets, frames,
parameters, sampling rates, command
frames, etc.).

It is not sufficient to provide a description
of the devices; the system must also be able
to make appropriate use of this informationl
Traditionally, a single model or processing
technique has been applied to the whole

^^^^^^"^g Th,,^ +^t^"-spacecra[ rnus, reremetry paramelers are
described in tables, including, for example,
limits on their values Equally telecommands
are described in tables which include,
among other information, the expected
effects on telemetry values. These tables
may be administered via a database system
A single data-processing 'engine' scans each
entry to carry out certain prescribed checks
(eg. limits)

SCOS ll will allow (although not require) each
item described in the database to provide its
own engine to interpret its database, telem-
etry and telecommand data in its particular
way These engines may be shared: it is
possible, for example, that all heaters on a
oarticular soacecraft will have the same
behaviour and will differ only in the specific
details of their telemetrv and telecommand
data

As a result of all these modifications, the
monitoring functions of a SCOS ll system
are best seen as a collection of independent
models of various parts of the spacecraft.

which act in concert to maintain a view of
the spacecraft (as opposed merely to a
list of the current values of the telemetry
parameters) using specially chosen methods
appropriate to each model These models
form a sort of ghost copy of the spacecraft
communicating with the real spacecraft
using the telemetry and telecommand links.

Model the ground systems too
A mission-control system must not only
monitor and control the soacecraft. but also

Figure 1. SCOS ll systems
contain model elements
representing spacecraft
items
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the ground segment. Previously this has

been done by a collection of specific utility
programs, which have been only loosely
integrated with each other and with the
spacecraft monitorrng and control facilities
This was identified as an area for improve-
ment, given that many aspects of operations
require a close coordination of ground
facilities with spacecraft operations (e,9.

ranging operations or command uplink
acquisition),

To do this. we can take advantage of the
removal of the restrictions imposed by the
need to be completely data-driven and
interpretable by a single engine Thus we
can employ the same modelling techniques
for ground-segment monitoring and control
as for the spacecrafl, the ground-segment
facilities being represented by additional
models Thus in a typical SCOS ll-based
system there could be items in the database
representing such things as the station
communications network, the telecommand
and telemetry equipment at each of the
ground stations, the station antenna and
even the various components of the SCOS ll

system itself Each of these models will
monitor and control the item that it represents,
using an appropriate access channel.

One of the major advantages of such an
integrated database is that all of the functions
fnrescen fnr sna.ccrafi contfol can be used
for ground-segment control. Future SCOS ll

based systems will contain automated
procedures that cover more than lust
spacecraft operations An example would be
the acquisition of the telemetry and

TCE
ghost

telecommand links at the start of a pass,

Today this requires a carefully orchestrated
sequence of operations rnvolving several
systems and several independent operations
staff, thereby affording many possibilities for
human error.

ln a similar way. the data display and
analysis tools originally conceived for
spacecraft-related use can be applied to
ground-segment data as well. A typical
monitoring window might contain station-
related items (e.9. transmitter mode and
power, received signal strength and noise
levels) together with the related spacecraft
data and would provide an integrated 'up-
and down-link' monitoring capability

Building blocks for models
As the full use of the SCOS ll infrastructure
requires extensive creation of models of
various elements of the space and ground
segments, some effort must be made to ease
the task of preparing a system for use for a
particular mission. lt is obviously not feasible
to expect each mission team to prepare
from scratch all of the models required.

SCOS ll will therefore provide a library of
'building blocks', which can be combined
in various ways to produce the overall
spacecraft and ground-system model To

allow this to be done easily, object-oriented
software-engrneering technology has been
updated for analysis and implementation
of SCOS ll Specifically, the CoadiYourdan
-^+l-.^-] ^^i rh^ /.\, ,ilrelr ruu dilu ure \.++ pfogfammlng
language have been chosen. Correctly
used, this technology and its supporting

Front end

Command
Quele

scostl
I
I

Figure 2. The ground
segment can also be
modelled in a SCOS ll
system
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tools siould ersure the clarity of interface
definition and flexibility of implementation
ocqont al lar a hr rrldinn-hlncl" :nnrn:nh

Extension of systems by specialising
building blocks
Not all missions are the same which, as
remarked earlier, led Lo iigh cosls on so.ne
o:rlior inIr:clrttalt ro e\/.1^m. In mnn', nroncuqrilur ililrqouuuLuru Jy)tYlllD llrlllql ly uocgo

it will he necessarv lo ma[e modificalions
tn the lihr:rv h rildinn blOCkS tO be USed in

a specific miss on The object oriented
^^^"^^^A .^ +A^ ^,,^+^- A^^ ^^ ^!.,^^+^^^dpprudur tu u ru JyJtur rr I rdJ dr I duvdr rLdgu

in this area as well

Using ar object-oriented technique knowr
as ' nhe.itance it wrll be possible to provrde
o custo'nrsed build ng b ock for say. the
balleries of a given m'ssion by specifyirg
(and mplementing) on y the differences
A^-,,.-^^ +A^ A^++-- ^- enrl thncp ronroqontoajUUIVVUUI tl lU UdLLUI UJ qr v
by the generic build ng b ock This avoids a

proliferatior ol s nilar. bul subl y drllerenl.
models and the resulting software and
operational configuration-contro issues which
worrld consen.rentlv arse lt should also
save marpower by avoiding srch nrltiple
implementations

Finally the use of models that differ only
rlihpro :hcnlrrtolrr noco<q:nr chnr rld nrnmnto

the use of sin,lar, if not identical. ope'ational
nrnnodr rroc Thic chnr rld holn ln rodr rno thoI rvrv (v

cost of nrenalno oneratrons ard sholld a soY,'Y*,,v"Y",.
nnntrihr tp tn tho c:fotv n{ mrqcinn nnor:tinnc

by ensuring that new (and potentially faulty)
procedures are only created when strictly
required rather than n all cases, as at
present

Separation of user interfaces from
implementation machinery
Each of the models d scussed above w ll

prov de a1 inler'ace lo a humar operalor.
Tiese nter'aces rray be grouped irlo
'windows', which will be located and
managed on a 'desktop tollowing well-
established Graphrcal User Inter'ace (GUl)
recn n lq ues,

In contrast to current rmp ementations rn
...^i^h ^^^ri^--;^^^ -^i interfaces arevv l ilut qPPiluoUU tJ 4r ru

inextlcably lirked. rie cioice of gro;ping
^^! +L^ ^,.^, + ^{ rA^^r windows will bedr ru Lr ru dyuuL ur Lr ruJc
senarated from -he mndels themselves and
will be easily nodifiable by the Lsers o' a
snecific mrssinn This means that t will be
quite possible to have. say, network-status
nformation in the window of the manual
cnmmandino 'nterface for nission X, and to
ronl:no nr 2rnmanl il rniilh qn:nonr:[r nnraior-

status lnformation for m ssion Y

What kind of hardware and software
does this imply?
Distributed systems
The demands placed on tl^e computirg
environment by such a flex ble and ambitious
qcl nt qrrstpm fr rn.tinns w ll be COnSidefable.
Thc narduiarc .nnncn- 1Of SCOS ll muSt be
flov,hlo onnr rnh tn nrn\/ rlo cnnfinrrratinne

to deal wth the differing demands of the
specific nission-control sysrens. wh'st nol
rear rinn cnflrniqre mndifin:tinnc tn cnno rri ihvvv||||v|UlvvvvvvvL||

them

In view of this, and in view the strategic
objeclive o[ vendo'-irdependence discussed
earlier. the SCOS ll system wi be hosted
on a Local Area Network (LAN) of Un x
workstalions Each operal onal user will be

nrnrrrrlorl rrrilh:1 lo2ai nno nrnaoaanr 2l ihoir

rarnrLclerinn j^ .^na 117ilh lhn r roar inlnrtrnavvvrr\oto.rv | ,u uu|'Ju \vill I ll ru u)Yl-ll ltvl lduu

n.ocessino loacl A se of overall coordination
functions will be embedded wthin the
SCOS ll svqlcm snflrar2;g to ens-re
enncicionnrr hotuloon tha cn:nonr:ft mndolc

localed on these workstalrors and ro provide
a relocation service allowing system functions
to be distributed over the physica hardware
as rriesion needs reorire

Sone services of rhe systen will be provided
h\/ cer\/er' nrncessn.s which are not
ded cated to any panicLlar JSe'. but whicl^
provide a service lo the systerr as a whole
A lvnir::l oyamnlo ot q.1ch a Server wOUld be

^^..,^r ^^^+^i^i^^ +h^ l,--^i^d udtdudJu )u vur. uu rldil ilrg Lt ru udJru
"^^.^^^^+^+i^^ ^+ ^^^A of the nodels usedrgP E)Er rtoLrvr I vr gou I

+^- ^ ^^-' ^,r^" _i^^.^^ and WhCh wOUld berur d pdr tuurdr rilJJlul

cop ed ro each acrive workstation requ red to
rnnitor'he ite'n in r^rrrestion Such use of

^^n+.- c^rl .^r'ii^^. l^", :nnlicrtinnc cn{irr,arpuY|L q )gu JYr vrug) uy uppiluuuv rr ovrLvvqru
ic cnmmnnlrr roforror]' tn -. rh^ nl nnt onr',ar'ro uvr ril rrvr ily urur ruu rv q) Ll lg ul El lL-)gl vE

nnncont

SCOSII Mission model

Figure 3. Building blocks
used to create the SCOS ll
mission model can include
mission-specific special-
isation whilst maintaining
the same interface
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Dalabase Server
Location Server

Figure 4. A simple SCOS ll
configuration with
example'client-server
conversations'

User
Workstations

r+ i^ ^r^^ ^r^^^^! -^^' a minimum scos lllL lJ dl>U pldl lllUU Ll ldL (

system should be capable of running on a
single workslalion should it be necessary lo
install mission-control facilities at remote sites
(typically in ground stations) In this case, the
servers and their clients would be physically
located on the same processor

The use of such a distributed system also
offers advantages in terms of system availabi-
lity and failure tolerance By careful planning
and design (particularly of redundant
servers), we expect to achieve resilience of
SCOS ll-based systems to most failures
(although a user may be required to move to

an alternate workstation in some cases)

Performance goals
As SCOS ll is intended to be the basis for
systems until the early part of the next cen-
tury, we have adopted some fairly ambitious
performance goals; these include real{ime
data rates (for spacecraft housekeeping data)
oI 2-3 Mbits, display update rates exceeding
10 per second (particularly during retrieval
n{ nnn rnnl timn rln+a 1 nrnhlam nf ovictinnUl I lVl l-r EOI-tll I lE UOLO. O V' vurur | | vr u^rrLil rV

systems), and user communities of up to
50 workstations The first release of SCOS ll

iq nnl rporrirpr^l ln:chigyg SuCh levels Of

performance Despite this. we are paying
great attention to performance factors in

the design of the system rather than merely
relying on the ever-increasing performance
of workstation hardware and software

Adaptive processing
In typical mission-control systems. there are
two basic usage scenarios that must be
supported: the 'normal operations case and
the critical ooeratrons case, A normal case
scenario is characterised by a small number
of users at any one time, and by limited

and fairly repetitive user activities, A critical-
operations scenario usually involves a larger
number of users and a more varied set of
activities The critical-operations case is the
more difficult one to support, but it has a

number of peculiarities that can be used to
advantage when designing the system:

- The users will be working with a relatively
small amount of data; this will be related
tn tho nrnnarlr rrac hoinn ovacr rtod :t

the time of the anomaly The SCOS ll

infrastructure should allow adaptation lo
this situation at the cost of degraded
raannnaa fnr ihnco ronr ririnn nlhar dal:'"Y"""
(i e nol involved in critical operations).

- A particular user will only be looking at
only some subset of the full data set
within the time window,

In order to take proper advantage of these
two characteristics, each user workstation will
be provided with a local 'cache store', where
telemetry and model data is stored and
retrieved without affecting other users of the
system, The algorithms that determine which
data is to be keot in the cache and which
will have to be retrieved from the system
server can be tuned as usage patterns for
the system become more obvious An initial
version of the system will apply a simple
'most recently used' approach. combined
with a filtering to elim'nate types of data not
required by that user.

Status and future plans
The User Requirements for the first major
release of SCOS ll are currently under
review; together with this, the matching
Object-Oriented Analysis model has been
produced and documented in a Software
Requirements Document, This will be
reviewed as soon as the User Requrrements
review has been completed, In addition
proof-of-concept prototyping of the
technology was carried out in 1992, and
considerable prototyping has been done in

sr rnnort of the r rser-reeuirements definition,

An initial delivery of Release 1 is foreseen
for early 1994. lt will contain basic functions
of the system and will provide equivalent
capability to that of existing SCOS l-based
systems.
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Protecting ESA's Computer Operations

l. Chambers
Risk Management Office, ESA, Paris

Why protect computer operations?
The demands of space research have
resulted in the use of sophisticated
computer technology that supports,
both directly and indirectly, sensitive
or mission-critical functions and allows
the storage of vast amounts of data.

The Agency's policy on the protection of its computer operations
can be simply stated:

'Computer and data-communication systems and the data
contained within and transmitted through these systems are
fundamental assets of the Agency. lt is the responsibility
or all Agency employees, contractors, and other persons
using or working in connection with Agency computer and
data-communication systems, to maintain the confidentiality,
integrity and availability of these assets'.

However, policy alone is not sufficient. Behind that broad statement
there must be a supporting infrastructure - in other words a data
security programme. How is the policy to be achieved? In
particular, how are people expected to meet their responsibilities?

The ESA data-processing function is

supported by a large, complex and widely
distributed computer and data-communi-
cation environment The data-processing
resources are managed on a decentralised
basis throughout Europe and include
mainframe computers, mini-computers,
micro-computers and an aray of networks
The scope of the Agency's data processing
ranges from administrative applications,
through scientific/engineering computing
and information-retrieval svstems, to real{ime
satellite control.

The ESA computing facilities do not exist
solely for the Agency, but are made available
worldwide to large elements of the sctentific
and industrial communities. Neither is it
possible to ignore the interfaces that ESA

has with other international organisations
such as NASA. Such interfaces impose an
obligation on the Agency to contribute and

conform to certain acceoted oractices. The
loss of availability, integrity or confidentiality
of any of the Agency's systems could result
not only in embarrassment to the Agency,
but could jeopardise major missions and,
ultimately, even pose a threat to individuals'
lives.

Providing protectron in such a scenario
involves a continuing management process,

balancing user needs for ready-access to
aoolications and information with the some-
times conflicting requirement to control such
access and preserve the confidentiality,
integrity and availability of the systems.
Security always makes additional demands
upon people - it is inevitably an overhead.
Since a chain is only as strong as its
weakest link, data security relies upon every
person working in connection with Agency
data-processing and data-communication
systems taking a positive approach and
accepting various responsibilities.

In recent years, much publicity has been
given to the threats to which computers can
be exposed, for example:

- software attacks (eg. viruses, worms,
trojan horses)

- unauthorised access (e.9. hacking)

- fire and natural disasters

- industrial espionage, including electronic
eavesdropping and scavenging (trashing)

- fraudulent use

- malicious damage and terrorist attack.

Some of these problems can be expected to
become more technically complex and more
widespread with the continuing advances in

computer and telecommunications technol-
ogres

In addition to the above, it should not be
forgotten that good old-fashioned human
error still accounts for the maioritv of adverse
incidents.
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Elements of a data security programme
A data security programme consists of
several elements that, when taken as a
whole, provide an appropriate level of
protection to data-processing- and data-
communication-related assets.

System/network classification and
registration
All computer systems and data-com-
munication networks need to be uniquely
identified and registered along with a data
security profile. This profile will determine the
data security requirements and will primarily
be based upon the sensitivity/criticality of the
applications being processed.

Risk management
Computer risk management involves the
identification of threats, determination of
risk, assessment of potential impact and the
recommendation of appropriate counter-
measures to reduce the exoosure to an
acceotable level.

Policies and procedures
Policies and procedures define the require-
ments for a data security programme and
the means by which it can be implemented
and sustained.

Roles and responsibilities
Policies and procedures will not implement
themselves; there need to be defined roles
and associated resoonsibilities. These roles
can be divided into four main categories and
in most cases simply augment an individual's
existing function:

- user rores

- technical roles

- security roles

- management roles.

Awareness programme
For a data security programme to be
effective, individuals need to have an
appreciation of what is involved and why.
They need to understand their particular
role and resoonsibilities.

Compliance and waivers
To meet the objectives of a policy, certain
procedures need to be complied with. There
are rnevitably situations where this is simply
not possible and some form of waiver is

necessary, These are usually cases where
protective measures can not be applied
retrospectively to existing systems.

Data-security incident response
A data securitv violation is:

'any incident that results directly ln the /oss
of availability, integrity or confidentiality of a

dafa-process i ng- o r data-com m u n ication-
related resource, or any incident thal causes
a financial /oss as a direct result of the
m/,suse of data-processing or data-
com mun ication resou rces'.

It is necessary to have appropriate responses
to apparent data security violations, both to
assess any 'damage' and to feed back any
procedural enhancements into the data
security programme

Areas addressed by the ESA data-
security programme
Personnel
The most important asset of any organisation
is its staff Equally the major source of
data-security violations is people. Without
preventative intervention, computer systems
tend to become more at risk the more
people use them. lf data-processing and
data-communication operations are to be
safeguarded, we need to be aware that
security is fundamentally a people issue.

Considerations in the area of oersonnel
include:

- thorough selection procedures

- vocational training to ensure that staff
are competent in the functions that they
are exner:ted to nerform

- security awareness training

- regular counselling

- clear job descriptions

- adequate segregation of duties

- enforcing the taking of leave entitlement.

At ESA, these issues fall under the
responsibility of the Personnel Department in

the Directorate of Administration.

Figure 1. Computer
facilities at ESTEC (NL)
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Figure 2. Computer
facilities at ESRIN (l)

Physical security
The purpose of physical security is to protect
computer systems, including the software
and data, from loss or damage by physical

means This covers a wide spectrum of
+h.^^+^ ^ ^ +1"^ {l^^i ^^h^+^^^ +h^ft ^^iU ilUdLJ, U.9. ilrU, ilUUU, JdUULdgU. U rErt, Or rU

loss of power. Without appropriate physical

security. other protective measures (e.9.

logical access controls) can be undermined
by very simple accidents or physical attacks
upon the computer facility

The Agency's main computer facilities
contain hardware and software of high
monetary value When this value is combined
with the high degree of operational reliance

placed on these facilities, physical security is
clearly of major importance.

Physical security is equally important for
smaller systems, although the risks and
countermeasures may differ in some respects
from those relating to large systems, When
a personal computer is stolen, so is the
software and, often more importantly, the
data,

At ESA physical security is generally the
responsibility of the local Site Services
department The site safety and security
function of the Risk Management Office
regularly liaises with those involved,
particularly in the areas of standards and
the carrying out of reviews, When planning
new computer facilities, security should be
one of the fundamental considerations,

Logical access control
lnninal 2..oaa ic tho n,1eans wnereoy a
person gains access to data-processing

resources vra a communrcaltons oevtce
(e.9, a terminal) or by running a program
The purpose of logical-access control is
to enable the Agency to restrict access to
system resources to authorised persons

for authorised ourooses

Logical access to a system is usually a
throa-ctano nrnnAaa ll.l^^ ^ +-^{{;^ l;^h+ ^^rr il vv o(qve Vrvvvoo voll lg d Lldlllu llvl lt dJ

an analogy:

- RED. The system asks you for
identification, normally by means of a
user lD. lf the system recognises the

user lD, then

- AMBER'. The system asks you for
authentication, typically by requesting a
password, to prove that it is your user lD

- GREEIV: The system allows you access
This authorisation may restrict you to
certain system resources.

There are various products that can be used
to implement logical access control, At ESA

Headquarters and at ESRIN IBM's Resource
Access Control Facility (RACF) is used. At
ESOC, ACF2 is installed. Both work on the
'traffic-light' principle, but have much more
sophisticated functionality available, such as

confining certain user lDs to certain terminals
or times of day. Equally important, they allow
security to be flexible and auditable.

Logical access controls are not solely to
prevent malicious system activity by
unauthorised people By ensuring that a
user is confined to specific authorised system
resources, it helps to prevent accidental
damage to other resources on the system,

Application/system development
Application/system development is the
process by which user requirements are
defined and converted into an operational
computerised function. Aspects of this
requirement will always involve integrity,
usually availability, and often confidentiality

Develooment standards such as those
specified in the Agency's Software
Engineering Standards document (PSS 05),
including documentation standards, are a
fundamental part of the process by which
data security is achieved. PSS 05 requires
that a 'target' data-security profile for the
application/system be determined, so that
individuals responsible for the various
stages of the development 'life cycle' can
then ensure that appropriate security is

incorporated Once a system has been
implemented, it is often the case that such
issues cannot easilv be addressed.
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Technical support and system software
System software is installed, customised
and maintained by technical support staff.

Effective control and auditability of systems-
software and technical-suooort activities is

essential since, to a large extent, these two
aspects determine the operational environ-
ment within which applications will run,

Because of the nature of the technical-
support function, it is sometimes difficult
to restrict the access of technical-suooort
personnel to certain system resources whilst
at the same time allowing them to perform
their tasks effectively. lt is important, there-
fore, to provide effective audit controls to log
such activity and in particular any changes
made to the systems

Operations
Operations activities generally include
supervision and management of computer
hardware, application processing, back-up
and recovery, control of output and the
media library.

Operations personnel are custodians of
data belonging to data owners, As such, they
are responsible for physically safeguarding
the data in their care In conjunction with
technical-support personnel, they also carry
the primary responsibility for ensuring that
systems remain available for use

The ESA Computer and Network Operations
Department (ECNOD) is responsible for a
large amount of the Agency's data-proces-
sing and data-communication infrastructure.
ln common with some 'user-controlled'
areas, it has Operations Manuals covering
procedures necessary for the secure
operation of the systems under its control
The computer-security function of the
Risk Management Office works with
ECNOD and others to assist in the
identification and resolution of ootential
security exposures.

Contingency planning/Disaster recovery
A disaster can be defined as:

'a total or partral /oss of system
functionalty which results in utilisation falling
below an acceptable level for an
unacceatable aeriod of time'.

Disasters often result in problems that
increase in orooortion to the duration of the
outage. The consequences can be mitigated
by having adequate disaster recovery
arrangements ESA has such a plan for its

financial system 'EFSY'. This plan, which is

tested annually, basically involves transferring
the system to a back-up site

It should not be forgotten that there are
many other areas that need to be considered
in contingency planning. Merely providing
back-up computer capability may not be
sufficient,

Micro-computer security
In a mainframe or mini-computer environ-
ment, the security of the computers and data
is generally capable of being well-controlled
HoweveI in a micro-computer environment
there are usually fewer controls inherent in

the system, The other significant difference is

that micro-computers are often single-user
systems As such, a use[ who is often not a
computer specialist or aware of security
considerations, has default responsibility for
secu rity.

One specific threat to the integrity and
availability of micro-computer systems is

the computer 'virus', One definition of a
nnmnr rfor rrirr rc iq'

'computer program code that rS se/f-

replicating within an active processing
environment'.

A computer virus is therefore a computer
program which, without direct human
involvement, can utilise the resources of a

Figure 3. Relationship
between data-security
functions and the
computer system life-cycle
caption
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Figure 4. Computer
facilities at ESOC (D)

computer system to make copies of itself
This self-replication is not, of itself, the cause
for concern, except in a few cases where the
purpose of the virus is specifically to utilise
so much of the system resources that there
are none available for normal processing.
The main problem is that most viruses carry
a 'payload' which, when 'triggered', can
have undesirable conseouences for the
system, and hence for the user. These
range from relatively harmless, if somewhat
irritating effects such as playing tunes over
the system speaker, to re-formatting the hard
disk with the consequent loss of all data. The
trigger is typically a date (eg Friday 13th),

but can be any one of a number of things.

One of the most common ways of spreading
viruses is the copying of software, particularly
games. You could have a virus for a
considerable time and not be aware of it,

since they often give themselves plenty of
time to spread before 'announcing their
presence' By their very existence, they force
prudent organisations to devote time and
money to virus prevention, detection and
response. Wasted time due to the direct
effects of the virus, the reconstruction (if

possible) of any lost data or programs, the
inability to trust data and programs, to say
nothing of any direct financial or even life-

threatening consequences, are all reasons for
concern.

It should not be forgotten in this respect that
ESA is not an 'island' We continually interact
with large numbers of organisations
throughout the world, both in industry and
elsewhere. Failure to act responsibly could
easily result rn the spread of a virus from a
low-risk area in the Agency to a high-risk
area somewhere else.

Antr-virus software has been made freely
available within the Agency and the
incidences of virus 'attack', mostly from the
FORM and Cascade 1701 viruses, have
been reduced dramatically over the last six
months.

There are other issues that the micro-
computer user must address. For instance,
it is up to the users themselves to ensure
that regular copies of the data on their
system are made in case the original gets

lost or damaged.

Networks
Network services is one of the fastest
growrng and most rapidly changing areas
in computing. lt is also, in many ways, one
of the most difficult to control. The risk from
'hacking' and other abuses of Agency
computer systems increases with inter-
connection to non-Agency systems. To

enable genuine, authorised users to have
unhindered access without exposing the
Agency and those same users to a
significant level of risk is a major concern.

Persons responsible for the security of
systems connected to networks must realise
that, for now, any security features incorp-
orated into networks simply augment controls
on the system - they do not replace them
lf you don't want people to enter your house
without your knowledge, don't leave the door
open; give them a key or make them knock
first!

Conclusion
Data security is first and foremost a

management issue. Good management will
often compensate for inadequate technology,
but good technology rarely compensates for
inadequate management. Installing the most
sophisticated security mechanisms in the
world will be ineffective if those responsible
for them do not understand them, or if their
implementation and use are not adequately
supervised. lf the management of an
organisation is not committed to data
security, one cannot expect others to take
it serrously.

Secondly, everyone connected with ESA's

data-processing and data-communication
facilities, including the users, has a part to
play, however small. Bypassing what you
may think of as an inconvenience could lead
to serious problems for someone else further

G
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Cooperation with Russia in the
Framework of the Columbus Precursor
Flights

W. Nellessen
Columbus System and Projects Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

H. Arend
Directorate for Space Station and Microgravity, ESA, Paris

Introduction
To widen and strengthen international
cooperation, thereby taking into account
the dramatic geopolitical evolution that
has recently taken place, was one of the
major objectives reflected in the Resolutions
adopted by the ESA Council Meeting
at Ministerial Level in Granada (E) on
10 November 1992. Particular emohasis
was laid on greater cooperation with the
Russian Federation Consequently, ESA

has intensified its contacts with the Russian
Space Agency (RKA) to elaborate an
Agreement on cooperation on manned
space infrastructure and space transportation
systems in the 1993-95 time frame,

The two planned missions to Mir by ESA astronauts in September
1994 and August 1995 will represent an important step in the
intensification of cooperation between ESA and the Russian
Federation in the field of manned space flight. They will not only
benefit the European user community by providing long-duration
experiment possibilities, but will also offer flight opportunities to
ESA astronauts in the near term, thus helping to prepare Europe
for the exploitation of a future manned space infrastructure in an
international context,

In this context, the Columbus Programme
is preparing for the missions of two ESA

astronauts aboard the Russian space station
'Mir'. as oart of the Columbus Precursor
Flights programme The latter represent an
integral element of the Columbus Programme
and include, in addition to the two Mir flights,
one Spacelab mission, and storage of the
European Retrievable Carrier (Eureca) for a
further mission.

Objectives
The major objectives of the Columbus
Precursor Flights are to:

- prepare the European space user

community, ESA, and the Participating
States, for the Space Station/Columbus
era

- provide the user community with
continuing flight opportunities as a
transition to the utilisation of Columbus

- provide in flight validation of design
concepts for Columbus payloads (e.9.

serviceability, tele-science) and to
introduce, as far as feasible, the
operations concepts foreseen to support
experimentation onboard Columbus

- develop and maintain a core of ESA

astronauts and to provide them with
flight opportunities in order to improve
European experience in crew-operated
space systems.

The Mir station
The Mir space station circles the Earth at
an altitude of between 350 and 400 km in
an orbit with an inclination of 51.6? In its

present configuration, Mir consists of four
main modules: the Mir core module and the
scientific modules known as 'Kvant'. 'Kvant-2'

and'Kristall'.

The Mir core module, which was launched in

February 1986, has a mass of approximately
21tons, a length of about 13.1 m and a
maximum diameter of 4.2m. lt consists
primarily of a passage area with five docking
ports, a working area housing the command
station, living/eating and hygiene facilities,
and a propulsion section through which a
tunnel allows access to the Kvant module.

Kvant, an astrophysics module that
accommodates instruments from several
countries, was docked to the Mir core
module in April 1987. lt is about 5.8 m long,
has a maximum diameter of 4.15 m, and a
mass of about 11tons.
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Kvant-2, a module housing scientific and
technological experiment equipment, a
shower facility and an airlock supporting
extra-vehicular activities (EVA) by the crew,
was docked to the station in December 1989
It has a mass of about 195tons, a length of
11 9 m, and a maximum diameter of 435 m

The Kristall module joined the station in June
1990. lt is mainly dedicated to technological
research, such as semiconductor and

biological experiments, lt also houses Earth-
observation instruments The mass and
dimensions of Kristall are similar to those of
Kvant-2,

ln August 1992, a thruster package, known
as 'Sofora', was installed on a 14 m mast
mounted on top of the Kvant module These
thrusters allow efficient and propellant-saving
attitude control of the station

Two further modules are planned to be
added to Mir The 'Priroda' module, mainly
dedicated to Earth-observation tasks such as

ocean surface-temperature measurement and

studies of ocean/atmosphere interactions,
and the Spectr module. supporting studies
of the Earth's atmosphere

Logistical resupply of Mir is provided by the
unmanned Progress system, with a payload
capacity in the order of 2.5 tons, The crew is

transported to and from the station with the
Soyuz-TM vehicle, which can accommodate
three astronautsicosrnonauts per trip Both
the Soyuz-TM and Progress are expendable
systems and are launched by the Soyuz
launch vehicle,

The results of the experiments. including
samples, film, etc , are usually returned to
Earth by the astronaut/cosmonaut on-board
the SoyuzTM capsule A special unmanned
re-entry capsule enhances these return
capacities

Mission definition and payload
composition
The cooperative programme provides for
two Mir missions in the 1994-96 time
frame, called EuroMir-94 and EuroMir-95
The EuroMir-94 mission is planned to be
launched in September 1994 and will have

a duration of about 30 days The activities of
the European astronaut will be concentrated
mainly on conducting physiological and
some materials experiments The EuroMir-95
mission, to be launched in August 1995,

will last up to 135 days On this trip the
European astronaut will not only perform
experiments, but will also be trained and
qualified as a flight engineer, with defined
responsibilities for Mir station operations,
During this mission the ESA astronaut will
also undertake EVA sorties outside the
station

This approach, conceived with the rationale
of implementing steps of increased duration
in-orbit, will enhance ESAs experience of
crew behaviour in space from both the life-

sciences and orbital-operations points of
VICW

The flights will follow the typical sequence of
key activities described below:

- launch of an unmanned Progress vehicle.
accommodating most of the ESA payload,
+^ +L^ [ ri- ^+^+i^^ ^rnrnvim:talrr nnO tnLU tl lU lVlll JLdtlUl I dp|.,rv^r' rrq(vry vr ru Lv

two months prior to the launch of the ESA

ASITONAUI

- lerrnr:h nf thc Fr rrnnean aStfOnaUt and twO
'+^ +^^^+her with the remainderuuJil rur rdutJ, LUguu I

of the ESA payload. with a Soyuz-TM

- rendezvous and docking of the Soyuz-TM
with Mir about two days after launch

;"i1".,;l

Figure 1. The Mir space
station
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- station hand-over activities from the
outgoing crew to the newly arrived crew.
including the ESA astronaut (nominal
duration about 1 week for EuroMir-95;
extended duration of about .1 month for
EuroMir-94), and start of the experimental
programme

- return to Earth of the outgoing crew (for
EuroMir-94, together with the ESA
astronaut and the ESA experiment results)
with the Soyuz-TM

- for EuroMir-95, continuation of the
experimental and operational programme
hv the FSA astronarlt and the cosmonauts

- return to Earth of the ESA astronaut, the
two cosmonauts and the ESA experiment
results by Soyuz-TM, after hand-over of the
station to the new crew

The ESA astronaut will perform experiments
in +l-,a ana^^ ^^i^^^^ '-^+^,i^l ^^i^^^^ li{^il | Lr rv oPouv--utgr tuE, I tqLgIol-JUtEt tuu, iltu-

science, fluid-science. and basic physics and
technology domains The Earth observation
opportunities offered by the high inclination
of the station's orbit will also be considered

For the EuroMir-94 misson. a payload of
100 kg is foreseen to be taken up by
Progress, and one of 10 kg in the Soyuz-Tl\4,
The second mission will feature a signific-
antly higher payload of about 200 kg on
Progress and 10 kg on Soyuz.

The identification of ESA experiments and
facilities for the two missions is based on
three sets o[ experiment proposals, namely:
(a) experiment proposals received within

the context of the Announcement of

Opportunity issued for the Columbus
Precursor Flights

(b)experiment proposals for the re-flight of
experiments already carried out in the
context of earlier nationa Mir missions
involving ESA Member States, and

(c) new experiment proposals specifically
for the EuroMir-95 mission.

The selection of the experiments and
corresponding instrumentation for the
EuroMir-94 mission took place in May 1993
By far the majority of the experiment
proposals for this first mission were in the
field of human physiology, with a few
additional experiments in the material-
sciences domain, Most of the scientific
investigations will use existing instrument-
ation already onboard of the Mir station,
but it will be operated by the ESA astronaut
In fact, the European astronaut will himself
be an essential part of the life-sciences
experiments

For the second mission, in 1995, it is
planned to follow a more conventional
approach for the selection of the experiments
and instruments from the microgravity, space-
science, Earth-observation and technology-
demonstration disciplines. Here, the definition
of the experiment programme is currently
nearing completion.

Astronaut training
In August 1993, four ESA astronauts wrll
begin training at the Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut
Training Centre near ,Moscow, known as
'Star Citv /see earlier article on astronaut

t
.l

Figure 2. ESA candidate
astronauts during parabolic
flights from Star City

0r
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Figure 3. Overall schedule
for the EuroMir-94 and
EuroMir-95 missions

training in the CIS in ESA Bulletin No 73

February 1993) For each mission, there will
be one nominal astronaut and one back-up,
both of whom will follow the same training
programme. The medical certification of the
ESA astronauts, performed in cooperation
with Russian medical exoerts, was completed
in April 1993.

The astronauts have followed ESA basic
training and intensive Russian language
courses at the European Astronauts Centre
(EAC) near Cologne, Germany, to prepare
themselves both for the training sessions at
Star City and the subsequent onboard
mission operations, which are all conducted
in Russian A one-month stay at Star City in
November 1992 allowed them to familiarise
themselves a little with the facilities and the
environment of the traininq centre

The training in Russia will consist of two
major elements: common 'Basic Training
and specific 'Mission Training' for Euro-
Mir-94 and EuroMir-95, respectively. The
common Basic Training will last about four
months and includes such topics as the
theory of manned space vehicles, manned
space vehicle control systems, fundamentals
of space navigation, Soyuz-TM systems, an

overview of the scientific experiments and
research conducted on MiI general EVA

trainrng and biomedical training. as well as

lessons to maintain proficiency in the Russian
language.

The subsequent Mission Training will include
technical training, biomedical training,
Russian language proficiency maintenance,
and crew training in the Soyuz-TM and Mir
simulators The Mission Training for Euro-
Mir-95 will feature significantly enhanced
training time on Mir systems and operations,
and special EVA training sessions, mainly in
the neutral-buoyancy facility at Star City

A substantial part of the ESA payload training
is olanned to be oerformed in Western
Europe

Schedule
Following first contacts with the Russian
partner during the course of 1992, the
actual preparation effort for the two Mir flights
started in early 1993. The missions will be
implemented within the framework of a
Cooperation Agreement between ESA and
the Russian Space Agency (RKA) through
the olacement of an industrial contract with
the company NPO-Energia

A summary schedule for the preparations
for and the undertaking of both missions is

shown in Figure 3.

The Mir-95 post-mission activities are
expected to be completed in early 1996. G
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CALL FOR PAPERS

The sth European Symposium on
Space Environmental Control Systems

and

24th International Gonference on Environmental Systems

Graf-Zeppelin Haus Conference Center
Friedrichshafen, Germany

20 - 23 June 1 994

The 24th Annual Conference on Environmental Systems (ICES) will be held in conjunction
witff the Sth European Symposium on Space Environmental Control Systems at the Graf-
Zeppelin Haus Conference Center, Friedrichshafen, Germany, 20-23 June 19g4. The
conference will be hosted and administered by the European Space Agency and SAE in co-
sponsorship with AIAA, AlChE, ASME/ASCE, AsMA, and the International ICES Committee
primarily representing Europe and Asia.

Conference General Chairperson Mr. Jean-Frangois Redor announces the Prooramme
Committee will be accepting abstracts through 30 September 1995.

The conference is open to participants from any nation. Individuals who wish to presenr a
paper need not be affiliated with any of the sponsoring societies. Proposed papers will be
evaluated solely on the basis of their suitability for inclusion in the programme and must be
a written paper to be presented.

There will be four days of technical presentations with approximately 48 sessions. Authors
who wish to contribute a paper may submit, for evaluation, an abstract of approximately 3OO
to 600 words or a full-length manuscript to the Conference General Chairperson:

Mr. Jean-Franqois Redor
Head, Thermal Control & Life Support Division
European Space Agency - ESTEC
P.O. Box 299
2200 AG Noordwijk
The Netherlands
Phone: 31-1719-84010
Fax: 3'1-1719-12142
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The HYDRA Multi-Axis Shaker
A New Vibration Testing Facility at ESTEC

P.W. Brinkmann, W.E. Grijn & W.A. Shickle
Testing Division, European Space Research and Technology Centre (ESTEC),

Noordwiik, The Netherlands

lntroduction
ESA has developed and maintains maior
environmental test facilities at its European
Space Research and Technology Centre
(ESTEC) at Noordwijk, These facilities are at

the disposal of industry, scientific institutes,

and projects to support space programmes,
in particular those of ESA and its Member
States. The performance characteristics of

the test facilities are regularly reviewed

HYDRA will be a very powerful and safe tool for the qualification
and acceptance testing of space structures, permitting the
application of standard as well as advanced test methods. lt will
reduce the operational effort involved in, and permit the shortening
of, test campaigns, which will have a positive impact on overall
user programme schedules and costs.

Figure 1.Plan view of the
ESTEC test centre showing
the HYDRA shaker test
area

qA

and adapted to the needs of future Agency
programmes ln this context, ESA has

decided to add a six-degree-of-freedom
hydraulic shaker (HYDRA), in order to make

the ESTEC Test Centre fully compliant with

the system test requirements for future
Ariane-4 and Ariane-5 payloads

As shown in Figure 1, the main facilities

co-located within one building complex
consist of the:

- Large Space Simulator (LSS)

- Electrodynamic Vibration Systems

- Compact Payload Test Range (CPTR)

- Acoustic Facility (LEAF), and

- six-degree-of-freedom Hydraulic Shaker
(HYDRA).

II .IpSr .L00R +-]+ ccouND FLoOR
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the hydra multi-axis shaker

The co-location of facilities with transportation
links within one building is a pre-requisite for
efficient spacecraft testing campaigns

Tool for structural qualification
Considerable effort has been expended
during the last decade in studying the
possibilities for dynamic structure
qualification and system acceptance of
Ariane-4 and Ariane-S payloads These
rnvestigations have fed through into the
concept for and design of the HYDRA
hydraulic shaker (6 DOF), which is

distinguished by the following main features
compared with conventional electrodynamic
SNAKCTS:

(a) extended shaker forces and stroke
(b)active control of orthogonal motions
(c) extended frequency range below 5 Hz
(e) realistic flight-load representation by

6 DOF transient excitation
(f) improved test operations and safety.

Dynamic performance
Some of the main dynamic characteristics of
the HYDRA facility are shown in the
accompanying performance diagrams
(Figs. 2.3). which indicate the test{able
excitation limits for different pavload

MASSCS.

The Ariane-5 qualification levels for
sinusoidal vibration tests are indicated in
the diagrams and demonstrate that adequate
margins exist even for very heavy payloads.

Also, low-level excitation at 005 g up to 15 Hz
and 0.1 g up to 100 Hz is possible
with adequate accuracy. An important
improvement is the active control in all axes,
which avoids undue cross-axis excitations.

Realistic flight-load simulation (transient
testing)
The introduction of a test method that reflects

a more realistic representation of the space
flight environment has been a malor
objective of the above-mentioned studies lt

has been concluded that the simulation of
the multi-directional transients at the interface
of launcher and spacecraft produces the
most realistic structural responses, unlike
traditional sine or random tests, which lead
to unrealistic resDonses and therefore involve

an inherent risk of over- or under-testinq.

Multi-degree-of-freedom hydraulic shakers
designed for earthquake simulation have
been used in the past to demonstrate that
the reproduction of transients representative

Figure 2. Performance of HYDRA in vertical sine test mode

I
T

empty table : 69

test payload of 1 5 tons: 3 49

II
test payload of 5 tons: 4.89

Ariane-s test qualification level: 1 259

T
T

empty table : 3 59 I
test payload of 1 5 tons: 2.2g I

I

test payload of 5 tons: 2.99

Ariane-5testqualification level: 1giO.8g

Figure 3. Performance ot HYDRA in horizontal sine test mode
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of the Ariane and Space Shuttle
environments is feasible after several
iterations. The progress in computer
technology in recent years has facilitated the
specific design of a control system that
oermits the simulation of transients at the
payload interface in six degrees of freedom
without an iteration process (patent of
Mannesmann-Rexroth and AGE pending)
This capability will make it feasible to apply
the transient test method for spacecraft-
structure qualification in future (Fig 5)

Consequently. HYDRA has been designed
to perform sinusoidal testing as well as to
generate 6-DOF transients The latter test
mode can be imolemented as soon as
satellite programmes are ready to apply this
new test method

Operational aspects
The 6-DOF hydraulic shaker allows the
specimen to be tested along both the
vertical and the lateral axes with a single
test setup lt is therefore no longer necessary
to dismount. re-locate. and re-instrument the
payload for the different excitation directions
This not only reduces the effort involved
in handling and in instrumentation, with
consequent reductions in test durations and
risk, but it also provides flexibility in the
sequencing of tests. In particular, x-, y- and
z-signature tests can be performed without
particular effort before and after each single-
axis test run

The aspects of the HYDRA configuration
of oarticular interest to the 'customer' are
illustrated in Figure 4. The large octagonal

Figure 4. Artist's
impression of the
operational conf iguration
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the hydra multi-axis shaker

Figure 5. lllustration
showing a typical transient
at the payload interface of
Ariane-S in six degrees-of-
freedom

test table has a soan of 5.5 m and is flush
with the test floor. lt facilitates the mounting
of heavy andior geometrically large specimens
(e.g appendages such as solar arrays) The
complexity and mass of test-specific
mechanical support equipment and adaptors
can be reduced with this confiquration

The shaker is located adjacent to both the
control room and the area for the customer's
satellite check-out equipment, which fosters
good communication and working links
between the user teams and the test
operations staff. All shaker equipment and
supolies are located in the basement of the
building, mechanically isolated from the
clean test area (class 100.000 Fed Std. 209)

Cleanliness and safety
Detailed product-assurance analyses during
HYDRA's design have led to a well thought
out strategy for providing optimum protection
for the test item against contamination and
overtesting The safety system is of the
utmost importance. due to the presence o[
moving masses with high inertias and the
large installed hydraulic power. The control

system protects the specimen against all
potential failures identified in various safety
analyses, by initiating a 'soft facility shutdown'

The gap between the aluminium test table
and the test floor is closed by a flexible seal.
This provides mechanrcal separation of the
clean test area from the hydraulic equipment
(actuators, bearings, valves, etc ) located
below the table (Fig 4)

lmplementation schedule
A detailed design and engineering phase
for HYDRA and the associated building
has been performed during 1992/1993
Construction of the building will start before
the end of the year. HYDRA will then be
operational du.ing the last quarter of 1996
The Envisat flight model will be the first user
of the new hydraulic vibration facility, based
on current planning G
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ln Brief

wr I be tne study of conpact objecls
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observing time (750lo) wl be made
available to the wor dw de astronomy
commun ty via a Guest Observer
Programme',
for which Calls for Proposals wrll be
issued The 'emainde'of ll-e lime will

be 'eserveo [or lne research rnstitutes
that wl I develop the payload
nstr-'nerts ano ll'e data-p'ocessirg

facil ties
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ESA X ray Multr M rror Mission (X\i M)

ESA w I have overall respons brlrty for
tl-p lton.a qnar.on.ell and m ssion
design. insrrrnerr nteg'at on and
'esl no snaccr:raf- nneraliOfS and data
acqu sition The payLoad ,nsrrunells
w l1 be provided large y by the
Elopean scienri'ic connunity NASA
wi supply one or two ground stations
:nd iq pvnpr:lpd ln hp fvOved in tl-e
oevelopment or cerlair .nsrrumenls.
such as the Speclrorreter Russia may
prov de a Proton launcher free of
charge r excharge for observirg Line
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Figure 1. Cut-away view of the Integral
spacecraft showing the Payload Module,
containing the scientific instruments,
mounted on top of the XMM-derived
Service Module

Integral Selected as ESA's Next
Scientific Mission

FSAs Sr:ence P'oor:mme CommtlLee
(SPC) meeting at ESTEC in Noordwilk
(NL) o'r 3 a.rd 4 June 1993. accepted
the recommendat ons of the Agency's
Space Scierce Advisory Conmitlee
(SSAC) and confirmed the Internatona
Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Labo'atory

- 'lntegra' - as the second
'Med um-sized Mission' (M2) wthin
the framework of the ESA Long-Term

Programme'Space Science:
Hor zon 2000'

lrlegra is a gan'na-ray observatory Lo

ne oovolnncrj ir r-nnnefaliOn with tl-evv vvvu,vYve

USA and Russia The instruments that
it will carry, which are 10 to 50 times
more sensitive than those prevrously

flown on other spacecraft of this kind,
will allow it to push the limits of
garr]ma-ray astronomy very
cons derably

The mission
Integral's primary m ssion will be to
observe the Ga actic Plane and
Galactic Centre, but t will also be
looking in other directions to search for

extragalactrc gamma-ray sources sucn
as nucle, o' ac'ive ga a.{ es. or clusle's
of ga ax es Another observing pr ority

SPF(]TB()N'lTTI I]
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larrnr:her is also heino consrdered

The launch of the 36 ton Integral
spacecratt is planned for early 2001,

The Proton launcher would deliver
lntenral inlo a 72 h orbit with a
high perigee of 48 000 km and a
115 000 km apogee. at 51 6' inclination.
while an Ariane-S launch would inject

{+ i^+^ ^ "1h orbit with at.t tu >pduuutdtL il rLU d 4'

4000 km perigee and 68 000 km
2nnncc at 65o inclinaiion Both launch
vehicles woL,ld Lhus make it possible
for the satellite to avoid the
disturbances caused by hrgh energy
n:rtir:loq lr2nnc.l in the Eaflh S

radiation belts, which actually permit
observations to be carried out only
from altitudes above 40 000 km

The Integral mission is expected to last
+\r,^ \ /^^/^ h, | ^^, ,ln h^ a-{anAnn iaLWU yudt5. UUt t UU|U UU U tYr |tlUU lU

up to five years

The science
ln common with most of the
.^mn^nonla n{ tha olontrnm:nnotir-
^^^^+-' "^"r do nol reachJpuulrurr,gdrIoroyJ
tne Earth s surface. because they are
iniornonlarl hrr nr ,r nlenol c :lmncnhorp

They can therefore only be observed
frnm cneco docnita +ho f2.i th:t ihov

have lhe hrghest energies of any form
of electromagnetic radiation known to

man, In space. gamma-ray photons
have been detected with energies
more than 1012 times that of visible
nh^l^na Rocarrcp nf lh^^^ ^ '+'^-^vt tv(ut to uguouJu vr u luJE E LI gl llg

energies, gamma rays reach the
Farth s alrnosnhere from the furthest
corners of the Universe. carrying
information from objects almost as

old as the Universe itself

Gamma rays also carry Information

from much closer regions. such as the
centre of our own Galaxy, which are
shrouded in dense molecular clouds
^^i ^^^^^ +h^+ ^r^ ^^,an(l gases LraL are opaque aI mosl
other wavelengths. Black holes are just

one example of the violent and exotic
nhicr:tc rn lhe t Jniverse tnat emit much
of their radiation in the gamma-ray
range

The spectroscopic study of atomic ard
molecular lines in the infrared, visible

and ultraviolet regions of the
oro.lr^m2nnptir: <ncr:trgp'1 haS been
resnnnsihlc for most of our current
knnrnrlcdoe nf the nhvsics of normal

ESA Space Science Advisory Committee

Recommendation on the
Choice of the Next Scientific Proiect (M2)

The Space Science Advisory Committee (SSAC), at its meeting on
29 April 1993, consrdered the recommendations of the Solar System,
Astronomy and Ad-hoc Fundamental Physics Working Groups and
unanimously recommends that: the Integral (lnternational Gamma-
Ray Astrophysics Laboratory) mission be accepted as the next
scientific project.

The Recommendation is based on the scientific goals, which address
fundamental and outstanding problems in galactic and extragalactic
astrophysics. These include compact objects such as neutron stars

and black holes, nucleo-synthesis, active galactic nuclei and gamma-
ray bursts. The Integral payload is based on the combination of fine
imaging, high-resolution spectroscopy and also polarimetry. Integral
is an observatory{ype mission and is timely because it is the next
logical step in gamma-ray astronomy, utilises existtng technology, and
incorporates the advantages offered by using commonality of the
hardware development for the XMM bus,

The SSAC was also impressed by the quality of the othqr Phase-A
studies presented. The STEP mission is evidence of a new and
original capability in Europe in the use of space for fundamental
physics. The mission had been expanded during the Phase-A study
beyond the origrnal focus on the Equivalence Principle to include,
amongst others, a test of the inverse square law of gravitation, a
measurement of the value of the gravitational constant, and questions
of general relativity and particle physics. lt also had the capability to
provrde major information in geodesy with unprecedented accuracy,
which could make a significant contribution to research on climate.

The intensive study of Mars is widely accepted as the next logical goal
in the exploration of the Solar System. The similarities and differences
between Mars and Earth give the study special and continued
importance. Marsnet showed the European capabtlity to perform
meteorological, geochemical, geophysical and geological
investigations of the Red Planet. For the Marsnet mission to be
successfully implemented, the Agency would require a full

commitment from an international partner, which is not currently
available.

The Committee recognised stellar seismology as was proposed In

Prrsma to be an areaol active research in Europe providing new and
rmportant insights into basic questions in astrophysics, such as stellar
structure and evolution, and regarded this area of research as one
where there would be a continued need for space studies in the
comrng years.
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stars. Spectral iines are also produced
in the gamma-ray region, but by
different physical processes, including
radioactivity, nuclear excitation,
electron-positron pair annihilation, and
cyclotron absorption, These lines can
therefore serve as powerful diagnostics
for the high-energy processes taking
place in some of the most violent
objects in our Universe.

The first ESA satellite to observe
gamma rays was Cos-B, launched in

1975 lt was initially designed for a
two-year mission, but in the event it

remained operational for six and a half
years Cos-B was the second satellite
dedicated to observing at this end of
the electromagnetic spectrum,
following the American SAS-2 satellite
(Small Astronomical Satellite) which
had been launched in 1972

On the strength of these early
cr r^.accac lho Fr rrnna2nS and
Americans began working on satellites
for future missions In 1989, the Soviets
launched their Granat satellite, carrying
a French gamma-ray telescope (Sigma)
In April 1991 the United States
launched the Compton Gamma-Ray
Observatory (CGRO) Granat is now
nearing the end of its mrssion, while
CGRO continues to explore the skies
for gamma-ray sources

As the next logical step in gamma-ray
astronomy, Integral will fly a payload
consisting of two main instruments, a
caesium-iodide lmager and germanium
Spectrometer, and two monitoring
instruments, a CCD Optical Transient
Camera (OTC) and a coded-mask"

' In gamma-ray astronomy one cannot use
mirrors to concentrate photon fluxes; instead,
Integral s Spectrometet lmager and X-Ray
l\,4onitor will use so-called 'coded masks' to
'nage pi'oton sources lmages or tne sou.ces
observed will be deduced from the shadow
cast by the mask on the detectors This
technique, which provides'statistical images',
has been used for some 15 years in gamma-
ray telescopes flown on balloons, as wel as in
the French Sigrna telescope

On Integral, each of the masks will be tailored
to the type of observaton to be carried out by
the particular instrument concerned The
mask for the main Integral lmage; which will
consist of over 2O0O elements, wrll also be
rotatable, in order to eliminate any back-
ground noise likely to blur the images
obtained
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Table 1 Main features of the lnteqral misslon

Oblectives Gamma-Ray Astronomy 15 keV - 10 MeV using

High-Resolution Spectroscopy and Fine lmaging.
Concurrent Monitoring in X-Ray and Optical Bands

International Collaborations: ESA, NASA, Russia

Payload Main lnstruments:
Germanium Spectrometer
Caesium-lodide lmager

Monitors:
X-Ray Monitor (XRM)

Optical Transient Camera (OTC)

Field of View (fully coded)
Field of View (part. coded)
Angular Resolution

Spectral Resolution

Source Location (20 o source)
Continuum Sensitivity (3 o)

Narrow Line Sensitivity (3 o)

Polarisation Sensitivty (3 o)

3 20 to 5 6o (main instruments)
13o to 22" (main instruments)
<20'lo >10o (main instruments, according to mode)
EILE - 500 at 1 MeV

1',

3x1O-B ph cm-2 s-1 kev-l in 106 s at 1 MeV
.1 5x10-6 ph cm 2 s-1 in 106 s at 1 MeV

- 1O mCrab in 106 s, {-degrees

Highly Eccentric Orbit (HEO)-

Ground Stations

Period: 72hl24h Inclination: 51 6/650
Perigee: 48 000 km / 4000 km

Apogee: 1 15 000 km / 68 000 km

Villafranca, Canberra and/or Goldstone

Spacecraft
Absolute Pointing Error

Launch Mass

Science Instrument Mass

Total Payload Mass

Total Payload Power
Total Spacecraft Power
Telemetry
Payload Dimensions

Three-axis-stabilised bus, common with XMM
< 15' (950/o)

3643 kg

1942 kg

231 4 kg

568 W
1268 W
/.O khnc cnianna data

Diameter: 3m Height: 4m

Operational Mode
Nominal Mission Lifetime

Design Lifetime

Observatory
2 years

5 years

Parameters for Proton/Ariane launch options
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X-Ray Monitor (XRM) All instruments
are co-aligned and will simultaneously
observe the same region of the sky.

The four instruments have been
carefully chosen to complement each
other, and their measurements will
be made available as a single
comprehensive data set for each
target studied

The two main instruments will bring
major improvements in both the
spectral and angular resolution of
gamma-ray observations (cf Table 1)

With its germanium detectors - which
have a much better spectral resolution
and are more sensitive than detectors
used so far - Integral s Spectrometer
will be able to study typical radiation
from violent processes in the 15 keV to
10 MeV region; these processes
include nuclear excitation, positron

annihilation and cyclotron emission

The main task of Integral's lmager will
be observation and mapping of
sources with a much improved spatial
accuracy and sensitivity

The X-Ray Monitor instrument aboard
Inlegral will observe the same part of
the sky as the main instruments, but in
: qnmpurn2f locc cncrqgljC band Of the
spectrum

Integral's Optical Transient Camera
(OTC) will hopefully make it possible to
^^^^^i^+^ "^'burst sourced>SuutdLU d vdr rr rd-rdy

with a visible object for the first time

C. Winkler

ESA Space Science Department

Detailed descriptions of the four
missions that were in contention for
selection as ESA's next scientific project
(It/2) - Integral, STEB Marsnet and
Prisma - can be found in the
September issue of the ESA Journal
(Vol. 17, No 3), complimentary copies ol
which are available from ESA

Publications Division.
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New Chairman of ESA
Council Elected
At its 109th Meeting on 23-24June,
the ESA Council unanimously elected a
new Chairman, Mr Pieter Gaele Winters,

of The Netherlands He will replace the
current Chairman, Prof. Francesco
Carassa. of ltaly, and will hold the
position for the next two years,

lVr Winters is the Head of The

Netherlands' Delegation to the ESA

Council He is also the Deputy Director
General for Industry in the Dutch
Ministry of Economic Affairs G

Mr PG Winters, the new Charrman of the

ESA Counctl

New ESA Director
for Observation of
the Earth and its
Environ ment

The ESA Council has appointed
Mr Lanfranco Emiliani as the new
Director for Observation of the Earth

and lts Environment, to succeed
Mr Philip Goldsmith, with effect from
1 September.

Mr Emiliani, of ltalian nationality, joined

one of ESA's forerunners, the European
Launcher Development Organisation
(ELDO). in 1967 as a senior engrneer.
He was subsequently appointed Deputy
Director of ELDO's Equatorial Launch
Base in French Guiana (1969-1971)
and later ELDO Director of Flight Trials

and Launching Facilities (1971 1973)

In 1973, he was appointed Head of
ESRO s Spacelab Prolect Operations
Divison and in 1976 became ESA's

Deputy Project Manager for Spacelab
In 1980. lVr Emiliani was appointed
Project Manager for the Agency's
Hipparcos Project

Since 1986, he has been the Head of
the Columbus Programme Deparlment.
and has been responsible for ensuring
coordination between Columbus and the
other elements of the European space
jnfrastructure In addition. since January
1992 he has served as the Head of the
lVicrogravity and Columbus Utilisation
Department G

Mr Lanfranco Emtlrant, ESAs new Dtrector for

Observation of the Earth and lts Envrronment

New Associate Director
for Strategic Planning
and International Policy
Appointed

The Agency's D rector General has
appointed Mr Jean Jacques Dordain as

ESA's Associate Director for Strategic
Planning and International Policy, with
effect from 1 July

Mr Dordain, of French nationality, was
previously Head of the Microgravity and
Columbus Utilisation Department in the
ESA Directorate for Space Station and
Microgravity

In this new position, he will monitor the
execution of the Agency's approved
programmes, assess changing priorities
and resources, propose areas of inter-
national cooperation, and draw all

of these aspects together in order to
propose a coherent strategy for the
Agency's activities and programmes as
a wnore G

Mr Jean Jacques Dordatn, ESAs new
Assoclate Dtrector for Strategic Planntng and
lnlernattonal Policy. at worh at the Le Bourget
Air Show
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ESA Signs Contract for
Mir Precursor Flights
On 7 July, ESA signed a Contract with
the Russian company NPO-Energia
agreeing that ESA astronauts will

undertake two missions on board the
Russian Mir space station in 1994 and
1995 The Contract was signed by

Yuri Semenov, Director General of NPO

Energia, and Frederik Engstrom, Director
of ESA's Space Station and Microgravity
Programmes,

This contractual agreement represents

the first major milestone in the

cooperation between ESA and Russia

in the field of crewed spaceflight (see

related article elsewhere in this issue)

The contract has a value of 45 million

ECU and covers all activities necessary
to prepare and conduct the two flights,

as well as all post-flight activities.

The first mission will last 30 days and will

take place in September1994, while the

second one will last up to 135 days and
will begin in August 1995 During the

flights, a comprehensive programme of

scientific and technological experiments
will be performed,

SPC Meeting Held at
ESTEC

ESA's Science Programme Committee
(SPC), the Delegate Body in charge of

the Science Programme, held its 67th

Meeting at ESTEC, in Noordwijk (NL)

on 3and 4June.

The SPC usually meets at ESA's

Headquarters in Paris However,

because the SPC's current Chairman,
Dr J.A.M. Bleeker, Director of the Dutch

Space Research Organisation (SRON),

was retiring after three years in office,

the 67th Meeting was held in The

Netherlands in his honour,

Prof. D Southwood (UK) will replace
Dr Bleeker as SPC Chairman G

Members of the SPC during their recenl

meeting at ESTEC rn Noordwijk (NL)

Four ESA astronauts, Ulf Merbold,
Pedro Duque, Christer Fugelsang, and
Thomas Reiter, begin training for the
missions at Star City, near Moscow, in

August, G

ESA and EPO-Energia signing the Contract,

in Moscow, under whtch ESA astronauts
will participate rn future Mir flights

From left to right: Y. Semenov, Drrector
General, NPO-Energia, W. Nellesen, Head
o/ ESAs Columbus System and Ptojects

Department; and H. Arend, Precursor Fltghts

Programme Officer, ESA Directorate for

Space Sfatlon and Microgravity.
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Ulysses Breaks Latitude
Record
On 9 June, Ulysses became the first

spacecraft to reach a latitude of more
than 32' relative to the Sun s equator.
In so doing. the European-built space
probe broke the existing record held by
NASA's Voyager-1 , which is currently
exploring the depths of space beyond
tho Qnla r Qrrctom

Ulysses, launched by the Space Shuttle
'Discovery' in October1990, is under-
taking the first systematic exploration of

the heliosphere at all latitudes from the
solar equator to the poles.

Ulysses underwent a gravity-assist

manoeuvre at Jupiter (the so-called
Jupiter fly-by) in February 1992, lt is now
in a highly inclined solar orbit that will

bring it over the Sun's south pole in

September 1994 At that time, Ulysses
will establish a new record as it climbs
to its maximum latitude of ittst over B0o

With the Jupiter fly-by safely accom-
plished. the scientific focus is now
directed toward phenomena related to
the spacecraft's increasing latitude There
is already strong evidence that Ulysses
has crossed into a region that is

dominated by the magnetic field and
solar wind outflow of the south pole,

Near the Sun's equatorial regions, the

interplanetary magnetic field alternately
points towards and away from the Sun
during a single solar rotation, which
gives rise to so-called 'magnetic sectors'

The existence of these sectors is
intornrolarl ac iha af{ant a{ a F.n' 'nnrr',il rrur vrv(uu qJ u ru uiluur ul o uuul luol y

(the 'current sheet') that is tilted with
respect to the Sun's rotation axis, and
which separates oppositely-directed
magnetic fields from the north and south
polar caps The recent Ulysses magnetic
field observations reveal a single polarity,

i.e. the disappearance of magnetic
sectors This implies that Ulysses is now
above the current sheet The polarity of
the observed fields corresponds to that
of the Sun's south polar cap, as would
be expected

Concurrent with the disappearance of the
magnetic sector, the Ulysses solar-wind
plasma instrument has observed a
persistently faster solar wind flow than at
lower latitudes High-speed solar wind is

thought to issue from coronal holes, i,e.

Ihe U/ysses orbit, showrng the position of the
spacecraft on 9 July 1993 (32 7 southern solal
latitude)

regions of reduced X-ray brightness and
density in the Sun's corona. lt is also
known that extended coronal holes cover
each of the polar caps at this phase of
the solar cycle The Ulysses observations
are interpreted as indicating that the
spacecraft has now entered a region

dominated by the southern polar coronal
hole,

After its flight over the Sun's southern
pole, Ulysses' orbit will bring the space
probe swinging back towards the

equatorial regions, heading for its second
high-latitude excursion in mid-l995, this
time above the northern polar regions. 6

JCB Celebrates 100th
Meeting
The Joint Board on Communication
Satellite Programmes (JCB) held its 100th

Meeting on 29i30 June at ESA

Headquarters in Paris The Board held its
first meeting in August1975 following the

decision to merge the European
Communications Satellite (ECS) and the
Maritime Satellite programmes Those
programmes had previously had
separate Programme Boards, The JCB
subsequently also took over the
responsibility for the Aerosat programme.

Over the past 18 years, the JCB has
overseen the launch of ll communica-
tions satellites, namely two OTS, five ECS,

three Marecs spacecraft, and Olympus 6lParticipants in the 100th JCB Meeting, including several past Board Chairmen and prevtous

directors of ESAb Telecommuntcattons Programme
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First Workshop on
Intellectual Property
Rights in Outer Space
The European Centre for Space Law
(ECSL) and the Spanish Centre for
Space Law jointly organised the first

workshop on intellectual property rights

on inventions made in outer space, held

at the Diplomatic School ln lVadrid on

26 May This Workshop represented an

important step in a study initiated by

ECSL in 1992 to analyse the legal frame-

work for microgravity issues in view of

the expected increase in experiments in

the microgravity environment in the near
future As more experiments are perfor-

med in microgravity, more inventions

made in outer space are expected

The Workshop was attended by about 60

experts in the field of intellectual property

rights, lts aim was to gather the opinion
of participants on the future steps that

the study should take and the possible

need for harmonisation in this area of the
law. The major issues were discussed
from both the technica and legal points

of view

The Workshop concluded by focussing
on the great need for harmonisation of

regulations regarding legal rights in

Europe and the rest of the world, and on

the importance of continuing the ECSL

study to this end, in coordination with the

institutions and individuals active in this

field

The ECSL is a forum established under
the auspices of ESA for all those active

in the field of law of space activities (see

ESA Bulletin No. 73, February 1993) G

Members of the Microgravity Programme

Board en route to the 35th Meeting aboard
MS Blumlisalp, sailing on Lake Thun under the

ESA flag

Basic European
Microgravity Research
Programme Established

The 35th Meeting of ESAs Microgravity
Programme Board took place in Thun,

Switzerland, on 27-28 May, at the

invitation of J P Ruder who was chairing
the Board for the last time before

stepping down A major item on the

agenda was the establishment of a
basic European Microgravity Research

(EN/lR 1) programme

In June 1992. the Board had adopted a

Resolution on the future structure of the

Microgravity Programme That Resolution

requested that, in the future, the

Agency's microgravity activities be split
into two financially-independent elements:

- a basic European Microgravity
Research (EMIR) Programme, and

- a programme to develop the facilities

required for microgravity experiments
tn hp norfnrmpr-l in the COlumbuS

Attached Laboratory, to be called the

Microgravity Facilities for Columbus
(MFC) programme

That Resolution was adopted by the ESA

Council in July 1992, and by the Council
at Ministerial Level in Granada, Spain on

9-10 November.1992, At the meeting

in Thun, the Draft Declaration for the

transformation of the existing Microgravity
Research Programme into the two new

elements of the EMIR-1 Programme was
tabled and is in the process of being
ratified by the participating Member
States

By establishing such a basic research
programme, the Member States are

attempting to ensure a modest but
assured funding for basic microgravity
research activities independent of any

future changes in related programmes. G

ECSL/CEDE Workshop From left to nght: A Farand, ESA, J,J. Dordarn, ESA; J.A Pastor Rtdruelo,

Spanlsh Centre for Space Law, DB Armengod, Dtplomatic School, Madnd; A Tramposch,

World lntellectual Property Organisatron; M, Oehm, ERNO-Gmbh; G Ghidini, University of Milan
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Eureca Retrieved

The European Retrievable Carrier
(Eureca) was brought safely back to
Earth aboard the Space Shuttle
'Endeavour' at the end of June,

after nearly 11 months in orbit

Endeavour successfully rendezvoused
with Eureca in its 474 km high retrieval

orbit on 24 June and grappled the
platform using the Shuttle's Remote
Manipulator System (RMS arm) without
a hitch There was a brief period of

concern, however, when telemetry data
indicated that Eureca's two antennas,

which had been folded ready for the
platform's retrieval, were not latched into
position The next day, during an EVA

sortie, one of the Shuttle astronauts
pushed the antennas into place whilst
the latching command was re-sent from
the ground, and this proved effective,

Space Shuttle 'Endeavour' landed at
Kennedy Space Center on 1 July and
Eureca's experiments and samples were

subsequently removed and returned to

their respective investigators for

analysrs G Ft traaa cafalr, hart'hod in tha Qht tltla c 
^^r^^ 

h^\/

ESA and the Ukraine
Establish Contact
During the NeoCom'93 Conference and
Exhibition on telecommunications in Kiev
(Ukraine) on 11-13 May ESA established
preliminary contact with the Ukraine,
which is a promising environment for

space communications

During the Conference, ESA's Director
of Telecommunications Programmes,
Dr. Rene Collette, held a first meeting
with the Director General of the Ukrainian
Space Agency, V Gorbulin An ESA

delegation is now expected to visit the
Ukraine to discuss in more detail the

exchange of information and possible co-
operative projects in fields such as Earth

observation and telecommunications

The ESA stand at the Conference
featured demonstrations of satellite
communications with mobile receivers,

and high-volume data transmission via

Very Small Aperture Terminals (VSATs)

Many professional visitors from Ukranian
industry and research institutes

expressed great interest in usrng such
advanced systems on Ukranian territory, 6

A Successful Olympus
Utilisation Conference
On 20-22 April. 300 delegates lrom

25 countries gathered at the Olympus
Utilisation Conference in Seville, Spain,
to review the many and diverse ways in

which this ESA satellite is being used,
and to report on the achievements of
the Utilisation Programme since the
Olympus launch in 1989.

Olympus is a large and complex
technology satellite with payloads
operating in all of the major frequency
bands. and a wide range o[ special
features such as dynamic on-board
switching, steerable spot beams and
20130 GHz transponders

The Olympus Utilisation Programme
provides the framework for industry,
science and academia to develop and
test new techniques and applications in
satellite communications This essentially
free satellite capacity on Olympus was

timely, since it came at a time when
the regulatory environment in Europe
is being liberalised and many new
possibilities are becoming available

Strong demand for the use ot Olympus
capacity continues even though the
satellrte is now in its last phase of
operation (until July 1994)

The Con[erence was opened by a series
of addresses lrom a panel of speakers.
including Mr E Triana from Spain's
lVinistry for Industry, lVr J-M Luton,
ESA's Director General, Prof F. Carassa,
Chairman of the ESA Council, and
Dr R, Collette, ESA's Director for
Telecommunications Programmes The
first Plenary Session consisted of an
introduction to the Olympus Utilisation
Programme and a televised presentation
from Ottawa, Canada, by Mr Jacques
Lyrette of the Canadian Space Agency
This live transmission was carried across
the Atlantic via the Olympus 30120GNz
payload, just one example of the regular
broadcasts made to Europe from
a\^^-^^ .,i^ nr.,-^,,^vor rquq vrq vryil rPu),

The 130 papers presented in the four
themes of the Conference - Small
Terminal Systems, Educational lvlatters,

Broadcasting & In-Orbit Communications,
2nal Prnn2^2+inn - .^\/^rnal thn rnor rl+cur ru I rul./qvquvrr - uuvgrgu Lt tu tgDutto

of the Olympus utilisations to date.
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Small terminal syslems

Several papers demonstrated that the

higher 30/20 GHz (Ka-band) frequencies
can now readily support small terminal
systems operating at the user's site, and
that the momentum for development in

that area should be maintained. Much of

the development carried out at Ka-band
is also applicable in other frequency
bands For example, the CODE VSAT

system, developed within the Olympus
Ka-band programme, which is currently
being used to deliver lectures to

university classes in Spain via Olympus,
is migrating to operational systems on the

Ku-band Spanish satellite Hispasat and
on a Eutelsat satellite. This multimedia
application was demonstrated daily at the

Conference. with live lectures presented
from Madrid

The DICE video-conferencing system,
which was also demonstrated daily at

the Conference. is another example of a
service migrating from the demonstration
environment of Olympus to an opera-
tional service In this case, the service is

being offered by Matra Marconi Space
(F/UK) and Joanneum Research (A)

Conference sessions were not only
dedicated to the development of new

applications and services, but also to
the technology developments behind
those services Such presentations from
prominent industrialists provided an

interesting insight into the development

of a wide range of subsystems and
software. Several new operating
organisations were represented, which
have established gateways into the space
segment for new application areas These

will provide strong competition to the
existing telecommunicatlons operators in

specialised areas, taking advantage of

the new and more liberal European
broadcasting environment

Broadcasting and in-orbit
communications
In the field of satellite broadcasting,
several papers dealt with the
development of the ltalian RAISAT

channel and the Enterprise Channel,
which later led to the BBC World Service.

Speakers also addressed the recent

technological drive towards digital
(high-definition) television and audio
broadcasting via satellite, and detailed
some of the most recent experimentation
in these fields using Olympus

From the resulting discussions, it was

clear that whereas a great deal of

broadcasting was performed using

Olympus and new programmes were

developed, the next technological push

will be in narrow-band digital trans-

missions for both video and sound
broadcasting The most recent wave of

Olympus experiments, which are still in

progress, are directed toward these
techniques Narrow-band technology was

also widely advocated for the distance-

learning field, particularly where it could
be coupled with the interactivity needed
to provide true educational rapport
between teacher and pupil

In the field of inter-orbit communications,
the results of the very successful, first

European data-relay experiments were
presented In those campaigns, the

Olympus 2Ol30GNz payload was used to

relay high-speed data to and from
a communications package onboard
ESA s low-Earth-orbiting space platform
'Eureca. via the Agency's Maspalomas
earth-station facility in the Canary lslands
The transmissions were also directly
received at several other research
aonfroe in Fr rrnno

Educational and traintng applications
Olympus is also being used for many

educational and training purposes The

Eurostep organisation, with its 100

members in 12 countries, provided much
of the interest and many of the papers
for the educational theme

Several initiatives from universities are

also now becoming fully commercial
applications. For example, through its

partnership with local industry, Plymouth

University (UK) has assisted in the
establishment of corporate training,
banking, and cattle-auction businesses

that are based on the use of Olympus.

Propagation research
In the more scientific field of propagation

research, many papers dealt with fade
countermeasure techniques This was in
addition to the more traditional measure-

ment and analysis of attenuation and
cross-polarisation caused by the Earth's

atmosphere. In this area, the results
produced by modelling cross-polar
effects at 20GHz were found to be of
particular value, since the Olympus
results represented the bulk of the data
of this type that is currently available

The future
In his closing remarks, the Conference
Chairman looked forward to further
benefits from Olympus' remaining lifetime

and future satellites beyond He was

encouraged by the mood of the

Conference delegates. who argued for

an ESA policy increasingly focussed
towards utilisation and applications
based on the provision of satellite

capacity for development purposes G

The opening session of the Olympus Utilisation Conference From left to right Mr E Tnana,

Spain's Secretary General of lndustrral Promotton and Technology; Mr J.-M Luton, Dtrector

General of ESA; Prof. F. Carassa, Chatrman of the ESA Councrl, Dr R Collette, ESA's Director for

Telecommunicattons Programmes, and Mr C, Hughes, Conference Chatrman
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1 The ESA Pavtlton at Le Bourget, with
Envisat-1 promrnent in rehef on its facade
(upper right)

2 Eager visltors to the ESA Pavrlion

3 The ESA Pavilion prior to opening,
spanned by the antennas of the ftrst
European Remote-Senstng Sate//lte, ERS-7

Photographer: Anneke van der Geest

ESA on Display at
the 40th Paris Air Show
Visitors to ESA's Pavilion at this year's
Le Bourget Air Show on the outskirts of
Paris on 10-20June were treated to an
exceptional presentation of European
space expertise, with Man, Earth and
Space as the pervading theme.

Man and his role in space was
represented by a unique opportunity
for the public to watch 'astronauts' at
work'in space' The microgravity
environment in which astronauts must

work in orbit was simulated with the help
of a giant octagonal aquarium containing
a structure representing the Columbus
Attached Laboratory The divers
performed both training exercises and
actual tests in the tank throughout the
week, giving both the media and the
public a spectacular insight into the
difficulties faced by space crews in

conducting tasks that would be
comparatively routine on Earth,

Study of the Earth itself is high on the
list of the Agency's foremost interests.

Several ESA programmes are already
helping substantially to improve our
knowledge of our home planet and our
environment, including ERS-I and
Meteosat, soon to be joined by the new
Polar-Platform-based envi ron mental
mission 'Envisat' All three of these
missions were prominently displayed in

Le Bouroet.
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4 Ariane-5 (scale 1:10 model) launcher.
together with a panel showrng the new
t/,,t^^i^ ^^^:^^ ^^A ^ -vutcaltl engil|e, anu d one-quarrcr scate
half-fairing houstng two model sate//lfes

The ESA Pavtlton pnor to opentng, with the
large diving tank on the right and the
Ariane family of launchers tn the
background

The Le Bourget divers tn front ot lhe latge
aquarium contatntng the structure
representing the Columbus Attached
Laboratory. The diving team was a mixture
of ESA staff and professional divers
provided by the company Comex SA(F)
On the right is Mr Peter Colson of ESA,
who coordinated activittes

The conquest and exploitation of Space
are, as ever, prime ESA activities. made
possible in large part by the Ariane
Programme Ariane-4. which has put
Fr rrnne at the fnrofrnnt Of the WOrld

launcher market in recent years, was

on display So too was the next in this
impressive launcher family, Ariane-S, the
maiden flight of which is scheduled for
Autumn 1995.

Science, which has been the backbone
of ESAs activities over the years, was

represented by full-scale mock-ups of

the ISO and SOHO spacecraft that are
currently under development lSO, the
infrared space observatory, is due to be
launched in 1995, and so too is SOHO,
which will make detailed observations of
the Sun over a long time scale,
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Z ESA's Philip Willekens hosts a quiz
designed to test the younger public's
hnawtedge ol space LSA is tnvtltnq live
wtnners, aged between 14 and 17, to
<ncnrl e \^,eeLcn.l 2l lhc Ft tranppn .Sn:ecu' ,,'u LurvHUu

Camp in Belgtum

Members o[ lhe World s Press attendtng a

briefing at the ESA Pavrlton

9 MrJean Marre Luton (left), ESA's Dtrector
General, welcomes France's Prestdent
Franqots Mitterand, tn the company of
Mr Serge Dassau/l (centre), Charrman of
GIFAS lhe organiser of l e Boueel lo the
ESA Pavilbn

7

The Agency's te ecommunications
inioroqtc \^/aro rpnrpepnted hv: mndpJ nf

lhe Advanced Relay and Technology
Mission spacecraft'Artemls', to be

launched in 1996

ln addition to the considerable amount
n{ cnrna AarA,^,ata nn r"liq51217 thore groroWl )pOUg I ldluVVdlv Ul I urrvruy.

^ ,,^"i^+,, ^{ ^,,ii^ .,i^, ^la va'rery or auuro-vrsLar presentatons

designed to stimulate public-aware-
ness o[ space and the many possibilites

and benefits that rt offers for our future
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10 Mr Jean-Marte Luton (centre), ESA's
Director General, and ESA Astronaut
Wubbo ackels (nght) explain the diving
acttvtties in the laee aquarlum to
P resid e nt F ra n gas M itterand

11 Mr Jean Mane Luton (left), ESA's Dtrector
General, and Mr Jorg Feustel-Buechl
(right), ESA's Dtrector ol Space
Transportatton Systems, explatn one of the
FSA dsp/ays to Mr Paul Kruger, the
German Mtnister for Research and
Technology

12 Vtsit by the Prtme Mrnister of Sweden to
the ESA Pavtlron From left to rtght
Mr Fredrik Engstr6m, ESA Dtrector for
Space Slalion and Microgravity, Mr Karl
Reuter ESAs Head of Cadnet Mr Jean
Maile Lutan, ESA's Dtrector General, and
Prime Mintster Carl Btldt of Sweden

13 Signature dunng the Arr Show of the

^tara 
.)' / ^a -t^^a^^l COnttacl befvteen

ESA, acilng on behalf of Eumetsat, and
Aerospattale of France, the tndustrtal
Prime Contractor. From left ta right
Mr Laus Gallors, Prestdent and Chief
Executtve Offrcer of Aerospattale,
Mr Phtlip Goldsmith, ESA's Drrector of
abservatton of the Earth and lts
Envtronment, and Mr John Margan,
Dtrector af Eumetsat

F. loi x";1,y7-

Q;;
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The Second ERS-1 Symposium

'Space at the Service of Our Environment'
Hamburg, Germany

1 1 - 14 October 1993

The Second ERS-1 Symposium will be held at the Congress Centre Hamburg (CCH),

from 11 to 14 October, inclusive. The Programme will in essence be similar to that
of the first ERS-1 Symposium, which took place last November in Cannes, in that,
after a first morning devoted to a Plenary Session, the remaining days will be given
over to parallel sessions devoted to the relevant areas of application of ERS-1,

namely:
o Coastal ohenomena
o Hydrology
o Glaciology/ice-sheet monitoring
o Land use, topography and geology
. Meteorology
o Ocean and wave imaging mechanisms
o Physicaloceanography
o Operational Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) applications
o Instrumentation (Radar Altimeter, Scatterometer, SAR, ATSR) aspects
o SAR interferometry
o Sea-ice studies
o Vegetation and crop monitoring

together with sessions related to special projects of major interest. The Programme
will be concluded with a Round Table/Summarv Session.

For further information, please contact:

Ms. Carole Tapp
ESA Headouarters
8- 10 rue Mario Nikis
F-75738 Paris 15
France

Fax: (33) 1 42 73 7560 or 7674
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programmes & operations

Programmes under Development and operations
Programmes en cours de rilalisation et d'dxploitation
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Ulysse
Au cours des derniers mois la mlssion

U/ysse a 6t6 marqude Par quelques

faits nouveaux importants Sur le plan

programmatique, le Comite du
programme S;cientifique (SPC) de I'ESA

a approuv1 lors de sa rdunion de iuin
un ensemble de mesures ftnancidres

dans lequel figurait le soutien de

I'archivage des donndes d'UlYsse d

t'ESA, et a ent1rind d I'unanimit1 la

prolongation de la mission pour une

deuxidme rdvolution autour du Soleil

L'accord definitif du SPC sur la
prolongation des opdrations du 1er

octobre 1995 au 31 decembre 2001

est subordonne d la Poursuite de la

participation de la NASA, selon le

partage actuel des responsabilit4s

e I'ESA lExpbitatbn en orbite du

v6hicule spatial, tandis que la NASA

fournit les services de poursuite et

d'acquisition des donndes de son

reseau pour I'espace lointarn (DSN.) et

assure /e traitement et la distribution

des donndes scientifiques

L'inter€t scientiftque de poursuivre la

misslon r1side dans le fait que la p1ilode

orbitale de 6,2 ans amdnera UlYsse

au-dessus des pdles du Soleil lors de la

phase du cycle solaire oppos1e d celle

des survo/s polaires de la mission de

base, opdrds en P6riode d'activite

minmale du Soleil, L'6tude des rdgtons

sltudes sous /es hautes latitudes so/alres

dans ces conditions trds confrasf6es

enrichira sensiblement /es rdsu/fats

scientifiques attendus de l'ensemble de

la mission

Si I'approbation de I'ESA a 6td sollicit1e

dds maintenant pour cette prolongatton

de la mission, c'est essenllellement dans

/e soucl de faire clairement comprendre

d /a NASA que I'Europe est determinee

d apporter son soutien aux recherches

scientiilques nouvelles, uniques en leur

genre, que cette prolongation de la

misslon lJlysse permettra de conduire d

bon compte

Le vehicule spatial et ses instruments

scientifiques sont en excellent 6tat et

la couverture des donn6es continue

d'atteindre r1gulidrement prds de 1000/o

grAce aux efforts qu'y consacrent

l'6quipe commune ESA-NASA charg5e

des opdrations de /a mission ainsi que

le rdseau DSN de /a NASA

Soho
Industrie
Le moddle structurel (SM) comPlet

du v1hicule spatla/ Soho en est

actuellement (en iuin) aux dernrers stades

de son programme d'essais. Les essat.s

de qualification acoustiques ont 6td

acheves et /es essals de vibrations

sinusoidales se ddrou lent actuellement

chez lntespace (Toulouse, F), d I aide

des pr1visions d'analyse de charges

couplees fournies par la NASA

Debut juillet, lorsque /es essais du

moddle structurel seront termin6s, les

unit6s, maquettes et cdblages qui entrent

dans sa composition seront ddmontds et

la structure du vehicule spatial sera

utilis1e comme pr6vu pour la deuxidme
phase des essais du moddle

d' i de ntification (EM ) actu el le me nt

conduits sur des maquettes des

structures

Le moddle d'identification du module

de charge utile (PLM) a ete equipe des

moddles d'identification de toutes /es

exp1riences, qui ont subl des essals

spdcifiques deslln6s d vdnfter leurs

interfaces Les essais fonctronnels au

niveau systdme, au cours desque/s

toutes /es fonctionnalitds du PLM seront

test6es conjorntement, dans le cadre

d e s1q u en ces op6r ati on ne lles

repr1sentatives, auront lieu durant la
premidre quinzaine de iuillet.

Le moddle d'identification du module

de servitude (SVM) a ete 6quip6 de lous

The Soho spacecraft

Le vehicule Soho

tto
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Ulysses
Some significant developments have

taken place in the Ulysses mission

during the last few months At the
programmatic level, ESA's Science
Programme Committee (SPC), at its

meeting in June, approved a financial
package that included support for the

archiving of Ulysses data in ESA, and
unanimously endorsed the extension
of the mission for a second solar orbit

Final SPC authorisation for extension
of operations from 1 October 1995

until 31 December 2001 is contingent
upon the continued participation by
NASA, assuming the same share of
responsibilities as at present ESA's

responsibilities include the in-orbit
operation of the spacecraft, while
NASA provides tracking and data
acquisition via the Deep Space
Network (DSN), and processes and
distributes the scientific data,

The scientific rationale for continuing
the mission lies in the fact that the orbital
period of 6,2 years will bring Ulysses

over the poles ot the Sun at the opposite
phase of the solar cycle to the polar
passes of the prime mission, which occur
at solar minimum By studying the high

latitude regions under widely varying
conditrons, the scientific return of the
mission as a whole will be greatly
ennanceo

The main reason for seeking an early
ESA approval of the extended mission

was to send a clear sign to NASA of
Europe's determination to support the

new, unique and cost-effective science
that a Ulysses extended mission will
provrde

The spacecraft and its scientific instru-
ments are in excellent condition, and
the data coverage continues to be
consistently close to 1000/0, thanks to the

dedicated efforts of the joint ESA - NASA
Mission Operations Team and NASA s
DSN

Soho
Industry
The complete Structural Model (SM)

of the Soho spacecraft is currently
undergoing (in June) the last steps

in its test programme, The acoustic
qualification test has been completed
and the sine vibration tests are in

progress at Intespace (Toulouse, F),

using the coupled-load-analysis
predictions delivered by NASA.

At the beginning of July, on completion
of the SIV tests, the SM units, mockups
and harnesses will be dismounted and
the SM spacecraft structure will be used,
as planned, for the second phase of the
Engineering Model (EM) tests, presently
performed on mockup structures

The EM Payload Module (PLM) has
received all the EM Experiments, which
have undergone specific tests to verify
their interfaces. The system functional
test, in which all the PLM functionality
will be tested together, with represent-

ative operational sequences, will take
place in the first half of July

The EM Service Module (SVM) has
received all subsystems whose
integration is complete Functional
tests of increasing complexity are now
planned on the Service lVodule until
its installation on the SM structure

The procurement of flight hardware
is very advanced, with units and
assemblies undergoing tests at various
stages. Subsystem Critical Design

Reviews have taken place as planned

The Mission Critical Design Review
(M-CDR) planning has been refined
with sub-reviews (mission and operation,
payload and spacecraft) taking place
between July and September. The
N/ CDR Final Board will be held at
the end of October,

ESA - NASA cooperation
All flight-model high-power amplifiers
have been delivered except one. which
is being reworked to eliminate a problem
found during testing

Delivery of the flight models of the fine-
pointing Sun sensors is expected soon.

The Soho tape recorder (EM2) has

been delivered for integration on the
EM Service Module The extensive
testing that it has undergone in the last

months gives reason to believe that the
problems associated with low operating
temperatures and recording rates may
have been fixed, The next models

planned for delivery to both Cluster
and Soho will need to confirm the

effectiveness and reliability of the
modifications

A Ground-Segment Design Review in

late July at NASA/GSFC will be the next
milestone in this sector of the overall

Soho programme, Preliminary reviews

of dedicated resources and facilities are

taking place with ESA involvement,

Payload
After raving delivered the agreed
development models (engineering and
structural) until the first quarter of 1993,

and having supported the system-level

tests, particularly those of the EM

Payload lVodule, the Soho experiment
teams have concentrated their efforts on
manufacturing and assembling their flight
instruments Activities are continuing with

deliveries scheduled for the last quarter

of 1993

A Science Working Team meeting will

discuss status and relevant plans in the
first week of July

rso
Scientif ic instruments
Most of the flight hardware for the

scientific instruments has been delivered,
The focal-plane unit of the short-wave-

length spectrometer is being fitted with
new high-performance detectors. The

other focal-plane units are awaiting
installation on the flighfmodel telescope
when it is delivered Flight-spare hard-

ware for all scientific instruments is in the
final testing and calibration phase.

Satellite
The flight-model Payload Module (PLM)

has been fitted with a dummy telescope
and liquid-helium test valves as a temp-
orary measure to permit continuation of
PLM testing until September, when the
flight-model telescope and liquid-helium
valves should be ready for installation.
The PLM has successfully passed its

cryogenic testing and is being prepared
f^r \/ihr.ii^n laaiin^

The flight-model Service Module (SVM)

integration and testing is also proceeding

satisfactorily Almost all attitude-control
subsystem units have been integrated
in the SVM and subsequent test results
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/es sous-sysfdmes dont I'int1gration est

achevde. Des essais fonctionnels de
complexit6 croissante sont maintenant
pr6vus sur le module de servitude
jusqu'd son installation sur la structure
du moddle structurel.

L'approvisionnement du mat€riel de
yol est lrds avanc6, les unircs et
ensemb/es se trouvant actuellement
d diffdrents stades des essals. Des

revues citiques de /a conception des
sous-sysfdmes se sont ddroul5es
conformdment aux plans

La planification de la revue critique de
la conception de Ia mission (M CDR) a
6td affin6e, avec Ia conduite de revues

fragment1es (mission et exploitation,
charge utile et v6hicule spatiale) entre
juillet et septembre. La commission
charg6e de Ia revue finale M-CDR se

r6unira fin octobre.

Coop6ration entre I'ESA et la NASA
Ious ies moddles de vol des amplifi-
cateurs haute puissance ont 6td livres

d une exception prds, en cours de
rdfection pour 1liminer un probldme
apparu au cours des essars

La livraison des moddles de vol des
ddtecteurs d rdfdrence solaire et pointage

fin est attendue sous peu. L'enregistreur
sur bande (EM2) de Soho a 6td livr6 en

vue de son intdgration sur le moddle
d'identification du module de servitude
On a de bonnes ralsons de croire aprds
/es essals poussds auxquels il a 6te

soumr.s ces dernlers mois que les
probldmes assoclds aux basses
temp1ratures de fonctionnement et aux
faibles vlfesses d'enregistrement ont
probablement 6E regbs Les nouveaux
moddles dont la livraison est prdvue pour

Cluster et pour Soho devront confirmer
I'efficacite et la fiabilit€ des modificatrons.

Une revue de la conception du secteur
sol fin juillet, au GSFC/NASA, sera Ia
prochaine 6tape de ce volet du
programme Soho d'ensemble. Des

revues pr1liminaires des ressources et
installations sp6cla/is6es se ddroulent
actuellement avec la participation de
I'ESA.

Charge utile
Aprds avor livr6 les moddles de
ddveloppement dont il avait 6te convenu
(moddles d'identification et structurels)
jusqu'au premier trimestre 1993 et

1'18

apporte leur soutien aux essais du
niveau systdme, en particulier sur le

moddle d'identification du module de
charge utile, les 1quipes responsab/es
des exp1riences de Soho ont concentrd
leurs efforts sur la fabrication et
I'assemblage des moddles de vol de
leurs instrumenls Les aclivllds se
poursuivent avec les livrarsons qui sont
programmdes pour le dernier tilmestre
4^ ^^t+^ ^^^A^UC VCLLO dI II IVC

Le groupe de travail scientifique doit
se r6unir pour ddbattre de l'6tat
d'avancement des activitds ef des p/ans

connexes au cours de la premidre
qomaino da ir rillot

rso
Instruments scientifiques
La plupart des mat6ilels de vol des
instruments scientifiques ont 6t6 livr6s.

L'unit6 du plan focal du spectromdtre
ondes courtes esf acfueilement 6quip6e
de nouveaux d4tecteurs d hautes
performances Les aufres unit6s du plan

focal attendent l'installation du moddle
de vol du tdlescope, lorsqu'il aura 6td

livr6 Les rechanges de vol de tous /es

instruments scientifiques ont atteint la

phase finale des essar's el de
I'6talonnage.

Satellite
Le moddle de vol du module de charge
utile (PLM) a 6td 6quip6 d titre provisoire

d'un t1lescope factrce'et de vannes

expdrimentales d h6lium liquide pour
que ses essa/.s pul.ssent se poursuivre
jusqu'en septembre, date d laquelle les

moddles de vol du t6lescope el des

vannes devrarent €tre pr6ts d etre

mont1s Aprds /es essar.s cryogdniques
qu'il a subis avec succds, on prepare le

PLM aux essals vlbrafolres.

L'int1gration el /es essais du moddle
de vol du module de servitude (SVM)

se poursuivent 1galement de fagon

safisfailsanfe. Les unifds des sous-

sysfdmes de commande d'orientation ont
presque toutes 6td intdgrdes au SVM et
/es essarb men1s ensuite ont donn6 de
bons rdsullafs Les essais de qualification

du suiveur d'6toiles ont 6t6 interrompus
dans I'attente d'une enqu€te sur Ie

comportement anormal du d6tecteur
pendant l'6talonnage.

Les travaux relatifs au satellite sont en

accord avec le calendrier d'un lancemenl
en septembre 1995.

Secteur sol
Les activit1s prdparatorres avancent de
faqon satisfaisante pour les op1ratrons en
vol du vdhicule spatial. On s'attache plus
particulidrement d simplifier Ia mise au
point des opdrations scientifiques.

De nouveaux progrds ont 6t6 faits sur la

voie d'un accord sur /es principes selon
/esque/s la NASA pourrait fournir la

deuxidme stallon so/ Le d1tail des
modalit1s de I'accord avec la NASA el
avec le Japon pour le soutien de la
prolongation des op1rations en vol
journalidres esl en cours d'1laboration

Huygens
La proposition de contrat relative aux
activitds relevant du contrat principal de
r6alisation (phase C/D) de Huygens ayant
regu I'accord du Comit€ de la Politique
industrielle (IPC) de /'ESA /ors de sa

r1union de mars, I'autorisation officielle
d'engager les travaux d plein rdgime a

6t6 donnde d I'industrie, en principe pour
une annde d'activitds en attendant que

soit arr6t6 le ddtail des spdcifications des
sous-sysfdmes, de Ia doctrine en matidre
de moddles, des calendriers et, bien
entendu, des pilx. Les ndgociations et
/es accords avancent conform1ment d

ce qui avait 6td initialement envisage,

ouvrant la voie pour un accord complet
avec I'industrie d'ici la fin de l'6td

Un certain nombre de rdunions ont
6t6 organis6es avec /e Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) de la NASA sur la

conception et les interfaces des v1hicules
spatiaux Huygens et Casslni ainsi que

sur /es interfaces scientifiques et
expdrimentales de part et d'autre,
ddbouchant sur des rdsultats en gdndral
positifs. De nombreux documents de
contrOle d'interfaces ont 6td officiellement
approuv1s et /es secleurs pr1sentant des
points d'incertitude ou des probldmes
potentiels qui ont 6td recens6s font I'objet
d'6tudes lnfenslves.

La premidre revue de s6curit6 conduite
avec l'autorit1 responsable du lancement
n'a pas fait apparaitre d'insuffisance
notable
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were good. Qualification testing of the
star tracker has been stopped pending
investigation of anomalous sensor
behaviour during calibration.

The satellite work is on schedule for the
target launch date of September 1995

Ground segment
Preparations for spacecraft flight
operations are proceeding satisfactorily.
Special efforts are being made to simplify
the science operations development,

Further progress has been made in

agreeing the principles whereby NASA
could provide the second ground station
for ISO Details of the agreement with
NASA and with Japan to support the
extended daily flight operations are being
worked out

Huygens
The contract proposal for the Huygens
main development activities (Phase-C/D)
was approved by ESA's Industrial Policy
Committee (lPC) at its meeting rn March
Subsequently, formal authorisation to
proceed at full speed with the work has
been granted to industry, notionally for
one year's activities pending agreement
on the details of subsystem specifica-
tions, model philosophy, schedules,
and of course, prices The progress with
the negotiations and agreements is in
accordance with the scheme originally
envisaged, paving the way for achieving
full agreement with industry by late
summer.

A number of meetings have been held
with NASA/JeI Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) on Huygens Probe/Cassini space-
craft designs and interfaces, as well as
scientific and experiment interfaces on
both sides, resulting generally in a
positive outcome Numerous interface
control documents have been formally
agreed and areas with elements of
uncertainty or with potential problems
have been identified and are under
i ntensive i nvestrgation

The first safety review with the launching
authority has been accomplished without
significant shortcomings being unearthed
during the process

ERS

ERS.l
The satellite's performance has remained
stable over the reporting period, with
a platform availability of 1000/o and
instrument operations above 990/o The
cumulative instrument availability since
launch amounts to 960/o for the AMl,
960/o for the RA and 97o/o for the ATSR,
including unavailabilities induced by the
platform and the onboard data-recording/
data-transmission subsystems Analysis of
the instrument performances over
the 21 months of the mission shows
extremely good correlation between early
commissioning results and the current
performances

The satellite orbit continued to be
maintained within its t1 km deadband,
with an orbifinclination correction
manoeuvre being successfully performed
in early N/ay 1993. The satellite is to be
maintained in the current 35-day orbit
repeat cycle until the end of 1993

The Low Bit Rate (LBR) global data
mission has continued to be performed
nominally, together with its associated
fast-delivery service and offline archivrng
a^i 
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As a result of the continued improve-
ment of the wind and wave fast-delivery
products and the very encouraging

evaluation results obtained over the past
months, several meteorological entities
have inltiated assimilation of these data
products into their models The UK
Meteorological Office and the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts are pafticularly active in these
evaluations.

The European Synthetic-Aperture Radar
(SAR) fast-de[very service supported
several ice campaigns in Northern
Europe during the winter season.

SAR data acquisition has continued to be
performed by the network of ESA,

national and foreign stations, along with
the associated data-processing and fast-
delivery service at the ESA stations. In

addition, testing of the Saudi Arabia and
Taiwan ground stations was supported,
as well as the pre-operational activities
of the Bangkok station

Offline SAR and LBR standard products
have also continued to be generated and
distributed. Radar Altimeter and Wind
Scatterometer FD data up to early 1993
and RA level-2 data for the initial 35-day
cycles have been distributed to selected
Principal Investigators (Pls)

out of a total of 1300 sAR products
delivered from ESA facilities in the three-
month reporting period, nearly 1000 went
to Principal Investigators and Pilot

Artist's lmpressron of the descent of the Huygens probe to Titan's surface

Vue conceptuelle de la descente de la sonde Huygens sur Titan
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ERS

ERS-1

Le fonctionnement du satellite esl resfd

stable depuis le dernier rapport, avec un

taux de disponibilite de 1000/o pour la

plateJorme et de plus de 99o/o pour
les opdrations des instruments La

disponibilitd totale des instruments depuis

le lancement s'6tablit d 960/o pour le

d6tecteur actif d hyperfr6quence (AMl),

960/o pour I'altimdtre radar (RA) et 97o/o

pour le radiomdtre d balayage le long de
la trace (ATSR), compte tenu des lemps

de non-disponibilit6 dus d la plateJorme

el aux sous-systdmes embarqu1s
d'enregistrement et de transmlssion des

donnees. L' analyse des caractdristiques
de fonctionnement des instruments sur

les 21 mois de la missron fait apparaitre
une correlation extr)mement bonne entre

les premiers rdsu/tats de Ia phase de

recette et les performances actuelles.

L'orbite du satellite s'est maintenue d

I'interieur de sa bande de +1 km, avec

une correction de son inclinaison mende

d bien debut mai 1993 Le rythme actuel

de rdp1tition de I'orbite fous /es 35 iours
sera conservd jusqu'd fin 1993

La mission de recueil de donnees d
faible debit (LBR) e ftchelle du globe

s'esf poursulvie de fagon nominale, ainsi

que le service de livraison rapide et les

activites de traitement et d'archivage
correspondants

Devant I'am6lioration continue des
produits 'vents' et 'vagues' d livraison

rapide et /es r6sullats trds encourageants
des 1valuations failes au cours des mols

6coul6s, plusieurs entit1s m1teorolo-
glques ont entrepris l'assimilation de ces

produits de donndes dans leurs moddles

Les services mdteorologiques
britanniques et le Centre europden pour
/es prdvislons mdt1orologiques d moyen

terme sont particulidrement actifs en ce
qui concerne ces 1valuatrons

Le service de livraison rapide des

donn1es du radar d synthdse d'ouverture
(SAR) europden a participd d p/usleurs

campagnes d'observation des g/aces

conduites en Europe septentrionale
durant la saison d'hiver.

The N/eteosat MTP spacecraft

Le satellite du programme de transttion
M6t6osat
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L'acquisition des donndes du SA,9 s'est
poursuivie dans le r1seau de sfaf/ons

ESA, nationales et 6trangdres, en meme

temps que le service correspondant de

traitement des donndes et de livrarson

rapide dans /es statlons ESA

Un soutien a en outre 6td apportd aux

essais des stations sol d'Arabie saoudite

et de Taiwan arnsi qu'aux activitds pr6-

opdrationnelles de la statton de Bangkok

L'elaboration et la distilbuilon de produits

SAF et LBB standard en diffdr1 s'est

1galement poursuivie. Les donnees a
livrabon rapide de I'althdtre radar et du

diffusiomdtre vent, jusqu'au ddbut de

1993, ainsi que les donndes RA de

niveau 2 des cycles de 35 iours rnitiaux,

ont 6t6 distribudes e des chercheurs
principaux (Pl) s1lectionn6s

Sur 1300 produits SAR livres au total par

les installations de /'ESA durant les trois
mois faisant |bbjet du present rapport,
prds de 1000 ont 6t6 distribuds aux

chercheurs principaux et aux proiets

pilotes et plus de 150 aux utilisateurs

commerciaux, le reste etant desttn1 aux

activitls d'etalonnage et de validation de

I'ESA, aux evaluations de quailte et d
d'autres fins

Une rdunion de projets pilotes

couronnee de succes a etd organis1e d

/ ESF/N ddbut mai. Avec la participation

de quelque 80 chefs de proiets pilotes

des premier et deuxrdme grouPes,

cette r1union s'est situ6e d un niveau

veritablement mondial Des rdsu/tats

prdliminaires trds prometteurs ont 6t6

prdsentes et des am1liorattons possib/es

portant sur le servrce fourni aux

chercheurs princrpaux et sur la coordina-

tion d'ensemble ont 6td r4pertoi1es

Le deuxidme symposrum ERS'1 organis1
pour la presentation des r6sultats

obtenus par les chercheurs prtncipaux et

/es chefs de projets pilotes selectionnds
par I'ESA se tiendra du 11 au 14 octobre
1993 au centre des congrds de
Hambourg

Devant la r1ussite d'ERS-1, la phase

d'exploitation est prolongee d'un an et

deml
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i
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Projects. ove. 150 to commercial users.

and the remainder were delivered for

ESA calibration/validation activities,
quaiity assessments and other purposes

A qr rneoscfr rl Pilnt Prnionl l\,4oolinn rar:c

held at ESRIN at the beginning of May
The presence of some 80 Pilot Project
leaders, from the first and second Pilot
Project groups, ensured truty wortdwide
participation Very promising early results
were presented and possible improve-
ments in the service to Pls and in overall
coordrnation were identified

The Secono ERS-1 Symposium, organ-
iqorJ tn nraaonl tho rocr rltc nht:ine.l hrr

the ESA selected Principal Investigators

and Pilot Project Managers, will be held
at the Hamburg Congress Centre on
11-14 October 1993

As a result of the success of ERS-1 , the
exploitalron phase is being extended for
^ (,.-ra--..^^- ^^! ^ L^rfd ruru rur yudr dr ru d rdl

ERS-2
Integration of the main instruments into
the payload has been completed for

the AMI RA and IDHT The ATSR

integration is currently in progress
Preparations for the payload thermal-
balance/thermal-vacuum testing in the
Large Space Simulator facility at ESTEC

(NL) have started

The first prototype of the Global Ozone
Monitoring Experiment (GON/E) has been

delrvered and has demonstrated very
good performance, closely meeting
pvne.tetronq Fil r:hpcLq with the ATSR

and electrical ground-support equipment
were carried out prior to startrng a
calibration and characterisation campaign
witl. the instrument The Critical Design
Review for the instrument is being
prepared and should confirm the validity
of the flight-model design

Platform integration has continued The
PRARE instrument has been delivered
and successfully integrated The thruster
problem has now been diagnosed
and a recovery-action plan is being
rmplemented,

The technical preparations for the ERS-2

launch (scheduled for December 1994)

and operations have been started
with Arianespace and ESOC/ESRIN

Scenarios for possible parallel operations
of ERS 1 and ERS 2 have been analysed

and wiil be presented to Delegatrons for

consideration

Meteosat
Meteosat-3 and -4 continue as

operational units at 75'W and Ol

respectively. both spacecraft being
operated from ESOC in Darmstadt on
behalf of Eumetsat

N/OP 3 is undergoing final testing in
preparation for a launch towards the
^^i ^{ +H^ ,,^^" Th^ +^^leno or Lne year. I ne lest programme
is running according to schedule

Thc qnar:er-r:ft hernn hrrilt Under the
Meteosat Transition Programme (MTP),
[r rnr]ad hri Fr rmate:t ic +rl. inn ohrnn Tnnrurruuu uy LUrrrurooL, ro ton ll19 Jl lqvv I rlY

schedule calls for delivery in time
for a iaunch in December 1995

Earthnet
MOS (Marine Observation Sarellrte) and
Spot data have conlinued to be acqurred
routinely at Maspalomas

The Earthnet Coordinated Tiros Network
has also continued to provide a regular
data flow from the NOAA 11 (afternoon)

and NOAA-12 (morning) missions, with

data beirg acquired at all ground
stations, including Scanzano (l) which
has recently been integrated into the
network

Within the NASA/NOAA/ESA '1 km Global
Land AVHRB Data Set' Prolect, the
various facilties around the world have
been operationally involved in the data
collection, which is planned to last for 18

months Over 15 000 passes have so far

been acquired within Phase-1 (data

collection and archiving). tne progress of
which was successfully illustrated at the
third 1 km Project Meeting held in

Maspalomas A copy of the worldwide
data sel is being archived at ESRIN. lo
serve rhp Fr rrnncan S.ientific User
Community in general, and the main
AVHRR Projects such as TREES, OSS

FAO, etc

The cooperation already established
in the past between the European
Commission (CEC DG/VIll) and ESRIN

to a.chrve li'os AVTIRR data acqlrred ar

the Niamey, Narrobi and La Reun on

stations in Africa. is likely 1o be extended
through 1994

Prenararions tor ihe oneratronal activiles
at the Manila AVHRR statron have

continued wrth forma training of the
personnel, which rs expected to conlinue
untii the end of June

ln +h^ ^h-^^^ ^f ^^ -^"^^-^^ril r Lr rY ou-gr luE d) yEr ut dr d9tuE| tErtt

with NASDA. drssemination of data from
JERS 1 will start with the supply of rarv

and precrsion prodJCts to the Pr rcipal
Investigators (Pls) only

Thp dc'rennmtrnt n{ Cn4glgl-lgle CO,OU,

Scanner (CZCS) Level-3 products for
the Or.p:n Cnlor rr Fr r.n1g31-1 ArChive

Network (OCEAN) Prolect has started at
JRC, lspra (l), and products have been
sent to ESRIN ln parallel, the d stribution
nf I e,rpl-1 ancl 2 nrocl, r.ts nas cont nued

Thc Aqpan Prnrccl :r-lirr 1193 fTay6'

nroorpqspd :nr-i the FRS 1 SAR

acquisit,on campargn has sta'ted wiln
qr rnne<qfr ,l annrric,tinn nl . +^'^.uul1ur ).!rur I vr q rYVV po>)Y)
Delivery of the SAR processing charn is

forescen hv 'he end nf 1993

EOPP

Solid Earth
A revrsed Solid Earth programme-
.ir-+^^1, nrnnnorl h.^ h^^^ n'an-'^n {^')Lrdrsgy P UPU)dr rdJ usur I Prcpdrcu ul

the Earll'-Observar on P'ogra.nne Boaro
A^^ ^t^-^^+ i^ ^ ^^^^itrune ere[Tenl rs d possro e cooperatrve
activity with the Russian Space Agency,.

ard this is the sub1ect of ongoing
technical and scientific discussions

Meteosat Second Generation
Discussions have continued with Eumet-
q2' ln 2.1retr hnrh nn the details Of the
Cnnnor:lirip Anrcpmpri lnat \A,i I Oe tne
basis of the jornt programme, and on the
technrcal require'nents for the saterl,te

sysrem

Tae Potential Patir:inar^ts have .nel On

three occasions, with a fourth meeting
planned for mid-June Meanrvhi e both
Phase-A and Phase-A/B bridging
eniirril oc ara nraaaaclina,u In IOUSt'y

Low Earth Orbit (LEO) missions
Definitlon of the Metop-l Phase-A
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ERS-2
L'int5gration des principaux instruments
dans la charge utile a 6td achev6e en ce
qui concerne I'AMI, le RA et I'IDHT. Celle

de I'ATSR est en cours. La prdparation

des essars thermiques sous vtde et de
bilan thermique de la charge utile d

conduire dans le grand simulateur spatial
de I'ESTEC (NL) a commenc4.

Le premier prototype de I'expdrience de
surveillance de I'ozone d I'6chdb du
globe (GOME) a 6td livrd et ddmons-
tration a 6t6 faite de son trds bon
fonctionnement, r6pondant de frds prds

aux attentes. Des essais de compatibilitd
avec I'ATSR et l'1quipement 1lectrique
de soutien au sol ont 6t6 ex1cutds
prdalablement au lancement d'une
campagne d'6talonnage et de
caractdrisation de I'instrument. La revue

critique de conception de l'instrument en

cours de pr6paration devrait confirmer Ia

validite de la conceotion du moddle de
vot.

L'int6gration de Ia plate-forme s'est
poursuivie. L'instrument PRARE a 6t6 livre

et son int6gration mende d bien. Un

diagnostic a maintenant 6td 1tabli en ce
qui concerne le probldme de propulseur;

un plan de retour d la normale esf mis

en oeuvre.

Les pr1paratifs techniques du lancement
d'ERS-2 (programm6 pour ddcembre
1994) et de ses op6rations ont 6t6 mis

en route chez Arianespace et d I'ESOC/
ESR/N. Des sc6narios d'exoloitation
paralldle possib/e d'ERS-7 et d'ERS-2 ont
6t6 analysds et seront soumrb d I'examen
des D6l6gations

M6t6osat
Les sate//ltes Mdt6osat-3 et -4 sont
toujours en service d 75" ouest et 0o

respectivement, la conduite des
op1rations des deux satellites etant
command6e de I'ESOC, d Darmstadt,
pour le compte d'Eumetsat.

MOP-3 sublt ses derniers essals en vue

de son lancement vers Ia fin de I'ann6e.

Le programme des essals se ddroule
conform6ment au calend rier.

Le satellite en cours de construction dans
Ie cadre du programme de transition
M6t6osat (MTP) que finance Eumetsat
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prend forme. Le calendrier pr1voit sa

livraison en temps utile pour un

lancement en d1cembre 1995.

Earthnet
L'acquisition r6gulidre des donndes des
sale//ltes MOS (satellite d'observation des
mers) et Spot s'est poursuivie d
Maspalomas.

Le rdseau Tiros coordonn1 par Earthnet

a 6galement continud d fournir un

flux regulier de donn6es des missions
NOAA-11 (aprds-midi) et NOAA-12 (matin),

captees par toutes /es stafions sol y
compris celle de Scanzano (l) r6cemment
intdgrde au r6seau.

Dans Ie cadre du projet NASA/NOANESA

qui vise la production d'un ensemble de
donn6es AVHRR sur /es teres a ftchelle
du globe offrant une r1solution de 1 km,

les diff1rents cenlres du monde entier
ont particip6 d la collecte op1rationnelle
des donn6es qui doit durer dix-huit
mois. Les donnees de oius de 15 000
passages ont 6t6 ainsi recueillies d ce
jour dans le cadre de la phase 1

(collecte et archivage des donn6es), dont
I'avancement a 6t6 illustr1 lors de la

troisidme r1union sur ce projet tenue d

Maspalomas. Une copie de I'ensemble
de donndes a l'1chdle du globe est en

cours d'archivage d /'ESR/N, pour les

besorns d es uti lisateurs scientlllques
europ1ens en gdn6ral et pour les
principaux projets AVHRR tels que

IREES, OSS, FAO efc.

La coop6ration dejd instaur6e dans le
pass6 enfre la Commission europdenne
(CEC DG/Vlll) et /'ESB/N pour I'archivage
des donndes AVHRR Iiros regues par les

sfafions de Niamey, de Nairobi et de
La R6union dans la zone africaine se
poursuivra probablement en 1994.

La pr6paration des activit6s
oo1rationnelles de la station AVHRR de
Manille s'est poursulvre avec la formation

officielle du personnel qui devrait se
prolonger jusqu'd fin juin

En I'absence pour le moment d'un
accord avec la NASDA, /es donndes
de JERSI ne seront distribu6es pour

commencer que sous la forme de
donndes brutes et de produits de
ordcision ddlivrds aux seu/s chercheurs
principaux (Pl).

L'5laboration de oroduits de niveau 3

de I'analyseur 'couleurs de la mer' pour
zones cOtidres (CZCS) desftn6s au rdseau
europ6en d'archivage des donndes sur
la couleur des ocdans (OCEAN) a 6t6

mise en route au JRC, lspra (l) et des
produits ont 6tE envoy1s d /'ES,9/N La

distribution des produits des niveaux 1

et 2 s'est poursuivie en paralldle.

Les activltds du projet Asean ont avancl
et la campagne d'acquisition des
donn6es SAR d'EFS 7 a commenc1 par

I'acquisition rdussle des donn6es de
quelques passages. La livraison de la

chaine de traitement des donndes SAB

est prdvue pour fin 1993.

EOPP

Solide terrestre
Une proposition de strat6gie r6vis6e pour
un programme d'6tude du solide
terrestre a 6td 1laborde d I'intention
du Conseil directeur du programme
d'observation de la Tene. L'une des
composantes en est une coopdration
posslb/e avec I'Agence spatiale russe, qul

fait actuellement l'objet de dlscusslons
d'ordre technique et scientifique.

M6t6osat de deuxidme g6n6ration
Les drscussions se sont ooursuivies avec
Eumetsat en vue d'arr€ter les modalit1s
de I'accord de coopdration qui
constituera la base du programme
conjoint ainsi que les imp1ratifs
techniques auxquels devra rdpondre
/e systdme satellite

Les participants potenfiels se sonf r6unis
d trois reprises, avec une quaneme
r6union pr6vue pour la mi-juin. Pendant
ce temps /es actlvifds de phase A et /es

activitds de ohase relais A/B suivent leur
cours dans I'industrie.

Missions sur orbite terrestre basse
(LEO)
La d1finition des impdratifs relatifs aux
6tudes industrielles de phase A de
M6top-1 a 6t6 men6e d terme. L'appel
d'offres correspondant doit 6tre lancd en
juillet.

La d6finition des dtudes et technolo-
gies n6cessaires pour les instruments
fufurs des mlssions qui feront suite d

Envisat-1 s'esf ooursulvle.
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industrial study requirements has been
completed The corresponding Invitation

to Tender (lTT) is to be issued in July.

The definition of studies and technology
requirements for future instruments for

follow-on missions to Envisat-1 has

continued

Campaigns
Preparation work has continued on the
definition of a multi-sensor campatgn
planned to be jointly organised with the
JRC and NASA, entitled 'EMAC-94/95'

Over one hundred proposals were
received in response to the Announce-
ment of Opportunity

Polar Platform
The re-orientation of the Polar Platform

(PPF) design and development to the

Envisat-1 mission has basically been
completed, The Envisat-1 instrument
accommodation on the PPF has been
finalised in conjunction with the Envisat-l

mission prime contractor. The Polar

Platform basic requirements have been

frozen and the design updated in a
number of areas A design consolidation
review with industry is foreseen for
June/July

ln parallel, subsystem development
has continued with adaptations,
where necessary, due to the Envisat

re-orientation design simplifications

A number of Preliminary Design Reviews

have been completed (solar array, Ka-

band DRS terminal, etc)

lVanufacture of the Service Module
structural model is almost complete and
manufacture of some of their engineering
models has started

Activities have been initiated to finalise

subcontracts for the Payload Equipment
Bay and the Service Module, which are

the responsibilities of Dornier and Matra,

respectively,

The overall Polar-Platform Phase-C/D

contract should be finalised before the
end of 1993

Arlists impresston of Envisat

Vue conceptuelle d'Envisat

POEM.1

System and instrument Phase-B studies
These studies are now complete Test

results from ASAR transmit/receive
modules and antenna radiation panels

are now being used in the Envisat-1

Phase-C/D design work

ASCAT and MIMR instrument Phase-B
studies
Both riders to the Phase-B studies of

these instruments have been successfully
completed, The further activities are part

of the Metop-1 Preparatory Programme,

Ground-segment Phase-B
The final presentation is planned for

September

Envisat
The updated Phase-C/D proposal for

the ESA-developed instruments (ASAR,

MERIS MIPAS, GON/OS RA-2 and
MWR) was submitted by Industry on

23 April Following a review by ESA, a

request for clarification of a number of
points was sent to the mission prime and
instrument contractors All open points

are expected to be resolved at joint

meetings planned for June-July

Preliminary design reviews for all

Envisat-l instruments are planned for

the second half of 1993.

A proposal has been made to ESA's

Industrial Policy Committee (lPC)

regarding the industrial composition
of Mission Prrme Consortium The
preliminary authorisation to proceed

already granted to the Consortium has

been extended

Metop-l
Initial activities have been started to

develop ASCAT and MIMR to the

level of technology demonstrators in

preparation for the Metop-1 Programme
A Phase-B study for the Metop-1 space
and ground systems is also planned as
part of the Preparatory Programme

Eureca

The Eureca platform continued to provide

scientific data to the ground on a daily
basis, except for the occasions when
orbital manoeuvres were required The

principal experiments operating
over the last few weeks were the Solar

instruments, the WATCH survey of x-ray

bursts, the use of the Inter-Orbit Com-

munications equipment to transmit data
to user facilities in Copenhagen (DK),

and further tests with ORA, SFA and
ASGA

Orbital manoeuvres were made in May

and June to position the spacecraft in

the retrieval orbit at 474km altitude. Once
this orbit had been achieved, Eureca was
ready to support rendezvous on a date
determined by the Shuttle programme,

On 20 June, the Orbiter 'Endeavour'

was successfully launched from Kennedy
Space Center (KSC) and on the fourth
day of its mission rendezvous with and
grappling of Eureca was achieved as
planned The only anomaly encountered
was a failure of the two antenna booms
to latch closed. On day five of the

mission, during a planned EVA, an

astronaut held the boom in the closed
position while ESOC sent the latch

commands, which successfully achieved
positive latching

This whole operation of rendezvous
with Eureca and stowing it safely in the
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Campagnes
On a continud de travailler d. Ia definition
d'une campagne d d6tecteurs multiples
qu'il est projet1 d'organiser en commun
avec le JRC et la NASA, intitulee
EMAC-94/95. Plus d'une centaine de
proposition sont r1pondu d |avE d'offre
de participation

Plate-forme polaire

La r1orientation de la conception et de
la rdalisation de la plateJorme polaire
(PPF) en fonction de la mission Envisat-1

est achev5e pour I'essentiel L'installation
des instruments d'Envisatl sur la PPF

a 6t6 definitivement mise au point en
liaison avec le maitre d'oeuvre de la

mission Envisat-1 Les impdratifs de la
plate-forme polaire ont 6t6 figes et la
conception a 6t6 actualisde dans un
certain nombre de secteurs. Une revue
portant sur la consolidatron de la

conception avec I'industrb est pr6vue
pour juin-juillet.

Le d1veloppement des sous-sysfdmes
s'esf poursuivi en paralldle, avec /es

adaptations 6ventuellement, demanddes
par les simplifications de conception
rdsultant de la r1orientation en fonction
d'Envisat

Un certain nombre de revues de
conception prdliminaires ont 6t6 mendes
d terme (6seau solaire, terminal DFS en
bande Ka, etc.).

La fabrication du moddle structurel du
module de servitude esl presque
achevde et la fabrication de certains des
modeles d'identification a 6td mise en
route

Les activitds ont d1marre pour la mise
au point ddfinitive des sous-confrats
relatifs au compartiment des 6quipe-
ments de charge utile et au module de
servitude dont la responsabilitd incombe
respectivement d Dornier et d Matra.

Le contrat de phase C/D pour l'ensemble
de la plate-forme polaire devrait 6tre
d1finitivement mis au point avant la fin de
1993.

Eureca after its return to Earth

Eureca d son retour sur terre
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Etudes de phase B au niveau systeme
et instruments
Ces 6fudes sont aujourd'hui achevees.
On utilise maintenant /es rdsu//ats des
essats des modules d'1mission-rdception
de I'ASAR et des 6l6ments rayonnants
des antennes pour les travaux de
conception de phase C/D d'Envisatl

Etudes de phase B des instruments
ASCAT et MIMR
Les deux avenants aux 1tudes de phase
B de ces instruments ont 6te men1s d

bien. Les activitds ulterieures font partie
du programme pr4paratoire M6top-1.

Phase B du secteur sol
La prdsentation finale aura lreu en
septembre

Envisat
La proposition actualis1e de phase C/D
relative aux instruments rdalisds par I'ESA

(ASAR, MERIS, MtPAS, GOMOS, RA-2 et
MWR) a 6td remise par I'hdustrb le
23 avril. Aprds examen, l'Executif a ete
amene d demander un certatn nombre
de clarifications au maitre d'oeuvre
mission et aux contraclants responsab/es
des instruments. Ious les points en
suspens devraient normalement €tre
r6gl6s dans le cadre de rdunions
conjointes pr1vues pour juin-juillet.

Pour tous les instruments d'Envisatl,
/es revues de conceptron preliminaires

:
f 

-.";

sont programmles pour le deuxrdme
semeslre de 1993

Une proposition relative d la structure
industrielle du consortium du maitre
d'oeuvre mlsslon a 6td prdsentde au
Comitd de la politique industrielle (PC)
de l'ESA. L'autorisation preliminaire
d'engagement des travaux prdcddem-
ment accord1e au consortium a 6td
prolongde.

Metop-1

Des actiyitds initiales ont 6tE mlses en
route en vue de pousser le ddveloppe-
ment des instruments ASCAT et MIMR
jusqu'au stade des moddles de
d6monstration tech nologique, en
prdparation du programme Metop-l
Une 6tude de phase B relative aux
systemes, spatial et sol de Mdtopl est
1galement prdvue dans le cadre du
p rog ram me pr6 paratoi re

Eureca

La plate-forme Eureca a contrnue d

transmettre des donndes scientifiques
au so/ tous |es jours, sauf /orsque des
manoeuvres orbitales devaient 6tre
ex6cut6es Les principales expdn'ences
fonctionnant au cours des dernldres
semalnes ont 6td /es suiyanfes: lnslru-
ments solaires, surveillance WATCH des
bouff1es de rayons gamma, utilisation
de l'equipement de t6l6communications
interorbitales pour transmeftre /es

donn6es aux installations utilisatrrces de

#
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Shuttle Orbiter involved very close co-
operation between ESOC and Mission

Control at Johnson Space Center (JSC)

The Orbiter 'Endeavour' landed at KSC

on 1 July, completing nearly eleven
months of a very successful first missron
for Eureca

Following its removal from the Orbitef
Eureca will be moved to a commercial
facility near Kennedy Space Center and
the remaining hydrazine fuel removed

Instruments and their samples will be
removed and delivered to the

investigators. In addition, an investigation
will commence of the micrometeoroid
and debris damage sustained by the
spacecraft, including a survey of any
deterioration of the materials used on
Eureca Failure investigations will

commence, paying particular attention to

the partial loss of solar-array power, gyro
anomalies, and the antenna latching
problem These investigations will provide
important information for the design of
fr rtr rro cnanonraft

Space Station
'Freedom'/Colu mbus
NASA, at the request of the American
President, has initiated a redesign activity
for the 'Freedom' Programme, the aim
being to drastically reduce the cost of

building and operating the Space Station
The International Partners - Europe,

Japan, Canada and ltaly - have been
involved in these redesign activities,
where they have presented their positions

and expressed their concerns regarding
some of the proposed designs,

At the end of the redesign period, at

the beginning of June, a report was
presented to President Clinton by the

specially appointed team of experts
( Blue Ribbon Panel') This report
includes the assessments of the
International Partners

Three options have been studied, known
as A (with sub-options Al and A2) B

and C Options A and B build on the
'Freedom' concept, while Option C is
based on a very large pressurised

vehicle launched with the Shuttle boosters

On 17 June, President Clinton called
'for the US to work with our lnternatronal

Partners to develop a reduced-cost,
scaled-down versron of the oilginal
Space Station Freedom. ..[and] seek to
enhance and expand the opportunities
for international participation in the Space
Station project'. He is also 'directing

IVASA fo rmplement personnel reductrons
and major management changes to cut
cosfs, reduce bureaucracy, and improve
efficiency'.

ESA will analyse, together with the other
International Partners involved, the
impacts on the Attached Lab-
oratory Programme

Attached Laboratory
Whilst the programme was being
reviewed in the USA, the industrial
activities have continued at a reduced
pace in order to be able to accom-
modate potential changes in the design,
but maintaining the minimum pace
necessary to ensure the planned launch
date and resume normal activities and
continuation of the programme as
planned, if so decided A 'bridging
phase' extending from March to October
1993 has been implemented with
industry for this purpose

Work has progressed regularly on
ground-segment activities and the
preparations for utilisation

Precursor flights
Following discussions in the Columbus
Programme Board, and given the
funding limitations that now exist, the
programme will be implemented in

several steps, each depending on
new commitments by Delegations for
nnrrorinn tho hr rrlnotL' 

'v 
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THe first step includes two Mir flights in
1994 (30 days) and 1995 (135 days) the
negotiations for which are in progress,

and the candidate astronauts already in
training in Russia This first step also
includes the storage of Eureca after its

recent retrieval

The second step covers the Spacelab-E1
flinht /1944-97 iI Iha rlocision iS made
before the end of 1993), while the third
step is a reflight of Eureca.

Future European Station
The work with NPO Energia to define the
cooperation between Europe and Russia
has continued and some results are
expected this summer.

Ariane-5
P230 solid-booster stage
Full analysis of the results of the first
test on the P230 stage in battleship
configuration show that, overall,
the booster's performance was as
predicted Integration of the first P230
stage of the Ml flight type went
smoothly and the M1 test took place
on 25 June in French Guiana. ln
addition, the two main segments of
the M2 stage have been cast and are
undergoing inspection Meanwhile, the
qualification tests on the stage's rear
skirt have started, as have the first
tests on the separation rockets.

H155 stage
Develooment work on the H155
cryogenic stage is continuing on
schedule, with the forward-skirt
qualification tests, proof pressure
testing of the qualification tank, and
manufacture of the liquid-oxygen tank
for the first flight unit now complete.
The Vulcain engine has undergone
138 tests in all, amounting to a
cumulative burn time of over 27 OOO

sec.

L9 stage
Testing of the L9 stage flight-control
mockup has been completed, with
all of those involved satisfied with the
results The vibration mockup has
been delivered In addition, integration
of the first stage of the flight type has
started on schedule with a view to
ground testing

Upper composite
Many tests have been conducted on
this part of the launcher, including

- the fairing-separation test, with an
empty chamber, and

- the separation test involving the
upper composite and H155 stage

All of these latest events show that
develooment of the Ariane-S launcher
is well under control.

Hermes

Close-out of the Hermes Baseline
The close-out of the earlier Hermes
Develooment Phase activities has
continued and only a few items remain to
be completed. Following an overall
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Copenhague (DK), nouvelles acfivltds
exp1rimentales au moyen des
1quipements OBA, SFA et ASGA

Des manoeuvres orbitales ont 6t6

ex6cut6es aux mois de mai et juin en

vue d'amener le v1hicule spatial sur

son orbite de recup5ration, d 474 km
d'altitude. Une fois plac6e sur cet orbite,

la plate-forme Eureca s'esf lenue pr)te d

ex1cuter les op6rations de rendez-vous
d Ia date fixde dans Ie cadre du
programme de la navette.

Quatre yburs aprds son lancement rdusst,

le 20 juin, du Centre spatial Kennedy
(KSC), la navette Endeavour a proc6d6
aux manoeuvres de rendez-vous et de
r6cupdration d' Eureca conform€ment aux
plans. Seule anomalie: les deux mits
d'antenne ont refus1 de se verrouiller en
position repli1e Le cinquidme jour de
la mission, au cours d'activitds extra-

v6hiculaires (EVA) qui avaient 6td
prdvues, un astronaute a maintenu le mdt
en position repli6e pendant que l'ESOC

envoyait l'ordre de verrouillage, qui a

alors 6t6 correctement exdcut6.

L'ensemble de I'operation de rendez-vous
avec la mise en s6curitd d'Eureca dans
la navette a donn6 lieu d la coop4ration
la plus 6troite entre /'ESOC et ies

services de contr)le de la misston au

Centre spatial Johnson (JSC).

Le 1er juillet Endeavour atterrissait au
KSC, marquant I'achdvement de prds

de onze mois d'une premidre rnrsslon

Eureca couronn1e du plus grand succds.

Aprds son extraction de la navette, Ia
plate-forme Eureca sera transportee vers

des installations commerciales proches

du KSC oD elle sera vid6e de ses

dernidres rdserves d' hydrazine. Les

instruments et leurs 6chantillons seront
retirds et remis aux chercheurs. L'6tude

des dommages causds au vdhicule
spatial par les micromdt6orltes el /es

debris spatiaux sera en outre entreprise,

avec le relevd de toute d6t6rioration
des mat6riaux utllrs6s sur Eureca. Les

enqu)tes sur /es d1faillances enregistr1es
commenceront, en s'attachant plus
particulidrement aux pertes partielles de
purSsance des rdseaux solaires, aux
anomalies prdsentdes par les gyroscopes

et au probldme de verrouillage des
antennes. On en attend des enseigne-
ments pr1cieux pour la conception de
satellites futurs.
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Station spatiale
Freedom/Columbus

La NASA, d la demande du Prdsident
des Efats-Unls, a lancd une opdration de
red1finition de la station Freedom visant

d r1duire de fagon draconienne /es cotits
de construction et d'exploitation de
la station spatiale. Les partenaires

internationaux - Europe, Japon, Canada
et ltalie - ont 6t6 assoclds d ces

activitds, au sujet desque//es ils ont fait

connaitre leur position et exprime les
pr1occupations que suscitalent pour eux
certai nes des conceptions propos6es.

A /'rssue de la p6riode assign6e d cette
op6ration, d6but juin, l'6quipe d'experts
sp1cialement d6sign6e (Blue Ribbon
Panel) a remis son rapport au Prdsident

Clinton. ll y est fait 6tat des 1valuations

des partenaires internationaux.

Trois options, A (avec sous-options 41 et
A2), B et C, ont ete 6tudi6es. Les opfions
A et B partent du concept Freedom,

tandis que I'option C repose sur un lrds
grand v6hicule pressunrsd lancd au
moyen des fusdes d'appoint de la

navetrc.

Le 17 juin, le Pr6sident Clinton en a
appele aux Etats-Unis'pour collaborer
avec (leurs) partenaires internationaux d
la r6alisation d'une version d'6chelle
r6duite, de moindre co0t, de la station

spatiale Freedom d'origine.... (en

s'attachant 6galement) d renforcer et

6largir les possibilites de participation

internationale au projet de statton

spatiaie'. Il donnera en outre 'des

instructions a la NASA pour qu'elle
procdde A des r6ductions de personnel

et remanie sa gestion en profondeur en

vue d'abaisser les co0ts, de r6duire la

bureaucratie et d'am6liorer l'efficacite'.

Avec les autres partenaires internationaux
intdress6s, I'ESA analysera les incidences
qui en rdsultent pour le programme de
laboratoire raccord6.

Laboratoire raccord6
Pendant que le programme 6tait
rdexamin6 aux Etats-Unis, les activitds
industrielles se sonl poursuivies au

ralenti, de facon d permettre de
prendre en compte les modifications
qui pourraient 6tre apportees d /a

conception, tout en matntenant
le rythme minimal n6cessaire pour

pouvoir respecter Ia date de lancement
prdvue et reprendre les activit1s
normales et le ddroulement du pro-
gramme conform1ment aux plans s'il en

est ddcidd ainsi. Une phase relais allant
de mars d octobre 1993 a 6td organisde
avec I'industile d cet effet.

Les travaux ont avancd de fagon

r6gulidre en ce qui concerne le secteur
sol et la prdparation de I'utilisation.

Vols or6curseurs
Aprds debat au sein du Conseil directeur
du programme Columbus, compte tenu
des limitations de financement qui
existent ddsormais, Ia mise en oeuvre du
programme se fera en plusieurs 1tapes
dont chacune sera subordonnee A de
nouveaux engagements budg6taires des
D616gations

La premidre 6tape comprend deux vols

Mir en 1994 (30 jours) et 1995 (135
jours), pour /esque/s les ndgociations
sont en cours el les candidats
astronautes se forment d'ores et d6jd en

Bussle Dans cette premidre 6tape figure
1galement I'entreposage d' Eureca aprds
sa r'cente r'cupdration.

La deuxidme 6tape couvre Ie vol

Soacelab-E1 (1996-1997 s'il est d5cid6
avant la fin de 1993), tandis que la
troisidme porte sur un nouveau vol

d'Eureca.

Future station euroo6enne
Les travaux de d6finition de la

coop1ration entre I'Europe et /a Bussie

se sonl poursuivis avec NPO Energia:

des r6sultats sont'attendus oour cet 6t6.

Ariane-5
Etage d poudre P230
L'exploitation compldte du premier essai

de l'6tage P230, en version lourde,

montre un comportement gdn1ral du
propulseur conforme aux prdvisions.

L'intdgration du premier 6tage P230 de
type vol M7 s'est ddroul6e sans incident
et /'essai M1 a eu lieu Ie 25 juin en

Guyane. Par ailleurs les deux segmenls
principaux de l'6tage M2 ont 6td coul1s
et sont en cours d'inspection. ll faut
noter le d6but des essais de qualification

de la jupe arridre de cet ehge et les
premiers essals des fusdes

d'6loignement.



programmes & operations

definition status assessment, the work
performed by the contractors on vehicle
functions has been reviewed and found
to be generally satisfactory, The close-

out documentation has been further
completed

Technology and system technology
The Hermes Technology Programme
slice evolved from the development
activities of the previous programme.
A smooth transition was assured by

covering the most important tasks to
continue by the extension of the Hermes
Development Phase 1 In this way, the

industrial work is not interrupted and
the preparation of the technical and
contractual requirements, the preparation

of the offers by industry, and their
evaluation can be completed during the

first half of this year.

The main elements covered by the

Technology Programme are: aerothermo-
dynamics, thermal protection structure
materials, spaqe-debris protection, power
generation and storage, propulsion,

avionics and test facilities

The ESA/RKA technology working
team has reviewed the many areas for
cooperation and has prepared the

selection of the most beneficial ones

System concepts
The internal effort to investigate

alternative scenarios for crew and cargo
transportation has continued Industrial

support contracts have been initiated

to cover the non-winged and winged
re-entry vehicle as well as launcher-
nnmnncito 2anoata

The trend for non-winged re-entry is to
converge to either an advanced reusable

capsule, or a very simple one, and for

the winged re-entry to investigate a small

automatic vehicle for crew and/or cargo
transporl

Other system studies cover the suppon
of the ESAiRKA working teams for space
transportation and servicing missions

The cornerstones of the infrastructure
assumed for the studies of these
cooperative scenarios are Space Station
'Freedom' and Mir-2

Assured Crew Return Vehicle (ACRV)

The two parallel Phase-A studies for
the ACRV have accomplished good

Artist's mpressron of the Assured Crew Return Vehrcle (ACRV)

Vue concepluetle de IACR,

agreement concerning overall feasibility,

the design-driving parameters, and
the life-cycle cost The requirement
to maintain immediate operational
availability of the vehicle over many years

of in-orbit storage represents a special
challenge

The preparations for the Phase-B

study have also been completed The

cooperative endeavour with NASA has

made good progress in this area,

Servicing elements
ATV (Automated Transfer Vehicle)

With the completron of the Phase-A

studies, the two industrial teams continue
to work on special aspects of the transfer

vehicle and its interfaces, in preparation

for the Phase-B study, which is planned

to start by the end of 1993 A config-
uration review is in preparation

ARC (Automated Rendezvous and
Capture)
The Phase-C/D proposal request has

been prepared and presented to

industry The interfaces and agreements
with NASA have been further advanced
The agreed launch date is end-1997

ERA (External Robotic Arm)
The cooperation with RKA has started

to become an important factor for the

further development of the arm, due to
the request to use it for the assembly of

the Mir-2 station A full-size demonstrator
arm is presently being used to test the

hardware and software capabilities for
performing the required manipulations.
The Phase-C/D request for proposal has
hoon nnmnlotod

EVA

With EVA 2000 already being a joint

development effort, its need for lVir-2

has made the development of the suit

a confirmed objective

The possibility of meeting the early need
dates for both ERA and EVA is under
evaluation

Management
In line with the revised ground rules for
the ESA/CNES cooperation, the Hermes
Programme management{eam structure
has been modified; a matrix and
multiple-prolect structure has been

adopted to cope more effectively with the

new programme objectives The work of

the prime contractor, Euro-

Hermespace. will be phased out by

mid 1993. G
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trtano l-llR(
l a r'latalnnnamant r'la l',, etage cryo-
techntque H155 se paursuit conforme-
ment 2ttY nr6rti<innc nal-frh^^t t ar la

ttn .-lac ar oa,a A^ ^t ,^l;+:^2li.n elo ls it ,noi/, / uuJ s)Jd'J ug qudriltvuLtvt t wv tu lupw

e\ant ltr ltmhrane dtt rcSgryglr glg

eL)aiiftcatton ei la fabrication du r1servotr

d cxygdne lrqu;6s 6, premter exemplatre

de vol Le noteur Vulcarn, quant e lut, en

est a i38 essais cumulant plus de
27 000 secondes de fonctronnement

Etage L9
i ^. -^.^.^ da l^ mtn,,nlla r.la nilntnna r.loLgJ UJJd/J VY td t nd|lucr rs us 

^J/,vlovq 
u9

i etaete | 9 soet fermtnds il la Sattsfaction

de tous les intervenants et
la manttotte dp tthratron eS[ livree Par

atlleurs l:ntdgralron du premier etage
de type vol, pour essars au so/, a

commence conformement au planning

Composite sup6rieur
De nombreux essa/s concernant cette
partte du lanceur ont eu ligu. pgrrnl
lo<a' tal< 

^n 
nat tl atfFr

- / essai de separatron de la corffe. en
chambre d vrde

- /'pss.ai do qcnaration entre le

composite superteur eI l6tage H155

Lensenble de ces 1lements recenls
m^ntranl nr ra la r'lortalannamonl rlt tIt YUU iu

ianceur Anane-S est blen maitnse.

Hermes

Cloture des activit6s relatives au
programme de r6f6rence Hermes
La cl6ture des acfivitds de la phase
rniilale de developpemenl Hermes s'esl
poursurvie, seuls quelques d/dments
rcqtant A r-.nmnlctcr An,es I evaluation de
la situatnn d'ensemble de la d1finition,
lpc, lratattv cvirttt6< nar les COntfactants

sur /es fonctrons du vdhicule ont 6te
passes en tevue et juges de fagon
^A^;.^t^ ^^1:^f-,^^^t^ ' etabltssement deuYt tgt atv Jdt/J/d/Jd/ /tJ L

la documentatron de cl)ture a etd
paracneve

Technologie et technologie systdme
t ^ +.^^^A^ ,,. ^.^^.^^ne deLA Lt At tOt tc wu lJt vgt at til

foehnnlnnie Hormoq a nfts la Sutle

des aclrvrles de ddveloppement du
nrnnrammp nr{r'.pdcnt La tfanStttOn SeSt

faite en douceur avec la couverture des

ldches /es plus importanles qui se

sont poutsuivies dans le cadre de la

prolongation de la phase 1 de develop-
pement Hermes En 

'vitant 
de la sorte
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une rupture de charge dans I'rndustilq
lelaboration des imperatrfs technrques et
contractuels, la prdparatron des offres par
I'industie et leur evaluatron peuvent €tre

menees a bien durant le premier

semeslre de cette ann6e

Les prindpaux elements couverts par
le programme de technologie sonl
/es suivants, ae roth e r m ody n am iq u e,

matetiaux pour structures de protection

thermique, protectton contre les debris
spatiaux, generation et stockage
d'6nergie, propulsion, avtonique et
moyens d'essal

Aprds avoir passd en revue les nombreux
domanes de cooperailon possib/es, /e.

groupe de travarl ESA/RKA sur la

technologie a prdpard la s1lectron de
ceux qui semblent /es p/us lnfdressanfs,

Concepts systdme
Les activit1s rnternes de recherche de
scdrarios de remplacement pour le

transport d equrpages et de cargaisons
se sonl poursuivtes Des contrats de
soufien ont et6 lances pour couvilr les

queslions relatives aux vehicules de
rentree avec et sans votlure et a
I' e nse m b le lan ce u r-com posite

I a landanaa d/ // cA /tAe-;-^ ^^r^l A^La Lwt tvat tvw Vur ou uuJS// /U JU/d/l Ug

.nn.cntrcr lcs efforts, nour les vehtcules

sans voilure, sur une capsule rdutilisable
solt de technologre avancee soll trds

simple, et pour les vdhrcules d vorlure,
c,t tr l 6tt rdc .l'trn nctit vchicule auto-
matique de transport de personnel eUou

de fret

D'attfre.<, ett tdes svsiArnc Couvfent le
.c,ot ttipn rlc.q, nrnt tncs dc travail ESA/RKA

dans le domaine des mlsslons de
desserfe et de transport spatial

Les pierres angulatres de I'infrastructure
prise pour hypothdse des 6ludes relatives
A r.eq qr..enado< de r'.noq(ration SOnt la

station spatiale Freedom et Mt-2

Vdhicule de secours pour le retour de
l'equipage
Les deux etudes paralldles de phase A
faites pour I'ACRV ont r1ussi d bien
conciler la taisabrlite globale, les para-

mdtres determinants de la conceptron et
le co)t du cycle de vre. Le fait que le

vehicule doit pouvoir rester pr€t en orbite
A etre utilise e but tnstant pendant de
nombreuses ann6es represente un ddfi
particulier.

La preparation de I'etude de phase B
a 4nalcmcnt 6tA mcnic a tefme La

cooperation avec la NASA a bien
nrnarcqq6 danq ne dnmaine

El6ments de desserte
ATV (Vehicule de transfert automatique)
Avec I'achdvement des 1tudes de
phase A, les deux 1quipes industildes
poutsuiven[ les travaux sur des aspecls
particuliers du vehicule de transfert et de
scs lnlcrlancs cn nrcnaratton de l 6tude
de phase B dont le demarrage est prevu
fin 1993 On nrdnare rtne revue de
conf iguration.

ARC (Rendez-voJs et capture
2rrlnm2ttnrrpa\

La demande de propositron de phase
C/D a 6tA alaharaa al 

^':^^^+A^ ^vtu a wrw wteuvtvv wL rJIYSYIILYY d

I'industrie. On a conttnu6 d'avancer en
ao nt ti annrorno loq inti.f^^^^ ^+ l^^,,,.Ur /dUgJ Yt rg)

accords avec la NASA // a etd convenu
d'une date de lancement fin 1997.

ERA (Bras telemanipulateur exterieur)
La cooperation avec la RKA commence
d devenir une composante rmportante

de la suite des travaux de develop-
nomont rlt t hraq dnnt l',,+:t:^^+:^^ ^ a+avvttL t ULlltadLtult d YIY

demandee pour l'assemblage de
la station Mir-2 Un moddle de
demonstration en vrare grandeur sert
actuellement d verifier si materiel et
logiciel sont capables d'ex6cuter /es

manipulations voulues. La demande de
proposition de phase C/D a 6t6 achevee

Activites extra-v6hiculaires (EVA)

Le developpement de la combinaison
EVA 2000 correspondart d61a a un effort
conjotnt. le besotn de cet 

'quipementpour Mir-2 en a fait un objectif confrme

On evalue actuellement s'l/ serail possrb/e

de drsposer des deux €quipements ERA

et EVA pour /es dales rapprochees oit ils
seraient ndcessalres

Gestion
En accord avec les principes rdvrsds de
la coop1ration entre /'ESA et /e CNES,
la ctn talt tre rla l 6nt tino de ooqtinn dt t

programme Hermes a 6t6 modifi1e. Une

structure matrioelle et multrprojet a et6

adopt1e pour mieux faire face aux
nouveaux objectifs du programme ll sera
progressivement mis fin d'ici la mi1993
aux travaux du maitre d'oeuvre
Fr trnflormo<naro



publications

Publications

The documents listed here have been
issued since the last publications
announcement in the ESA Bulletin
Reouests for cooies should be made
in accordance with the Table and
using the Order Form inside the back
cover of this issue

ESA Journal

The following papers have been
published in ESA Journal Vol 17, No 2:

IVOLECULAR COM POSITES: POTENTIAL
THIRD-GENERATION POLYMERS FOR
AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS
S PALSULE

OPERATION OF LIQUID-IVETAL FIELD ION
EMITTERS UNDER MICROGRAVITY
F.G RUDENAUER ET AL

AUTONOIVOUS PROXIM ITY IVANOEUVRI NG
USING ARTIFICIAL POTENTAIL FUNCTIONS
CR MclNtVES

SYNSIM: A SOFTWARE TOOL FOR THE
RETRIEVAL OF SEA-SURFACE AND
ATIVOSPHERIC PARAIVETERS FROIV
ACTIVE AND PASSIVE MICROWAVE
IVEASUREIVENTS
PSOB/ESK/&A GU|SSARD

A NEW STAR-CONSTELLATION IVATCHING
ALGORITHIV FOR SATELLITE ATTITUDE
DETERI\i INATION
D. BALDINI ET AL,

ESA Special Publications

ESA SP.334 i/ PRICE 90 DFL
PROC FIFTH EUROPEAN SPACE
IV ECHAN ISIVS & TRI BOLOGY SYIVPOSIUM
(ED W.R BURKE)

ESA SP.351 // PRICE 90 DFL
PROC 4TH INT CONFERENCE ON PLASIVA
PHYSICS & CONTROLLED NUCLEAR
FUSION
(EDS TD GUYENNE&JJ HUNT)

esa sP-l161

ESA SP-359 (2 VOLS) // PR|CE 150 DFL
PROC FIRST ERS-1 SYMPOSIUM _ SPACE
IN THE SERVICE OF OUR ENVIRONIVENT
(ED B, KALDEICH)

ESA SP-1157 // PRICE 50 DFL
SCIENTIFIC REQUIRE|tiIENTS FOR FUTURE
SOLAR-PHYSICS SPACE IVISSIONS
(EDS, P MALTBY & B BATTRICK)

ESA SP-1159 // PRICE 70 DFL
CLUSTER: IVISSION, PAYLOAD AND
SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES
(ED W R BURKE)

ESA SP -1161 // PRICE 75 DFL
REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES OF SPACE
SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 1990-IVID 1992
(ED M A PERRY)

ESA Brochures

ESA BR-80 // NO CHARGE
LOOKING AT SCIENCE ON BOARD EURECA
(ED S HEERD)

ESA BR-93 // NO CHARGE
GIOTTO'S SECOND ENCOUNTER _ THE
IVISSION TO GRIGG-SKJELLEFUP
(ED B BATTRICK)

ESA BR-94 // NO CHARGE
ECSL _ BIENNIAL REPORT 1991.1993
(ED TD GUYENNE)

ESA HSR-8 // NO CHARGE
EUROPE IN SPACE: THE AUGER YEARS
(1959-1967)
(ED. J KRTGE)

ESA HSR-g /i NO CHARGE
THE EARLY DEVELOPIVENT OF THE
TELECOIVM U N ICATIONS SATELLITE
PFOGRATVTVE rN ESRO (196s-1971)
(ED A RUSSO)Gggg*
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ESA Newsletters

EARTH OBSERVATION QUARTERLY _

No 41, JULY 1993 (ENGLISH)
(NO CHARGE)

rEDS /V LONGDON & TD GUYENNE)

COLUI\IBUS LOGBOOK No 19, MAY 1993
(NO CHARGE)
(ED N LONGDON)

REACHING FOR THE SKIES - No 8, JUNE
1993
(NO CHARGE)
rEDS /V LONGDON & TD GUYENNE)

I\i ICROGRAVITY NEWS FRON/ ESA VOL 6

No 1, JUNE 1993
(NO CHAFGE)
(ED B KALDEICH)

NEWS & VIEWS - VOL 18 No 1, JUNE 1993
(NO CHARGE)
(ED N LONGDON)

PREPAFING FOR THE FUTURE, VOL 3,

NO 2, JUNE 1993
(NO CHARGE)

rEDS /V LONGDON & S HEERD)

ESA Procedures, Standards and
Specifications

ESA PSS-02.10 VOL 1 // 35 DFL
POWER STANDARD
ESA POWER & ENERGY CO/VYERS/O/V
DIVISION

ESA PSS-02-10 VOL 2 II 35 DFL
FATIONALE FOR THE POWER STANDARD
ESA POWER & ENERGY CO,ryYERS/O/V

DIVISION

ESA PSS 03-40 ISSUE 1 // 35 DFL
ENVIRONN/ENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE
SUPPORT
ESA THERMAL CONTROL & LIFE SUPPORT
DIVISION

ESA PSS-05-09 ISSUE 1 // 35 DFL
GUIDE TO SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION
I\i ANAGEIVENT
ESA BOARD FOR SOFTWARE
STANDARDISATION AND CONTROL

ESA Scientific and Technical
Memoranda

ESA STM.247 // 35 DFL
THE TOPSINI IV GFAPHIC USER INTERFACE
G TARICCO

ESA STM-248 // 35 DFL
THE EXOSAT OPEFATIONAL EXPEFIENCE
AG PARKES &AL

ETECTRONIC ASSEM
Ar rhe ESA Aurhorised troining centre HIGHBURY
In occordonce with the requirement of the ESA Specificotion,
PSS-O1-748, the following'ESA cert ied courses o're ovoiloble:

EOI Hond soldering to

EO2 Inspection to

EO3 Assembly of RF cobles to

EO4 Reooir of PCB qssemblies to

EO5 Surfoce mount ossembly to

EO6 Crimping ond Wire wropping to

ond

Re-certificotion courses ore provided for oll tne
obove subiects.

For further detoils of dotes for courses. on-site
orrongements ond other services pleose contoct the
centre secretory:

ZIttAH GREEN
Hiohburv Colleoe
ThE Tech'noloovtentre
Portsmouth, fT6mpshire, PO6 2SA, Englond

PSS-Or -708
PSS-or -708
PSS-Or -7t 8
PSS-Or -728
PSS-Or -738
PSS-Or-726
PSS-Or -730

Telephone:44 (O) 7O5 283279 )
Foxz 44(o) zo5 rri iri."'' G f,"-:"""ttq*,n;?:u""".
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84i12 Ptoboyuznaya Slr.,

to:cor, Bush
Ich 0 0951 3il3-2r45; Far: [t 09sl 330-1200

Association for the Advancement 0f

Space Science and Technology

stRl Es OF I t\l FORIAAII ON Sql tNIl tl C-f tCtl |l O|OG I CAL \,VORKSF| OPs

1994 YVlhl ttR/sPRlhlc stsslot l

January, 17-21 O Russian Space Gommunication And llavigation Systems

* Current state and outlook of the new communication and positioning systems;

* Main consumer pedormance of the systems being at the final stage of designing;

* Cooperation in designing and operating.

Erploration of the Earth and ecological monitodng: space-basad lacilities

and methods.

* Operational and future space systems for exploration of the Earth and ecological

monitoring.

* Methods and technical facilities for obtaining, transmitting, receiving, processing

and distributing space information about the Earth

* Results of scientific research and design work in the area of methods and technical

facilities for remote sensing

* Information about scientilic, industrial and commercial organizations of the

Russian space sector specialized in remote sensing and ecological monitoring.

The aerodynamics of hypersonic flight vehicles and the physics of

hypersonic llows.
* The TsAGI hypersonic experimental basis;

* Aerodynamics studies for hypersonic flight vehicles;

* Heat-mass transfer on hypersonic flight vehicles;

* Studies of physical phenomena accompanying the hypersonic flows and flight of

hypersonic llight vehicles, including the ionization and emission irregularity

phenomenon.

Spacecratt systoms and elements

* 0nboard attitude and stabilization systems.

* Optical sensors to control S/C position.

* 0nboard computers.

* Power supply systems elements and units.

* Structure and antenna/feeder devices.

January,24-28 @

February, 15-18 O

February,21-25 @

March, 14-18 g Smallspacecraft and launchers

* Small spacecraft projects.

* Existing capabilities to launch them as additional payload.

* New launching facilities.

* Spin-off rockets.

March, 21-25 @ Experimental basis of Russia Space Companies

The workshop is for making acquaintance with test installations belonging to the

following space oriented companies:

* Central scientilic research institute of machine engineering (TsNllMash,

Kaliningrad);

* Scientif ic-industrial Ass.'Mashinostroenie' (NPOMash, Reutov);

* Scientific research institute of chemical engineering (NllKHlMash, Sergiev-Posad);

* Energia Scientific-industrial Ass. (NP0 Energia, Kaliningrad);

* Molnia Scientific-industrial Ass. (NP0 Molnia, Moscow); and others

fuotlssida..
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SHORT DESCRIPTIO]I

The workshops are aimed at scientists and engineers, managers and businessmen, involved in aerospace

business and interested in the latest Russian achievements in science and technology.

The workshops are carried out by leading scientists and engineers from Russian space companies. The program

of each workshop includes a visit to one or several space-oriented companies or institutes.

Working language of the workshops is English.

Social and entertainment program will be otfered to all the workshop participants. Accompanying persons can

participate with special guest registration.

Registration fee covers organizational and technical expenses, transport, meeting at the airport and seeing-off,
translation, coffee/tea breaks, banquets, social program.

Each participant will be provided with quality and not expensive hotel accommodation and all meals at the

workshop site. The cost of hotel services will be included in more detailed information.

Please forward your applications, proposals, rrcommeMations aN questions to the following Ndress:

e Mr. lvan Polyansky, A,4ss7i lKl RN,l Bldg., 8432 Profsoyuznaya str., ll7al0 Moscow, Russia

Tel.: (7 095) 333-2U5 Fax: (7 095) 33O12N E-mait: ABEREZNI@ESOCI. bitnet

Tlck box matchd wlth number ol ws you would IIke to attend (s* prevtous slde)

o oo tro tr@ tr0 tr@
Name (Prof. Dr.M r.M rs.Ms)

g
a

Job Title
0rganization
Address

Country Telephone
FAX

REGISTRATIOT FEE FOR EACH WOBKSI{OP

Telex E-mail

Fee payable if payment made one

month before WIS

Full participants US$ 120

Special guest registration for accompanying person US$ 40

Tolal lo be paid

PAYMEl{T IlIFORMATIOT

Fee payable if paymenl made less than

one month before WS

us$ 150

US$ 50

us$

D

tr

tr

MONEY TRANSFER
To VERNON Consolidated Ltd. Account 34122253, Soiling code:20-62-20. BARCLAYS BANK PLC, Norlhumbertand
Avenue Intemational &anch, 22125 Northumberland Avenue, London wc2N sBH.
Please write workshop title on your payment and send by FAX copy ol bank receipt confirming payment

PERSONAL or GOMPANY CHEOUES
Please make the cheque payable to VERN0N Consolidated Ltd. and mail il to the BARCLAYS BANK PLC, Northumberland
Avenue International Branch, 22125 Northumberland Avenue, London wc2N sBH.
Please lorward us by FAX copy of the cheque.

CASH
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B1l1;1: i1if ABASES FROM ESA.IRS

ESA and NASA Reports I

Scientific and Technical Reports

International Space Journals

Daily News I

Contract Opportunities

Conference Proceedings

Earth lmages Catalogues

Spaceflight Data

Market Research Reports

Company Directories I

NAME POSITION

COMPANY

STREET PO BOX

POSTAL CODE CITY

COUNTFY

FAX (39-6-941 80360) or mail this reply card to:
ESA-lRS, Esrin, Via Galileo Galilei,00044 Frascati, Rome, ltaly

Or phone your nearest ESA-IRS National Centre:

SWEDEN DC (IHB i08t /9089ii' UtllTED Kl NGD0M RSrD A IECII i07l r 32:i95 l' IIALY & oTHEF C0U NIRIES ESA- aS i39)6941 803N0

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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International Colloquium

The lmplementation of the ESA Convention
Lessons From the Past

25- 26 October 1993, Florence, ltaly

A Colloquium, organised by the European Space Agency, the European Centre for Space Law and the
European Universrty Institute will take place in Florence, on 25-26 October 1993, on the lmplementation of
the ESA Convention. This colloqurum will present the marn issues raised by the Convention both from a
historical and a prospective point of view. After an introduction given by Professor Reimar Lust, the
develooments will be divided into four sessions: The Birth and The Evolution of the ESA Convention, chaired
by Mr. Roy Gibson; Geographical Return, chaired by Dr George Van Reeth; Commercialisation (From
Independence to Integration), chaired by Professor Massimo Trella; The Agency and the Evolution of the
International Environment, chaired by Mr. Henrik Grage. The aim of this colloquium is to permit an exchange
of views among speakers and participants on all these tssues

You may obtain information from Mrs. E. Vermeer, ESA, Paris, 33.1.42.7371 61., or from
Miss B. de Hartogh, EUl, Florence, 39.55.509.23.79

Second ECSL Practitioners' Forum

10 November 1993, ESA, Paris

Following the resounding success of the First Practitioners' Forum held last November, the European Centre
for Space Law (ECSL) decided to continue with this initiative. The aim of this Forum is to discuss the specific
legal problems that lawyers encounter in their day{o-day practice when dealing with space activities. ECSL
has, again this year, been able to attract a number of outstanding specialists who will bring the participants
up to date on the current legal issues surrounding space activities.

The Forum will be divided into two panels. The morning panel will deal mostly with the actual space law
developments. lt will be chaired by Professor K.H. Bockstlegel

Presentations will be given on Satellite Communications, by Mr. Phillip Dann, Bird & Bird London; on
lntellectual Property lssues, by Mr. Sa'rd Mosteshar, Mosteshar London; on Regulatory and Policy
Developments in the European Community, by Dr Tim Howell, Deputy Head Space Telecommunications
Policy Unit, European Commmission, DGXlll;on A Broadcaster's Point of View on these EC Developments,
by Dr. Mareni Pichler, Legal Adviser CLT Multimedia, Luxembourg.

The afternoon panel will deal with lssues in space contracts. lt will be chaired by Dr. Ralph Kroner, Trenite
van Doorne, Rotterdam. Presentations will be given on ESA Contracts by Dr. Winfried Thoma, Head Contracts
Department ESA; on Public Procurement by Dr. Steven Kahn, Head of Rules and Procedures, Contracts
Department ESIEC, on Liability by Dr. Curt Dombek, Bryan Cave London;and on Insurance, by Mr. Dhabi,
Faugdre et Jutheau, Pans. Each presentation will be followed by a discussion.

Admittance to the Forum is free of charge but we can only welcome a limited number of
participants, For more information on the Practitioners' Forum, contact Val6rie Kayser, ECSL
Secretary, 8-10 rue Mario Nikis, 75738 Paris Cedex 15, Phone: 33.1.42.73.76.05,
Fax: 33.1 .42.73.75.60
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